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ABSTRACT

This thesis is concerned with the core computer vision challenge of obtaining effi-
cient and robust visual tracking of objects over extended image sequences. Effective
solutions to this problem are crucial for applications such as smart video surveillance,
intelligent human machine interaction, and robotics. Most tracking algorithms canbe
classified into two major types, namely, probabilistic filtering algorithms and deter-
ministic localisation algorithms. This thesis presents novel enhancements to both
types of algorithm.

The probabilistic filtering algorithms adopted in visual tracking are mainly based
on Kalman filters and particle filters. \¡Vhereas Kalman filters are restricted to linear
and Gaussian noise models, particle filters can propagate more general distributions,
albeit only approximately. This is valuable in visual tracking, as simple models of
noise do not suffice. Although particle filter trackers have been quite successful, they
too have significant drawbacks. Several strategies are advanced in this thesis to over-
come these limitations. Two alternative means are proposed for generating a proposal
distribution, which is a key step in particle filtering. These increase the efficiency and
robustness of the algorithm in the presence of sudden motion. The particle filter is
also extended so as to accommodate multiple cues, such as colour and edge informa-
tion, affording greater reliability, Additionally, an efficient kernel subspace method is
introduced to capture a tracked object's appearance. Finally, a novel method is pro-
posed for tracking the motion of an articulated structure. This significantly improves
sampling efficiency, alleviating the curse of dimensionølity n Monte Carlo sampling
methods. The value of these enhancements is confirmed experimentally.

The second part of this thesis concerns the mean shift algorithm, recently ad-
vanced as an alternative to stochastic trackers, that seeks the global mode of a suitable
density function. A novel, multi-bandwidth mean shift procedure is presented along
with a means of accelerating the algorithm. This improved tracker is applied to the
problems of object localisation and visual tracking. We empirically show on various
data sets that the proposed algorithm reliably finds the true object location when the
initial position of the mean shift is far away from the global maximum, in contrast
with the conventional mean shift algorithm which can often become trapped in a
local maximum.
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CHAPTER ]-

INTRODUCTION

One of the many challenges of artificial intelligence is to generate a seeing machine

that can interpret its visual environment. One of this endeavour is motion detection

and visual tracking [Cutler & Davis, 2000, Song et aI., 20031. In contrast to motion

detection, visual tracking allows one to concentrate resources on the tracked object

regardless of other distraction in image sequences. These areas tend to contain the

most information about a certain motion. This thesis concentrates on the subject of

automatic visual tracking in image sequences. Background knowledge on robust vi-

sual tracking is introduced and novel improvements are proposed.

1.t. OvsRvrsw

Visual tracking entails the detection and recursive localisation of objects in image se-

quences, It plays a critically important role in many applications, including video

surveillance [Blake & Isard, ].998, Haritaoglu et øL, 2}}},Stauffer & Grimson, 2000],

intelligent human-machine interfaces and smart environments [MacCormick, 2000,

Pentland, 2000, Wu & Huang, 200181, video compression [Wang & Cohen, 20051,

augmented reality and visual effects [Azuma, 1993], 3D human body motion caP-

ture [Deutscher et aI.,2000,Deutscher et aL,2}}l,Sigalet al.,2003,Sigalet ø1.,2004,Gao

7



1. INTRODUCTION

& Shi, 2004, Sminchisescu & Triggs, 2003, Sminchisescu & Jepon, 2004, Deutscher

& Reid, 20051, environmental imaging [Peddada & McDevitt, 1996f , medical imag-

ing [ã.ou et t-!.,2005] a-n-¿l- m-'-rch more

The tracking component is a core requirement for these applications, and to date

remains an important bottleneck. For example, crucial components of an intelligent

video surveillance system are object detection, tracking, classification and activity

recognition. The detection and tracking parts play a role as the front-end of the sys-

tem. Without a robust and reliable tracker, the remaining subsystems are beyond

reach. Robust visual tracking involves many fundamental problems in computer vi-

sion such as matching and recognition. Therefore the task of making tracking robust

and efficient is the key to practical systems for the abovementioned vision-based ap-

plications.

Practical visual object trackers should have the following capabilities:

o Robusbress in the presence of occlusions;

o The ability to track accurately over long sequences ( trackers should be able to

self-start and recover from momentary tracking failures);

o The ability to operate efficiently ( since many computationally intensive pro-

cesses will be carried out after tracking the object of interest in videos, the

tracker should use computational resources as economically as possible);

o The avoidance of background subtraction.

In this thesis, we address problems in tracking objects in image videos and pro-

pose novel approaches to alleviate these problems.

In general visual tracking is a challenging problem. Difficulties in tracking ob-

jects can arise due to abrupt object motion, changing aPPearance pattems of both

the object and the scene, non-rigid object structures, object to object and object to

scene occlusions, and camera motion. Usually tracking is carried out in the context of

higher level applications that require the location or contour/shape of the object. The

assumptions made to constrain the tracking problem are employed in the context of

that application.

We categorise the tracking methods according to the way in which they localise

the tracked object. In this way popular tracking algorithms can be classified into

2



l.INTBODUCTION

two major groups/ namely, probabilistic filtering ølgorithms (e.g., Kalman filters, parti-

cle filters) and deterministic target rEresentation and locølisation algorithms (e.g., mean

shift trackers). The work presented in this thesis can also be divided into two parts:

stochastic sampling based tracking and deterministic mean shift based tracking. Be-

sides proposing a number of novel solutions, the new algorithms are also applied to

a number of practical problems and working demonstration systems are constructed.

Moreovet, we discuss issues relating to tracking in general, such as the use of appro-

priate image features, selection of motion models, and detection of objects.

Since Isard and Blake (19984) introduced particle filtering ( also known as sequen-

tial Monte Carlo (SMC) methods, or CoNo¡NSATIoN) into visual tracking, particle

filters have been extensively researched in computer vision [Doucet et ø1.,2001,Is-

ard & Blake, 199841. This has subsequently led to a vast body of literature, which

is reviewed in Chapter 2. The popularity of particle filters mainly stems from the

observations that:

o They are simple and easy to implement. Particle filter algorithms c¿ìn even be

applied in large scale real-time applications with parallel architecture imple-

mentations on state-of-the-art FPGA chips [Bolic,2004];

o They are flexible. Particle filters relax the linearity and Gaussianity constraints

of Kalman filters. Consequently particle filters can propagate more general dis-

tributions, albeit only approximately. Before particle filters are introduced into

tracking, usually linear or linearised models are used, where the uncertainty in

the dynamics and observation models is typically modelled by Gaussian den-

sities. Hence, classical sub-optimal Bayesian filtering methods based on lin-

earised Kalman filters, e.g, extended Kalman filters, can be used. The particle

filters provide a more general solution to the nonlinear and non-Gaussian es-

timation problem. Therefore they can outperform the Kalman filters in many

practical cases.

Despite their widespread success/ conventional particle filtering based trackers have

several drawbacks. For example, the system dynamics is usually very difficult to

model and the conventional particle filter uses system transition as the proposal dis-

tribution, often leading to poor sampling efficiency and poor performance in visual

tracking. It is not a trivial task to design satisfactory proposal distributions for the

particle filter.

3



1. INTRODUCTION

How to obtain a robust observation model is also a key issue for a successful

tracker. Furthermore, when the problem is high-dimensional, a prohibitively large

number of oarticles might be required to well represent the posterior distribution.

This results in a very high computational cost. We advance several improvements to

solve these disadvantages:

o A key step in particle filtering is generating a proposal distribution. We propose

two altemative means for a better proposal. These increase the efficiency and

robustness of the algorithm to sudden motion;

o The particle filter requires a model for the likelihood. Lrtegration of multiple

visual cues could be a powerful way to achieve robust tracking in situations

where no single cue is suitable. We also introduce an efficient kernel subspace

method to capture the tracked object's apPearance;

o A novel method for tracking the motion of an articulated structure is proposed.

This method can significantly improve the sampling efficiency. As a result, it

alleviates lhe curse of dimensionality nMonte Carlo sampling methods.

Mean shift trackers were recently introduced as an alternative to stochastic track-

ers [Comanicbt et a1.,2003]. After manually marking or automatically detecting the

object position in the first frame, the mean shift tracker models the intensity and the

local standard deviation of the object region defined by the kernel smoothed colour

histogram model. It then tracks the objects by calculating the mean-shift vector which

maximises the similarity between the kernel distribution for the hypothesised object

and its target model.

Fundamentally, mean shift has two inherent disadvantages. First of all, it can

onlybe used to find local modes of a kemel-smoothed density distribution. Secondly,

mean shift converges slowly in many cases. In order to remedy these two drawbacks,

the second part of this thesis addresses the problem of seeking the global mode of a

density function using the mean shift algorithm. A multi-bandwidth mean shift pro-

cedure is proposed to achieve this objective, We also propose an accelerated version

of the mean shift algorithm. The proposed framework is applied to the problems of

object localisation and visual tracking.

4
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L.2. CONTnI¡UTIONS

Original contributions presented in this thesis lie in the area of robust and efficient

visual tracking, In particular, the following issues have been addressed:

¡ A novel enhanced importance sampling algorithm, termed unscented auxiliary

particle filtering, is developed to enable particle trackers to cope better when

the system dynamics is poorly modelled (Chapter 3);

o A general augmented particle filter is advanced. The augmented particle filter

can also be extended to many other information fusion problems (Chapter 4);

o A novel approach, called probabilistic multi-cue integration, is proposed to

integrate multiple cues for robust visual tracking within the particle filtering

framework (Chapter 5);

o We introduce an efficient kernel subspace leaming algorithm to adaptively model

the appearance of the tracked objects. Thus a more robust observation model is

achieved (Chapter 6);

¡ Most visual leaning tasks are high dimensional. Due to the high degrees of free-

dom, 2D articulated object tracking is inherently high dimensional. Novel non-

parametric sampling based dynamic Bayesian networks are proposed to track

2D articulated objects effectively and efficiently (Chapter 7);

. We present an accelerated mean shift tracker, which is more computationally

efficient than its conventional counterpart (Chapter 8);

o Motivated by simulated annealing and annealed importance sampling, we pro-

pose a new tool, ANtrlseLpoMS, which is a global density mode seeking tech-

nique to relax the small object motion constraint imposed by the kernel-based

object trackers. By combining an object localiser into the tracker, it has an im-

proved ability to recover from temporal tracking failure. Consequently it is
more robust than conventional mean shift trackers (Chapter 9),

Although this thesis mainly concentrates on issues in robust visual tracking/ many

techniques developed in this work can be applied to many other machine vision or

learning tasks. For example, the proposed enhanced importance sampling techniques
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(the unscented auxiliary particle filter and augmcntcd particle filter) are readily ap-

plied to other particle filtering based applications lQian & Chellappa, 2004,Pêtez

et aL,20O7l. The fast mean shift technique can be used to speed up those vision prob-

lems which use mean shift, such as texture clustering and image segmentation [Co-

maniciu & Meer, 20021. The global mode seeking strategy can be combined into the

kernel particle filter [Chang & Ansari,2003,Shan et al.,2004,Chang ef a1.,2005].lna

word, the novel algorithms are not by any means confined to visual tracking.

1.3. THssts OnceNtsATIoN

Below is a summary of the remainder of the chapters in the thesis:

Chapter 2. Review: A state-of-the-art survey on visual tracking is provided in this

chapter. Background knowledge on the particle filter and mean shift is also described.

The presentation of this material is of necessity brief because it is not possible to cover

all the reported work in the literature. Nevertheless, it provides the tools which are

required to understand the algorithms and analysis presented in subsequent chap-

ters, as well as references for the interested readers. In this thesis, we are primarily

concerned with estimation using sample-based, nonparametric representations such

as mean shift which is tightly associated with kemel density estimates. We also focus

specificalty on probabilistic descriptions and inference algorithms defined on graphi-

cal models, including particle filtering, belief propagation, mean field approximation,

etc.

Chapter 3. Unscented auxiliary particle filtering: We introduce an improved par-

ticle filtering framework into visual tracking, which combines the unscented Kalman

filter and the auxiliary particle filter. The efficient unscented auxiliary particle fil-

ter uses the unscented transformation to predict one-step ahead likelihood and pro-

duces more reasonable proposal distributions, thus reducing the number of particles

required and substantially improving tracking performance.

Chapter 4. Augmented particle filtering: We advance a more general augmented

particle filtering framework for designing the optimal proposal distribution. The es-

sential idea is to augment a second filter's estimate into the proposal distribution de-

sign. We then show that several existing improved particle filters can be rationalised

within this more general framework. Based on this framework, we propose variant

6
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algorithms for robust and efficient visual tracking.

Chapter 5. Robust tracking by probabilistic multiple cue integration: The inte-

gration of cues such as colour, edge strength and motion has proved to be a promis-

ing approach to robust visual tracking in situations where no single cue is suitable. In
this chapter, an algorithm is presented which integrates multiple cues in a probabilis-

tic manner. Specifically the likelfüood of each cue is calculated and weighted before

Bayes' rule is applied to obtain the resultant posterior. This posterior is generally

not well represented analytically, and is therefore represented as a set of weighted

particles, which is updated at each frame by a particle filter.

Chapter 6. Kernel discriminant subspace learning: We introduce a computation-

ally efficient nonlinear kernel learning strategy to find a discriminative model which

distinguishes the tracked object from the background. Principal Component Analysis

and Linear Discriminant Analysis have been applied to this problem with some suc-

cess. These techniques are limited, however, by the fact that they are capable only of

identifying linear subspaces within the data. Kernel based methods, in contrast, are

able to extract nonlinear subspaces, and thus represent more complex characteristics

of the tracked object and background. This is a particular advantage when tracking

deformable objects and where appearance changes due to the unstable illumination

and pose occur.

Chapter 7. Dynamic Bayesian networks based 2D articulated tracking: We

present a novel method for tracking the motion of an articulated structure in a video

sequence. The analysis of articulated motion is challenging because of the poten-

tially large number of degrees of freedom of an articulated body, For particle filter

based algorithms, the number of samples required with high dimensional problems

can be computationally prohibitive. To alleviate this problem, we represent the artic-

ulated object as an undirected graphical model (or Markov Random Field) in which

soft constraints between adjacent sub-parts are captured by conditional probability

distributions. The graphical model is extended across time frames to implement a

tracker. The tracking algorithm can be interpreted as a belief inference procedure on

a dynamic Bayesian network. The discretisation of the state vectors makes it possible

to utilise the efficient belief propagation and mean field algorithms to reason in this

network.

Chapter 8. Accelerated mean shift: Mean shift is a popular nonparametric den-

sity estimation method. One of its drawbacks is that it converges slowly in many

7
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cases. Inspired by the succcssful accelerated variants of bound optimisation algo-

rithms such as Expectation Maximisation, we proPose an accelerated version of the

mean shift algorithm. The appealing ProPelty is that, compared with the standard

mean shift algorithm, the number of iterations to convergence is significantly de-

creased. Additionally, for the Gaussian kemel, no extra computation is introduced at

each iteration.

Chapter 9. Annealed mean shift: We address the problem of seeking the global

mode of a density function using the mean shift algorithm. Mean shift, like other

gradient ascent optimisation methods, often becomes trapped in local maxima, and

hence fails to find the desired global maximum. In this chapter, we ProPose a multi-

bandwidth mean shift procedure. By slight abuse of terms, we name it annealed

mean shift, which in principle shares similarities with the annealed importance sam-

pling procedure. The bandwidth of the algorithm plays the same role as the tem-

perature in annealing. We observe that the over-smoothed density function with a

sufficiently large bandwidth is uni-modal. Using a continuation principle, the influ-

ence of the global peak in the density function is introduced gradually. In this way

the global maximum is reliably located'

The proposed framework is applied to the problems of visual tracking and object

localisation. We empirically show on various data sets that the proposed algorithm

can reliably find the true object location when the initial position of mean shift is far

away from the global maximum. In these difficult cases the conventional mean shift

algorithm often becomes in spurious local maxima.

Chapter 10. Conclusions and future directions: The main contributions of the

thesis are reviewed and their significance, applicability and limitations are summarised.

Possible extensions of these proposed approaches and future research directions are

discussed.

I



CHAPTER 2

ROBUST VISUAL TRACKING: A REVIEW

Visual tracking is the problem of estimating the trajectory of an object as the object

moves around a scene with cameras as the sensor. Real-time object tracking is a crit-

ical task in many computer vision applications, and it is usually performed in the

context of higher level applications which require the location or contour of the ob-

ject. Visual tracking is a very challenging problem. Difficulties in visual tracking

arise due to noisy observations, abrupt and unpredictable object motiory changing

environmental illumination, changing appearance pattems of both the target and the

background, non-rigid object structures, partial or full occlusions. Visual tracking

might also involve multiple objects and/or multiple cameras, and camera motion.

These issues make visual tracking still an open problem in the field of computer vi-

sion. To make the problem tractable mathematically, we have to simplify this prob-

lem using certain constraints. For example, in practice, the motion of most objects can

not be modelled accurately with a random-walk, auto-regression or even an mixture

of auto-regression model. Almost all the Bayesian filtering trackers use these types

of dynamics models. That means we must assume the object motion to be smooth,

having constant velocity or constant acceleration. However for specific motions like

walking, mnning, etc.,prior knowledge canbe helpful to simplify the problem. Some

algorithms utilise prior knowledge about the object appearance, colour ot shape, e.g.,

tracking human faces.

9
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Numerous approaches for object tracking have been proposed. In this chapter, we

review the tracking approaches in the literature. We also discuss topics relevant to

tracking in general, such as the use of appropriate image features, selection of motion

models, and detection of objects, ¿fc. We briefly introduce background knowledge on

particle filtering and the mean shift algorithm as well as their tracker implementa-

tions.

2.I. OvrRvmw

There is a substantial body of literature on tracking. The formulation of the visual

tracking problem can be viewed as consisting of two main ingredients: modelling and

estimation. Modelling is the process by which we establish the likelihood model. In

other words, it is a problem of what types of image features are used and the way to

measure the similarity between the tracked target and the candidate. Once a likeli-

hood function is available, estimation is the process that we use to compute the pa-

rameters in the state space (typically, position, scale, orientation of the object for 2D

tracking). From the viewpoint of estimation, the tracking problem can be classified

in two major approaches.

Probabilistic fittering and data association is mostly a top-down procedure dealing

with the dynamics of the tracked object, learning of motion priors, and evaluation

of the likelihood of different hypotheses [Chen et al.,2}}I,Isard & Blake, 19984'Li

et al., 2003A, Shen et aL, 2003,Shen et al., 2004B,Bray et al', 2004,Chang ef al., 2005)'

The probabilistic filtering approachl is attractive because of its systematic handling

of uncertainty and its ability to incorporate fusion of uncertainty information.

Deterministic target representøtion andlocalisation is mostly abottom-up process which

maximises a likelihood-like cost function. The cost function measures how similar are

the candidate representation and the target model. The semantic mean shift tracker

invented by Comaniciu et al. (2003) belongs to this category. Recently Viola and

Jones (2004) introduced an extremely efficient face detectorbased on the large-margin

leaming algorithm, AdaBoost. It is the first face detector reported which can work

real-time. Incremental work includes boosting chain leaming [Xiao et a1.,2003) and

lMainly the inference algorithm of this approach is based on hidden Markov models [Rabiner &

fuang, 19fi6,Bilmes,l997f, Kalman filters [Wan & van der Merwe,2001] or particle filters lDoucet eú a/.,

2001,Pitt & Shephard, 19991.
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multi-view face detection with an improved Boost training procedure [Li & Zrang,
2004). The detection process is robust to momentary tracking failures because it
does not rely on any temporal information. It involves a more global search over

the parameter space, while tracking assumes temporal coherence and small inter-

frame changes. Under these assumptions, the search procedure of a tracker finds a
neighbouring mode of the tracking result in the previous time frame. Unfortunately
this neighbouring mode is not necessarily a global one. It could be a spurious local

mode. For example for gradient based optimisation algorithms such as mean shift,

only when the start location (previous tracking result) resides in the basin of attrac-

tion of the true mode can the true mode be found.

Detection is a powerful bottom-up procedure: It is trained offline and works

online. Due to the training being built on sufficiently large amount of training data, its

performance is fairly promising even without online updating the detector. Therefore

it is always desirable to combine a bottom-up process in a top-down tracker. The

way how the two components are combined is application dependent and plays a

critically decisive role in the robustness and efficiency of the tracker.

As mentioned, several criteria can be adopted to classify visual tracking: \{hich
object representation is better for tracking (2D image blob models)? \ trhich image

features (edge strength, colour histogram, motion information) are more suitable?

\¡Vhat are the motion models (Gaussian random-walk dynamics/ auto-regressive pro-

cesses)? \¡Vhich parameter estimation methods are used (multiple hypothesis meth-

ods, Bayesian filtering, deterministic optimisation algorithms)? In the following sec-

tions we provide an overview of a number of relevant approaches, according to the

modelling and estimation ideas.

z.L.L. ObjectRepresentation

Objects can be represented by their shapes and appearances. In this section, we de-

scribe object shape representations commonly employed for tracking.

Simple geometric shapes. A rectangle fP&ez et a1.,2002f, square [Shen ef a1.,2005A1,

ellipse lComaniciu et øL, 2003), etc., is used to represent the object shape. Although

these primitive geometric shapes are more suitable for representing simple rigid ob-

jects, they are also used for tracking a variety of non-rigid objects.
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Contours. The contour representation clefines the boundary of the object and is

suitable for representing non-rigid objects. The region inside the contour is the sil-

houette of the object. Contour based representations are more suitable for tracking

complex non-rigid shapes. Typically the non-rigid contour is represented by a Palam-

eterised curve. The parameterisation is in terms of B-splines [Isard & Blake, 79984,Li

et aL, 2003 A, Wu & Huang, 2001A, Freedman, 2003, Wu et aL, 200S A, Tissainayagam &

Suter, 2003]. In these approaches tracking is actually cast as a matching problem be-

tween curves constructed out of edges in the image, and some shape space describing

the class of objects of interest.

2D/3D ørticulated shape models. Compared with simple 2D tracking,2D/3D at-

ticulated tracking is more challenging due to its high-dimensional nature. Articu-

lated objects such as human bodies, fingers, etc., aÍe composed of sub-parts which

are held together. For 2D articulated tracking, image blob models have proven to be

effectivemethods for2D humanbodytrackinS[Wu etaI.,2003B,,Shen etal',2004A].

3D volumetric and kinematic models are usually adopted for tracking a 3D human

body [Deutscher ¿f aL,2}}},Deutscher et al.,2}}l,Deutscher & Reid,2005,Sminchis-

escu & Triggs, 2O03,sminchisescu et aL,2}}3,Sminchisescu & Jepon, 2004,Lee & Co-

hen, 20041. We give more details on 2D articulated tracking in Chapter 7, while 3D

articulated tracking is beyond the scope of this thesis,

2.1.2. FeatureSelection

Many different image features have been used to represent the tracked object' Se-

lecting the right features is closely related with the object representation or likeli-

hood surface functions. For example, a colour histogram is often used as a feature

for region appearance representations. Colour information is relatively invariant to

non-rigid transformations and partial occlusion of the target. It is widely used for

tracking human faces, etc.lPérez et al,2}}2,Comaniciu et aI',2003i, while for contour

based representation, sparse edge information extracted in the neighbourhood of the

tracked object model is usually used as the feature. Edge information has Proven use-

ful for tracking when it is available from a background subtraction, motion segmen-

tation or contour tracking Process [Isard & Blake, 1998A,Li et a1.,20034, Deutscher

et al., 2}}},Deutscher & Reid, 2005, Sminchisescu & Triggs, 20031.

A simple hypothesis is that the features which best discriminate between object
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and background are also most valuable for tracking the object. Therefore the back-

ground around the target should also be taken into consideration. Zhang and Freed-

man (2005) propose a density matching method based on background mismatching

for tracking non-rigid objects.

Frequently-used features in visual tracking are:

o Colour. This is one of the most widely used features for tracking since it has

proven robust, versatile and computationally efficient. In the literature there are

two colour models: parametric and nonparametric, A Gaussian mixture model

(GMM) is used to fit the colour distribution of the tracked region [McKenna
et ø1.,1998]; The GMM parameters are estimated by an online Expectation Max-

imisation (EM) algorithm such that the model is able to be updated during the

course of tracking; The nonparametric approach relies on discrete histogram

computation. Compared to the parametric approach, it avoids the problem

of model fitting with EM algorithms such that it is more computationally ef-

ficient. However, the disadvantage is that it lacks an elegant on-line update

scheme that GMM has. Comaniciu ¿f aL (2003) advance the realtime colour

histogram based tracking system for non-rigid objects using the mean shift pro-

cedure. Given the target reference colour models, the best candidate is selected

based on the statistical similarity measure of a metric expressed with the Bhat-

tacharyya distance. Promising tracking results on complex scenes are presented

by their method. However, this method suffers from a weakness of their deter-

ministic search which has a tendency to fail if the object is occluded for a while

or the target's displacement between two frames is large. In order to mitigate

this problem, Pérez et aI. (2002) and Nummiaro et ø1. (2003) embed the same

colour representation model into the framework of particle filters. Armed with

the particle filter's stochastic nature, it is possible to make the tracker recover

from temporal occlusions;

o Edge. Despite the robustness of the colour cue, it does not contain any infor-

mation about the spatial adjacency of pixels in the object. Edge information

complements the colour cue2. It is widely adopted in tracking [Isard & Blake,

I998A,L1 et a1.,2003A, Deutscher et nl.,2}}},Deutscher et al.,2}}l,Deutscher &
Reid,2005,Sminchisescu & Triggs, 20031. A desirable property of edge informa-

tion is that it is robust to illumination changes. In contrast, colour is very sen-

zwe use the terms/eølrre and cue interchangeably in this thesis,
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sitive to environmental illumination changes. Consequently the combination

of these two sources provides a more robust observation model [Wu & Huang,

20014, Shen et aI., 20031. Untike the colour feature, the edge likelihood model

does not need a target model. Accordingly the problem of updating the tar-

get model is avoided. However adapting the parameters in the edge likelihood

model on-line could be advantageous. In lwu et a1,,2003A], based on a gener-

ative model, the tracker can automatically switch among different observation

models according to the hidden states of the clutter and occlusions.

The abovementioned methods are either time-consuming or restricted to simple

shape models. Another way to utilise edge information is the edge orientation

histogram[Yangef a\.,2005F].Thishistogramcanbecalculatedefficientlyusing

the integral image, is more robust to scene illumination changes, and provides

richer information than simple contour models.

o Optical flow. Optical flow is one of the widely used features in tracking [De-

Carlo & Metaxas, 2000,Liang & Tjahjadi, 19971.To obtain optical flow informa-

tion, the velocity and direction of each pixel in the frame have to be computed.

It is an effective method but time consuming. A background motion model can

be calculated using optical flow which serves to stabilise the image of the back-

ground plane. Then, independent motion canbe detected as residual flow-the

flow in the direction of the image gradient that is not predicted by the back-

ground plane motion. Although slightly more costly to compute, this measure

has a more direct geometric significance than using background subtraction on

a stabilised image. This method is very attractive in detecting and tracking ob-

jects in videos that exhibit a moving background or is captured by a moving

cameta.

o Wavelet representation. Generally responses of steerable pyramids are used

to construct an aPPearance model. Steerable pyramids provide a description

of the image at different scales and orientations which is useful for coarse-to-

fine differential motion estimation, and for isolating stability at different scales

[Oren ef al., 1997 ,Yiola & Jones, 2004,Jepson et al., 200\];

o Subspace. Images are represented as high-dimensional pixel arrays, often resid-

i.g i^ a manifold of intrinsically low dimension. Computer vision and image

processing research has been attracting extensive interests in techniques that
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capitalise on this observation, and apply algebraic and statistical tools for ex-

traction and analysis of the latent manifotd [Shakhnarovich & Moghaddam,

2004, Torre & Black, 2003, Wang & Tang, 20041, Traditional subspace meth-

ods such as principal component analysis (PCA), linear discriminant analysis

(LDA), etc.have been introduced to visual tracking. The Eigentracking method

uses the Karhunen-Loeve transform to produce the most expressive subspace

for object representation, tracking and recognition [Black & Jepson, 1,998, Ross

et a1.,2004,Ho et al.,2004,Lirr.et al.,2004,Lee et ø1.,2003,Lee & Kriegman,2005l.

LDA is an example of the most discriminating subspace methods. It seeks a

set of features best separating the foreground and the background classes [Lin
et ø1.,2004} Furthermore it is very easy to efficiently update the learned sub-

space with on-line incremental singular value decomposition (SVD) algorithms.

This is regarded as one of the main advantages of the subspace representation

for visual tracking tasks. We have also introduced an extremely efficient kemel

subspace learning algorithm to visual tracking that will be discussed later [Shen

et a1.,200581.

Recently there has been renewed interest in understanding the structure of high

dimensional data set based on manifold learning. Examples include ISOMAP

[Tenenbaum et al.,2000,Jenkins & Matarió, 2004], LLE lRoweis & Saul, 2000],

Laplacian Eigenmap [Belkin & Niyogi, 2003] algorithms and many others [Huo
& Chen, 2002,Yan9,2004,He & Niyogi, 20031. Compared with conventional

subspace learning, these methods take the pairwise relationship of the data into

consideration. In the field of visual tracking, Sminchisescu and Jepon (2004)

have presented a learning and inference algorithm that restricts visual track-

ing to nonlinearly embedded,low-dimensional spaces with the LLE algorithm.

This formulation produces a layered generative model with reduced state rep-

resentation such that the inference problem can be resolved by sampling in the

low-dimensional space. In their work the functionality of subspace learning

is to reduce the dimensionality of the state space. Fei and Reid (2004) embed

the hand motion image sequence in a metric space/ using the LLE algorithm.

In contrast, He et al. (2005) use locality preserving projections (LPP) to learn

face representations. Different from PCA or LDA which effectively see only the

Euclidean structure of face space/ LPP finds an embedding that preserves lo-

cal informatiory and obtains a face subspace that best detects the essential face

manifold structure. Better face recognition performance has been observed over

!
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PCA and LDA, Goldberger et aL (200a) have introduced a novel nonparametric

learning method, neighbourhood component analysis (NcA), which performs

distance leaming and dimensionality reduction in a unified manner. NCA min-

imises the classification error of a stochastic k-nearest-neighbour classifier. At

the time of writing, there appears to be no work on using these methods to learn

object representations for tracking in the literature.

In view of the aforementioned, we can broadly classify tracking approaches into

two categories as shown in Table 2.L. Namely,

o Boundary-based approaches. This approach relies on the information provided

by the object boundaries and are also known as edge-based. It has been widely

adopted in object tracking because the boundary-based features provide reli-

able information which does not depend on the motion tyPe or object shape.

Usually, the boundary-based tracking algorithms employ active contour mod-

els such as snakes [Peterfreund ,1999] and geodesic active contours. These mod-

els are energy-based or geometric-based minimisation approaches that evolve

an initial curve under the influence of external potentials, while being con-

strained by internal energies.

Snakes are deformable active contours used for boundary tracking. Snakes

move under the influence of image-intensiTy forces subject to certain internal

deformation constraints. In segmentation and boundary tracking problems,

these forces relate to the gradient of image intensity and the positions of image

features. One advantage of the force-driven snake model is that it can easily

incorporate the dynamics derived from time-varying images. Snakes are usu-

ally parameterised and the solution space is constrained to have a predefined

shape. Therefore these methods require an accurate initialisation step since the

initial contour converges iteratively toward the solution of a partial differential

equation.

Coruonxs¡TloN and its extensions [Isard & Blake,1998A,Wu et aL,2003Af use

probabilistic boundary-based observation models which are based on edge de-

tection techniques. The basic idea is to use a set of measurement lines to collect

irnage features. A set of measurement lines with fixed length are applied to the

object contour. These lines are perpendicular to the contour. After applying 1D

edge detection along the measurement lines, all the locations of the edge points
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on the measurement line are collected. These feature points are jointly produced

by the target and the background and a probabilistic model is calculated based

on the positions of these feature points. Robust experimental results have been

obtained with this likelihood model.

Another work on contour tracking worthy of mention is [Chen et ø1.,2001,].

There a new hidden Markov model (HMM) framework is used for real-time

contour-based object tracking. A joint probability data association filter (JPDAF)

is used to compute the HMM's transition probability. This new tracking frame-

work can easily incorporate various image cues/ and it also offers an on-line

learning process to adapt to changes in the scene.

o Region-based approaches. These approaches rely on information provided by

the entire region such as colour, subspace, texture, wavelet (or other templates)

and motion-based properties using a motion estimation/segmentation tech-

nique. In this case, the estimation of the target's position and velocity, etc., is

based on the correspondence between the associated target regions at different

times. This operation is usually time consuming (a point-to-point correspon-

dence is required within the whole region) and is accelerated by the use of

parametric motion models that describe the target motion with a small set of

parameters. The use of these models introduces the difficulty of tracking the

real object boundaries in cases with non-rigid objects, but increases robustness

due to the fact that information provided by the whole region is exploited. Fur-

thermore generally advanced machine learning algorithms can be utilised for

these representations.

Method Exam

approaches. [Chen et aL,2001]
lLíet a\.,200341

Region et

Template and den-
sity based appear-
ance models.

[Lee & Kriegman,2005]
[Jepson etø1.,2007)

et aL,

Table 2.1: Visual tracking approaches classified according to the visual features.

ing the evolution of the control
contour captur-

the candidate which best matches
the target model.

regron
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2.1.3. TrackingMethods

Object tracking aims to locate the object and find the region it encompasses in succes-

sive images. In the above, we discussed object representations and features for visual

tracking. In this section, we classify tracking approaches according to the adopted op-

timisation algorithms, i.e., the methods used to search/locate the target. The tracking

methods that appeared in the literature are briefly reviewed.

Bayesian fíttering. Recently particle filters, otherwise known as sequential Monte

Carlo methods, have become popular in tackling the tracking problem. The track-

ing problem can be formulated as filtering and data association Process. It is solved

through the state space approach for modelling discrete-time dynamic systems. The

information characterising the target is defined by state variables, whose evolution

in time is specified by the system dynamics equation. The observation (likelihood)

equation serves to correct the estimate obtained by the dynamics model. Then the

purpose of visual tracking is to estimate the state, given all previous measurements,

or equivalently to obtain the posterior probability density function (PDF)' The the-

oretically optimal solution is provided by the recursive Bayesian filter which solves

the problem in two steps: a prediction step and a correction step. The prediction

step uses the dynamics equation and the already obtained posterior at previous time

to derive the prior of the current state. The correction step then employs the likeli-

hood function of the current measurement to compute the posterior. When the noise

sequences are Gaussian and both the dynamics model and observation model are

linear functions, the optimal solution is provided by the Kalman filter, which yields

the Gaussian posterior. When the two state equations are nonlinear, the extended

Kalman filter (EKF) or unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [Wan & van der Merwe,2001]

can be used to solve the problem, the posterior density is still modelled as Gaussian.

When the state space is discrete and consists of a finite number of states, HMM fil-

ters [Bilmes ,7997 ,Mizttno et a\.,2000, Chen et al.,2001,Thrun ef a\.,1999] can be used

for tracking, Unfortunately for most practical applications, the state models aÍe non-

linear and the noises involved are non-Gaussian, and so Kalman filters usually fail

to produce promising estimates. An alternative is then to use some aPproximation

methods like particle filters. The key feature of the particle filter is that the posterior

is approximately represented by a set of particles, each including a state vector and

an associated weight. Thus the recursive estimation can be computed with numer-

ical approximations. Compared with the Kalman filter, it relaxes the linearity and
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Gaussianity requirements.

Meøn shift based trøcking. Mean-shift is a nonparametric density gradient estima-

tor. It is employed to derive the object candidate that is the most similar to a given

model while predicting the next object location. This method provides accurate lo-

calisation, and is computationally efficient.

We give an introduction and summarise state-of-the-art of particle filtering track-

ing and mean shift tracking in Section 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. Particle filtering track-

ing and mean shift tracking are the two main topics of this thesis.

Support/releaance aector trncking. The essential idea of support vector tracking

(SVT) is to integrate the support vector machine (SVM) classifier into an optic-flow-

based tracker lAvidan, 2004, Avidan, 2003]. SVT maximises the SVM classification

score. A Gaussian pyramid from every support vector is built, which allows SVT to

handle large motions in the image plane. In [Avidan, 2003], a small subset of support

vectors is carefully selected for more efficient computation. The new algorithm is

shown to produce considerably better results, particularly when the input images are

cluttered. Incremental work includes relevance vector machine (RVM) based track-

ing [Williams et ø1.,2005]. RVMs have the same sparse properties as SVMs and are

also based on kernels. Unlike SVMs, RVMs are naturally expressed for regression

problems and yield output probability distributions. The RVM fits easily into the

tracking frameworþ replacing the SVM regression deductions with a single-step es-

timate. This estimate is a Gaussian one and can therefore be manipulated by the

wider machinery for probabilistic state estimation. The main property of the RVM

tracking is that the tracker learns a displacement regression directly from the labelled

training data. Given a region sampled from an image, it is compared to the relevance

vectors using the kernel function. These values are then summed via the weights

to give an estimated displacement from the target. Due to the sparse property of

RVMs, this estimationprocess is extremely efficient. In addition, Williams et al. (2005)

utilise temporal fusion for high efficiency and robustness while Avidan (2004) does

not. Williams et al. (2005) also combine a SVM based object detector into the tracking

such that the tracker is able to self-start and self-recover from failures.

Ê,nsemble tracking. Very recently, a new tracking strategy was proposed to exploit

the power of ensemble learning like AdaBoost [Avidan, 2005], The tracking prob-

lem is regarded as a binary classification problem. An ensemble of weak classifiers

is trained on-line to distinguish between features of the object and features of the
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background. A strong classifier is then assembled with the AdaBoost algorithm and

used to compute a confidence map of the next frame. The mean shift algorithm is

used to find the mode in the confidence map, which corresponds to the new position

of the target. The ensemble leaming process is thus to project high-dimensional fea-

tures into low-dimensional confidence map so that the mean shift algorithm can be

efficiently used as a searching tool.

Probabilistic tracking with exemplnrs in ø metric space. Ratlrrer than build an explicit

model for an object to be tracked, Toyama and Blake (2002) use a set of exemplars,

comprising either image patches or features (contours in the paper), A state vector

is defined, which comprises a continuous state (e.g. the 2D Euclidean transforma-

tion), and a discrete state, which indexes which exemplar most closely resembles the

present input image. From a large set of candidate exemplars, several are chosen

as the exemplars, the others being assigned to a cluster associated with a particu-

lar exemplar with some measure of similarity. The dynamic model is learnt for the

continuous state evolution and a Markov model is learnt for the discrete exemplar

transitions. Also the noise model is learnt from training data. This approach pro-

vides an alternative to standard learning algorithms by allowing the use of metrics

which are not embedded in a vector sPace.

Online update template models. It is well noted that tracking with fixed apPear-

ance based models is not stable in the long term because aPpearances change with

time. Matthews et aL (2004) PIoPose a template update algorithm that does not

suffer from the drift inherent in the conventional naive update. Experiments show

that updating the template with Template lJpdate with Drift Correction improves visual

tracking robustness. Online incremental subspace (e,g. SVD) decomposition has

been extensively researched. With on-line PCA, updated eigen-tracking has shown

improvement over conventional non-updated tracking algorithms [Brand, 2002,Ross

et aL,2004,Lee & Kriegman, 2005,Lin et aL,2004]. The major limitation of subspace

based tracking methods is that subspace based appearance models can only be used

to track objects with rich texture information such as human faces. It is likely to fail

when tracking objects with simple textures such as a red basketball. Therefore this

method is not general.

Jepson et al. (2001) ptopose a framework for learning robust, adaptive aPPear-

ance models for tracking natural models. A model is devised that contains both sta-

ble, long-term image features, and transient image information that is updated in the
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short term. Permanent structure is required to prevent the tracker adapting to back-

ground and drifting from its target. It also highlights outlier observations such that

the tracker can cope with occlusion. The temporary components adapt to appearance

change over the short term. An online EM algorithm is then used simultaneously to

recover both motion and appearance parameters for each frame. A steerable wavelet

pyramid is used which provides a description of the image at different scales and ori-

entations. The motion model is also updated for each frame in a probabilistic man-

ner using a likelihood function derived from the existing appearance model and a

smooth-motion assumption.

2.2. PeRrTCru FIITnRTNG TRACKING

Particle filtering (or SMC) methods have found a number of applications in recent

years in computer vision. Visual tracking of single or multiple targets is one of the

primary application areas. In what follows, we give a brief summary of the frame-

work of particle filtering and discuss some variants in detail.

2.2.L. ParticleFiltering

Particle filtering methods provide a general framework for tackling stochastic dy-

namic systems, which often arise in engineering, bio-informatics, economics and

other fields.

Denote by x¿ and z¿ the latent state and the measurement at discrete time ú, respec-

tivelysothatxl.¿:{xr.'.x¿}andzt,t:{zt...ur}areallthestatesandobservations
up to time ú. In state space theory, two state equations play critical roles: the dynamics

model

x¿ - p(x¿1x1,¿-1),

and observation model

z¿ - p(z¿lx¿).

The dynamics model describes how the state evolves and the observation model, also

called the likelfüood model, represents the probability of the measurements appear-

i^g ir the images, assuming that the state in the current frame is known. Under the

first-order Markovian assumption p(xrlxr'¿-r) : p(x¿lx¿-l), the problem of tracking
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canbe formulated in the Bayesian filtering framework [Arulampalam et al',2002] as

p(xtlzrt) x p(z¡lx¿) [ p$Þr-r)p(xt-tlzrt..')dx¿-t. (2.1)
J

The posterior distribution p(x¿121,¿) can be computed according to a two-steP recur-

sion as follows:

Prediction:

p(xtlzt¡-t) : p(x¿ lx¿-r)p(x¿-r lzr'r-r ) dxt-¡, (2.2)

Update:

p(xtlzt,ù x p(z¿lx¡)p(xtlzt,t_1). Q.3)

The prediction step projects the current state estimate ahead in time based on the

previous state x1.¿-1 and measurements zt:t-r. The second step, termed the measure-

ment update, adjusts the projected estimate by an actual measurement at the current

time ú. The recursion is initialised with some distribution for the initial state p(xs)'

Note that the integral in Equation (2.2) has closed-form expressions in only a small

number of cases. For linear Gaussian state dynamics model and observation model,

the Kalman filter gives the optimal solution. In many applications nonlinear, non-

Gaussian models are encountered. For example, in visual tracking, the likelfüood

model p(zlxt) is usually highly nonlinear and often multi-modal. This makes the

tracking recursion analytically intractable. In this situation we have to turn to ap-

proximation techniques, and Monte Carlo sampling is such a technique.

The basic idea of Monte Carlo sampling is to draw an independently identically

distributed (i,i,d) setof particle from a target density p(x) defined on a sPace .Y. These

N samples canbe used to approximate the target density with the following empirical

point-mass function
rN

p(x) ¡, i t d(x - x('); QA)

where ô(.) is the Kronecker-D"ftu fu^.tiJ;.tAs a result, one can approximate an inte-

gral l(/) with tractable sums

r(/) -#Ë/(x(')¡. (2.s)
:1

This estimate is unbiased. By the law of large numbers, it almost surely converges to

the true integral.

I
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When p(x) is simple, e.g, Gaussian or Gaussian mixtures, there are well-known

standard techniques for generating Gaussian distributed pseudo-random numbers

(starting from pseudo-random numbers distributed uniformly between 0 and 1). Thus

it is easy to sample from it. However, when this is not the case, we need more sophis-

ticated techniques. Rejection sampling, importance sampling or Markov chain Monte

Carlo (MCMC) can be used to sample from complicated distributions. In particle fil-
ters, generally importance sampling is adopted.

In importance sampling we generate samples from an auxiliary distribution q(x),

which is called proposal distribution. A sample is obtained from the sampling dis-

tribution but an estimate based on the true distribution is needed. This estimate is

made using the empirical distribution, but with different weights on each observa-

tion, whose functionality is to unbias the results, in other words, to counteract the

bias introduced by using the sampling distribution in place of the target distribution.

This is conducted by choosing weights proportional to the weight function.

The key feature of the particle filter is to introduce importance sampling to solve

the integral in Equation (2.2). The posterior is approximately represented by a set

of particles, each particle including a state vector x and an associated weight u:

{*Í"),-Í")}X:r.. The weights are normalised such that !,, -Ín) : 1. Suppose we

could sample the particles from an auxiliary density q(.),i.e.,

*Í') - q1*r¡xjil, zt¡),n: 1 .' ..ly'.

Then each particle's weight is set to

(n) pçz¿lx!")¡p1xÍ")|"Íiì)
wì'"x -ËIqã-' (2'6)

This is illustrated in Figure 2.L.

Before or after the importance sampling step, a selective re-sampling step is adopted

to ensure the efficiency of the particles'evolution lDoucetet ø1.,20011. The re-sampling

procedure essentially multiplies particles with large importance weights and aban-

dons those with trivial weights, while preserving the asymptotic properties of the

sampling approximation of the filtering distribution.

To summarise, we present the complete algorithm for a conventional particle filter

in Figure 2.2.

The proposal distribution q(.) is critically important for a successful particle fil-
ter because it involves placing the sampling particles in the areas where the pos-
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(")

Figure 2.1-: Importance sampling. Samples that are drawn from an auxiliary distribu-
tion q(x) but with adjusted weights could still be used to represent the target density
p(x). The solid line represents the target distribution p(x). The dashed line is the

proposal distribution q(x). The circle's size indicates the sample's weight.

terior is significant. Usually the system dynamics p(x¿lx¿-r) can be used as a Plo-

posal distribution, so that the new importance weights in Equation (2.6) reduce to

*Í") o pþÍ")VÍ*)),becoming proportional to the corresponding particle likelihoods.

Although this sampling strategy yields a simple algorithm, requiring only the ability

to simulate from the state evolution model and to evaluate the likelihood, it is known

that sampling using the dynamics transition model as the proposal distribution is

usually inefficient when the likelihood is situated in the prior's tail or it is highly

peaked. In visual tracking the dynamical models cannot accurately predict the true

motion trajectory due to unexpected motion. In such cases the standard particle filter

which samples from the dynamic model is very likely to put most of the particles in

the wrong areas of the state space. Another important issue in particle filtering based

tracking is the construction of the likelihood model.

2.2.2. Previous Work

Since Isard and Blake (19984) introduced particle filters into visual tracking, increas-

ing attraction has been gained on this topic. In this section, some influential work is

reviewed in brief.

Isard and Blake (19988) introduced the ICoNnENSATION framework, which uses

a colour tracker to produce proposal distributions for the main contour feature based

particle filter. Low-level approaches in visual tracking are fast and robust, but they

do not provide much fine-scale information. High-level approaches are excellent

for tracking deformations in high-dimensional spaces, but they trade off speed for

à
a
H
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7. lnitialisation:
Set ú : 1. Sample N particles {"Íiì, *Í?\¡I:rfrom the prior p(øe).

2. Re-sampling:

Re-sample to obtain ly' replacement particler {"Í1),, #}#=r, according to the

weights trji)r.

3. Importance sampling:

For n : 1,,..,N, sample l[ particles *j") fto- the importance proposal
q1*r¡*ji\, 21,¿), andevaluate the weights according to Equation (2.6). Then nor-
malise the weights.

4. Set t : t * 1, go to t]¡te Re-sømpling step to process the next frame.

Figure 2.2: The standard particle filtering algorithm

robustness. This algorithm combines low-level visual observations with high-level

auxiliary measurements to predict current position and motion of the object being

tracked. The authors present an example hand-tracker which operates by using a

low-level blob tracker and a high-level contour tracker specialised for hands. This

work is the first one to utilise multiple cues to increase trackers' robustness.

In [MacCormick & Blake, 2000, MacCormick, 2000] another extension to CoN-

DENSATIoN, termed partitioned sampling, is introduced. The main drawback of

CoNo¡NseuoN is that it is computationally inefficient due to the large number of

samples required for effective tracking. Partitioned sampling is a variant of hier-

archical search. Importance sampling scales poorly with the dimensionality of the

configuration space: the number of particles needed is exponentially related to the

dimensionality of the state space. Partitioned sampling attacks this problem for some

applications by effectively partitioning the configuration space and assigning avaþ
ied number of particles to each segment of the space according to the application's

demand. This makes the algorithm suitable for tracking articulated objects or multi-

ple interacting objects, where more particles are applied to track the parts of the object

that may be subject to rapid and unpredictable motion. Partitioned sampling signif-

icantly alleviates the curse of dimensionality. However this method is not general: it
can only be applied to those applications in which the state space can be partitioned

into parallel independent subspaces.

Annealed particle filtering is another elegant technique to eliminate tt:re curse of
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dimensionalily [Deutscher et øl.,2000,Deutscher et a1.,200],,Deutscher & Reid,2005].

It is inspired by simulated annealing. At each time step, particles are guided to areas

of high likelihood by an annealing schedule that starts from a broad version of the

likelihood, which is progressively refined until the target likelihood is achieved. It

has been shown annealed particle filtering is able to track an articulated model in

a high dimensional space. Compared to classical particle filtering, the number of

samples is reduced by a factor of 10.

Khan ef øt. (z}}a)provides another approach to deal with interacting targets3 us-

ing an MCMC based particle filter. It is shown that a Markov random field (MRF)

motion prior can substantially improve tracking when targets interact. The authors

prove that incorporating an MRF into model interactions is equivalent to adding

an additional interaction factor to the importance weights in a joint particle filter.

The conventional importance sampling step in the particle filter is replaced with an

MCMC sampling, since a joint particle filter suffers from exponential complexity in

the number of tracked targets,

Choo and Fleet (2001) use hybrid Monte Carlo filtering to track articulated human

bodies. The hybrid Monte Carlo samples high dimensional distributions more effi-

ciently than the standard particle filter. Each particle in hybrid Monte Carlo produces

a Markov chain that can follow the gradient of the posterior over large distances. This

allows it to rapidly explore the state space, while producing fair samples from the de-

sired posterior distribution.

Another research direction in particle filtering based tracking is to learn a com-

prehensive dynamics model for some particular motions. Learning dynamics is im-

portant both for perception, tracking and classification of motion. Blake ¿f aL (1999)

propose an algorithm termed EM-C, which combines CONDENSATION and EM, to

learn dynamics, Multi-class dynamics are studied via visually observed juggling;

plausible dynamical models have been found to emerge from the learning Process/

and accurate classification of motion has resulted.

Pavlovió et øL (2000) advocate a switching linear dynamic system model which is

constructed on dynamic Bayesian networks. The Viterbi approximation technique is

then adopted to perform the inference, which overcomes the exponential complexity

of exact inference. This framework is applied to the tasks of classification of human

motion, visual tracking , and motion synthesis and interpolation. Accurate discrimi-

3There exist certain soft constraints between different targets.
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nation between walking and jogging motions is demonstrated.

A novel approach to modelling dynamics of high degree-of-freedom systems such

as the human body is presented in [Agarwal & Triggs, 20041. Their approach auto-

matically clusters the body pose space into connected regions exhibiting similar dy-

namical characteristics, modelling the dynamics in each region as a Gaussian auto-

regressive process. Thus a mixture of auto-regression models is used to represent the

entire articulated body. Promising results are obtained on tracking of complex unseen

motions in the presence of image ambiguities.

Although these methods have been shown to be able to learn dynamics, their

applications are limited to those specific motions which follow some rules, such as

human motion. For generic motions, the motion itself is sometimes random. Conse-

quently it is difficult to fit them into certain mathematical models. By observing that it
is hard to model dynamics, a few authors have developed particle filters without dy-

namics. Lu et øL (2004) presents a hybrid sampling solution that combines RANSAC

and particle filtering, and no dynamics information is utilised. RANSAC provides

proposal particles that, with high probability, represent the observation likelihood.

This RANSAC-guided sampling reduces the necessary number of particles to dozens

for a full3D tracking problem.

In [Lin et a1.,2005] the independent particle filter is proposed, which theoretically

formulates the problem of particle filtering without dynamics. The independent par-

ticle filter generates exchangeable samples of the current state from a sampling distri-

bution that is conditionally independent of the previous states, a special case of which

uses only the current observation. Each sample can then be matched with multiple

samples of the previous states in evaluating the importance weight. This strategy

improves efficiency of estimation as well as reducing re-sampling frequency, This

new variant to the standard particle filter might be applied to tracking to improve

the performance when the state dynamics is poorly modelled.

2,3. E¡HCISNT MEAN SHMI TR¡CTTNG

2.3.L. Kernel Density Estimation

The kernel density estimation (KDE, also called Parzen-window estimation) is a use-

ful tool for exploring the unknown underlying distribution of a sample set lledl,
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2004,Silverman,1981.,}Jall et a\,,20041. Statistical density estimation involves ap-

proximating a hypothesised probability density function from observed data. KDE is

a nonpatametric technique for density estimation in which a known density function

(kernel) is averaged across the observed data points to create a smooth approxima-

tion, In comparison to parametric estimators like Gaussian mixture models where

the estimator has a fixed functional form (structure) and the parameters of this func-

tion are the only information we need to store, non-parametric estimators have no

fixed structure and depend upon all the data points to reach an estimate. In this way,

unlike GMM where one has to select the number of Gaussian components, KDE does

not have a model selection problem.

The concept of prolile and kernel is of fundamental importance to KDE and the

mean shift procedure:

Definition 2,3,L A prolile k(.) is a piecewise continuous and monotonically non-inteasing

function from a nonnegatioe real to a nonnegatioe ( lR -- lR) real such that the definite integrnl

ff r(r)ar < oo.

Definition 2,3.22 A kernel K(') is a function from ø oector x e IRd to a nonnegntioe real

(Rd "-' R), such thnt K(x): ,b(llxll2)/ot some ptoJile k(')'

A kemel function is bounded with support satisfying the regularity constraints

as described in [Cheng, 1995,Comaniciu & Meer,2002]: K(x) ) 0,Vx e ]Rd, and

[pa K(x)dx:7.

The kernel method constructs an estimate i(.) of the true density function /(')
by placing a kernel function K(.) over each observation x¿ € -Rd in the sample set.

The kernel function 1f(.) is itself a density function with location parameter x and

bandwidth matrix parameter H e Rd'd. The density estimate is then given by

rfl

fr(*) : 'lf¡¡(x-xt), e.7)n 7_t

where Krr(x) : lHl-åK(H-å*), ar'rd n denotes the sample size. For simplicity one

usually assumes an isotropic bandwidth which is proportional to the identity matrix,

i.e. H : h2I. Employing the profile definition, the kernel density estimator becomes

rr(*) : "".Ð-(ll=tll') (28)
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Kernel

Gaussian
Triangular
Epanechnikov

(rD)
K fr :I 1Ì
K(r) : exp (-0.trr2)

t - l"lÌK(r):\
K@):n
K Í n

{ 1- Ì
1-

Table 2.2: The kernel functions. The operatot [{/(r)} : f @) when løl < 1; 0 Other-
wise.

where k(.) is the profile of the kernel K(.) and c¿ is a normalisation constant. The

choice of kernel function /f (') is not critical for the resulting estimate while the band-

width is important. It has obvious consequences on the properties of the estimate

itself: the estimate, being a finite linear combination of the kernel function, inherits

nice properties as the kernel. It is important to choose the most appropriate band-

width, as a value which is too small or too large generates biased estimates. We

discuss this issue in Chapter 9 in detail. TabLe 2.2lists some commonly used kernels

and their expressions in LD format.

Figure 2.3 showing the sum of the Gaussian kernels illustrates the ideas behind

the kernel density estimation.

2.3.2. Mean Shift Analysis

Mean shift is a gradient ascent search for maxima in a density function defined by

nonparametric kemel density estimation. It operates by iteratively shifting a fixed

sized window to the average of the data points within it, until convergence. Mapping

points to their mode can then be utilised for visual tracking, image clustering, filtering

or feature identification.

The mean shift optimisation procedure of seeking the local modes is solved by

setting the gradient equal to zero. Thus we have

V/ro(*) : v/r(x) : ffiî.f") 
.mç(x¡ : s, (z.e)

where 
icu.):hÐ,(ll-ll') (210)

Di=t*¿s(ll+ll')
mc(x) : 

-
DL'ø(¡ff -"' (2'11)

K ü
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Figure 2,32 A decomposed kemel density estimation for 7 datum points. The Gaus-

sian kemel is adopted.

and. g(n) : -lç'(r). The profile k(.) is called the shadow of the profile s(.)4 [Fashing &

Tomasi, 20051, and m6(x) is the mean shiftvector. Clearly Û/*(") : 0 ^> m6(x) : 9,

and the incremental iteration scheme is obtained as:s

ÐT=tx¿s ll#ll
(2.12)x<-

DT4s ll-3ll'
Figure 2.4 shows a mean shift iteration procedure.

2.3.3. Mean Shift Tracking

Comaniciu et aL (2003) use a weighted histogram computed from an elliptical re-

gion to represent the object. Instead of performing a brute force search for locating

the object, they use the mean shift procedure. The mean shift tracker maximises the

appearance similarity iteratively by comparing the histograms of the object, and the

window around the hypothesised object location. The histogram similarity is defined

in terms of the Bhattacharya distance which measures the distance between two den-

sities. At each iteration, the mean shift vector (Equation (2.12)) is computed such that

the histogram similarity is increased. This process is repeated until the improvement

reaches a predefined threshold. For histogram construction, a weighting scheme de-

aA profile k(') is defined to be the shadow of a profile e(') if and only if k(r) : h(r) + c [i s(t)dt,
where c > 0 is a constant and å.(.) is a piecewise constant function.

sRefer to [Cheng, 1995, Comaniciu & Meer, 20021 for the convergence proof .
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Figure 2.4: The fundamental idea of mean shift analysis: In order to find the local
mode of a density distribution, a spherical uniform kernel mean shift repeatedly finds
the centroid of points inside a sphere (initially at x') and re-centre the sphere on
the centroid, until the sphere is stationary. For mean shift with a Gaussian kernel,
points further from sphere centres are given exponentially decreasing weights in the
centroid calculation.

fined by a spatial kemel is used. The weighting scheme assigns higher weights to the

pixels closer to the object centre. There are two reasons for using such a weighting

strategy: (1) It can make the histogram representation more robustbecause in general

the peripheral pixels are more likely to be polluted by noise; (2) It is essential to make

the cost function smooth. This is required by the mean shift iteration procedure, i,e.,

the cost function must be differentiable.

We now formulate the tracking scheme in more detail. We represent the target by

an elliptical region and normalise it into a unit circle. Let {xf }þ1 be the pixels in the

target. An isotropic kernel with a convex and monotonic decreasing kernel profile

k(.) is used to assign smaller weights to those pixels farther away from the centre.

The zn-bin colour histogram is then constructed q: {qu},:t..-, where

Qu : cqË *¡t*;¡'lô (b(xi) - u) . (2.rs)
i:7

IJerc Cn is a constant ensuring that the histogram is normalised,i.e,,l[:rq" : 1,6(.)

is the Kronecker function and the function ò(.) maps the normalised pixel x| to the

histogram bin in which the colour of pixel x| resides. The same strategy is exerted

to obtain the candidate model p. Let {"r}l:, be the normalised pixel positions of

the hypothesised target candidate whose centre is y. Its colour histogram is p(y) :

o

o
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a

a

a
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o o¡oo
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{p"(y)}"=r."-, such that

P'(Y): c'f- (ll+ll')u {o{*o) - ') ' (2,'4)

where i¿ is the kernel bandwidth.

The Bhattacharya divergence between these two histograms is

p[p(v),o, :å Jfßñ (2.15)

Tracking the object is then equivalent to maximising p[p(v)' q].

By applying the Taylor expansion at p(yo), where y6 is the target location of the

previous ftame, and keeping only the linear term, we obtain

p[p(y), o] - ]i øm + f,in.$)
Qu

p"(vo)

p"(yo)q. +!f.*(ll="ll') (2.16)

where the weight w¿ : D-T:t ,[r#^¡o(o(*o) - ").
Notice that the first item of Equation (2.16) is independent of the variable y, there-

fore we only need to maximise the second item. Lr fact the second term can be re-

garded as a weighted density estimate with the kernel profile ,k('). Refering to the

analysis in Section 2.3.2,we know that we can use the following mean shift iteration

to find one of its local maxima around ys,

(2.17)

where s(") : -k'(*). The tracking is realised by iterating Equation (2.17) (yo e Yr),

until convergence.



CHAPTER 3

ENHANCED IMPORTANCE SAMPLING: UNSCENTED

AUXILIARY PARTICLE FILTERING

The particle filter has attracted considerable attention in visual tracking due to its

relaxation of the linear and Gaussian restrictions in the state space model. It is thus

more flexible than the Kalman filter. As pointed out in Chapter 2, however, the con-

ventional particle filter uses system transition as the proposal distribution, and this

can lead to poor sampling efficiency and poor performance in visual tracking. It is
not a trivial task to design satisfactory proposal distributions for the particle filter.

We introduce an improved particle filtering framework into visual tracking which

combines the unscented Kalman filter and the auxiliary particle filter. The efficient

unscented auxiliary particle filter uses the unscented transformation to predict one-

step ahead likelihood and produces more reasonable proposal distributions, thus re-

ducing the number of particles required and substantially improving the tracking

performance. Experiments on real video sequences demonstrate that the proposed

unscented auxiliary particle filter is computationally efficient and outperforms the

conventional particle filter and the auxiliary particle filter.

33
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3.1. IxrRopucrloN

The particle filter [Doucet et aL,2001] has been extensively studied for the sequential

time series inference due to its relaxation of the linearity and Gaussianity constraints

of the Kalman filter. In the context of computer vision, its applications include vi-

sual tracking [Isard & Blake, 1998A,Cham & Rehg, L999,Deutschet et ø1.,2000,Choo

& Fleet, 200L,Nait-Charif & McKenna, 2004], robot localisation [Vlassis et a\.,2002f,

and structure from motion lQian & Chellappa, 2004]. As described in Chapter 2,

despite its successful application in these cases, the particle filter usually requires a

considerable number of discrete particles to effectively approximate the continuous

probabilistic distributions; this results in low efficiency and even prohibitive compu-

tational burden for high dimensional state space problems. One solution is to design

optimalproposal sampling dist¡ibutions, generating less particles in the low posterior

probability areas, which contribute little to the state estimation.

The conventional particle filter [Isard & Blake, 19984] for visual tracking adopts

the dynamic transition prior as its proposal distribution. When the dynamic motion

model can not capfure the subject's motion accurately, the motion predicted by the

prior deviates from the true trajectory. This occurs frequently when tracking with a

conventional particle filter. In such cases, the likelihood distribution is situated in the

prior's tail and sampling from such a prior fails to generate sufficient particles in the

high posterior areas lPitt & Shephard, 1999]. Several approaches have been advanced

to relocate the particles to the dominant modes in the likelihood or posterior distri-

bution space with a stochastic or deterministic optimisation method lCham & Rehg,

L999,Deutscher et aL,2000,Choo & Fleet,200l,Chang & Ansari, 2003,Shan et n\.,2004I

Alternatively, a learned dynamic model instead of a simple predefined autoregre-

ssive model can yield better sampling [Blake et aL,l999,Pavlovió et aL,2000]. Never-

theless, such approaches are usually only available for specific motions such as cyclic

human walking.

Another way is to design a better proposal. As an ad hoc approach, in [Isard &

Blake, 199881 an auxiliary colour tracker is used to generate proposal distributions

for the main tracker. The limitation of this method is that the auxiliary tracker might

fail and produce false proposal distributions. A more general approach is optimøI

filtering [Doucet eta1.,2000].Ithasbeenshownthatthe optimal importancefunction

should take the most recent observations into consideration lDoucet et a1.,2000].
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An elegant solution to this problem is the auxíliary particle filter (APF) [Pitt &
Shephard, 1999] which generates particles from an importance distribution depend-

ing on the most recent observations and then samples from the estimated posterior

using this importance distribution. APF has been shown to outperform traditional
CoNosNseTIoN algorithm in many applications [Vlassis et al.,2002,Pitt & Shephard,

1999). rn [Nait-Charif & McKenna,2004] Nait-Charif et ø1. have compared APF and

CoNoBI'qseTIoN in the context of tracking a person in an overhead view, and better

performances is observed when using the APF algorithm. But the improvement is
very limited. The reason is that the APF algorithm cannot approximate accurately

the one-step ahead likelihood which plays an important role in the algorithm. In this

chapter, we use an unscented transformation to alleviate this problem (more discus-

sion is presented in Section 3.2).

The Kalman filter can be used to incorporate the current observation into the par-

ticle filter and consequently to improve the distribution proposal. The unscented

particle filter (UPF) is a combination of the unscented Kalman filter and the generic

particle filter [van der Merwe et øL,2000] which has proven to be a better solution for
particle filtering based visual tracking [Rui & Chen, 2001,Li et a1.,2003A).

In the context of signal processing, Andrieu et al, cornbine the unscented transfor-
mation, the unscented Kalman filter and APF for a jump Markov system and obtain

promising performance in the application of time-varying autoregressions [Andrieu
et n1.,2003A1. Our work is inspired mostly by this strategy.

In this chapter, we introduce the enhanced importance sampling strategy-the
unscented auxiliary particle filter technique, which uses the unscented Kalman fil-
ter (UKF) to approximate the one-step ahead likelihood for the APF. At the same

time, the UKF generates the proposal distributions as the UPF does. This step can

utilise the results obtained by the previous unscented transformation approximation

step, hence little extra computation is involved. This approach then yields efficient

sampling and substantial improvement over the conventional particle filter and the

APF algorithm. We apply the unscented auxiliary particle filter to the visual tracking

problem. Experiments on real video sequences demonstrate that the unscented auxil-

iary particle filter is computationally efficient and outperforms both the conventional

particle filter and the auxiliary particle filter.

We discuss the optimal sampling technique and present the unscented auxiliary
particle filter algorithm in detail in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3 we discuss the appli-
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cation to visual tracking. Experiments on real video sequences are also presented in

Section 3.3, followed by remarks in Section 3.4.

3,2, THN UNSCENTED AUXTTTERY PARTICLE FILTER

The technique of Monte Carlo Bayesian filtering has been briefly reviewed in Sec-

tion¿.2. More details canbe found in [Doucet et a1.,2001]. At the basis of the conven-

tional particle filter, we summarise the proposed unscented auxiliary particle filter al-

gorithm. Essentially it is an implementation of the APF depending on the UKF. This

sampling strategy leads to an enhanced efficient importance sampling distribution

and an accurate approximation over the conventional APF. Appealingly, this combi-

nation does not introduce much extra computation, which is a critically important

factor in real-time visual tracking.

Visual tracking is usually formulated as Bayesian filtering. Given the Markovian

dynamic model p(x¿ lx¿-r)
x¿ : g(x¿-1, u¿),

and the observation model p(ztlxt)

(3.1)

z¿: h(x¿,v¿), (3'2)

at time ú, the task is to infer the latent state vectors xr based on the observation se-

quences 21,¿. lÍtEquations (3.L) and (3.2), g(',') and h(.,') are the system dynamics

model and observation model, respectively. Usually they are highly nonlinear. The

process and measurement noises at time ú are given b1r u¿ and v¿'

The inference is achieved by the Bayesian filtering (Equations (2.2) and (2'3)).

When the dynamic and observation models are nonlinear and/or non-Gaussian, the

above posterior cannot be analytically computed and one has to resort to numerical

approximations such as particle filters. In visual tracking, the dynamic model can

be approximated by a linear model while the observation model is usually highly

nonlinear.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, theproposal distribution S(') in particle filters is criti-

cally important for a successful particle filter because it involves placing the sampling

particles in the useful areas where the posterior is significant. It is well known that

sampling using the dynamic transition model as the proposal distribution is usu-

ally inefficient when the likelihood is situated in the prior's tail or is highly peaked'

\
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In visual tracking the dynamical models cannot accurately predict the true motion

trajectory due to unexpected motion. In such cases the conventional particle filter
which samples from the dynamic model is quite likely to put most of the particles in
the wrong areas of the state space.

3.2.T. Auxiliary Particle Filter

The APF is an improved sampling strategy which performs approximately optimal

sampling and utilises the most recent observations [Pitt & Shephard, 1999]. It is a

one-step look-ahead procedure, in which a particle is propagated to the next time

frame in order to help the sampling from the posterior. However, the predictive like-

lihood is only available via an approximation, i.e.,the predictive likelihood e@tlxÍ?)
is approximated by ¡12¡xl9).

In order to place the particles in useful areas of the state space, the APF re-samples

the particles {"Íiì, #}#:, according to the value 
" 

n[n) : .l?), .¡ç"¡*Í1)r). simitar to

the standard importance sampling, we sample from a proposal distribution *Í") -
q1*r¡"jiÌ, 21.¡), and.then the weight associated. with each particle is set to

(n\ pçz¿lxl")¡p1xÍ")l"j:ìlwì'"xffi' (3'3)

Pitt and Shephard (1999) use the values likely to be generated by the dynamic model

,i"r¡*ji)r) as the approximation. Although the APF outperforms the conventional

particle filter in many applications [Vlassis et aI., 2002,Pitt & Shephard, 1999], as

pointed out in [Andrieu et a1.,2003A], this approximation of the predictive likelihood

could be very poor and lead to performance even poorer than the standard impor-

tance sampling if the dynamic model p(x¿lx¿-r) is quite scattered and the likelihood

p(ztlxt) varies significantly over the prior p(x¿lx¿-r). In [Nait-Charif & McKenna,

2004] the authors observe that the APF achieves little improvement over the standard

particle filters in the context of visual tracking.

3.2.2. Unscented Transformation and Unscented Kalman Filter

We briefly introduce the unscented transformation and UKF before we propose the

unscented auxiliary particle filter. The UKF is the best Kalman filter for nonlinear

estimation applications. By including the noise component in the state space, the
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UKF can be implemented naturally using the unscented transformation, which is the

basis of UKF and UPF.

TIcinq fhp rrns¡pntecl- tra"nsformati.on, the mean and covariance of the Taylor ex-

pansion of a nonlinear transformation can be guaranteed to be accurate up to second

order. Instead of linearising using ]acobian matrices, the UKF uses a deterministic

sampling strategy to capture the mean and covariance with a small set of carefully

selected points named sigmapoints [Wan & van der Merwe, 200L]. Therefore, in accu-

racy, the UKF is better than the EKF which approximates the nonlinear transforma-

tion with a first-order linearisation. The UKF is also more comPutationally efficient

due to its avoiding the calculation of ]acobian matrices. Note that, unlike the particle

filtet both the EKF and UKF assume uni-modal distributions'

We first review the unscented transformation. Denotex e IRL as an.L-dimensional

variable which follows a Gaussian distribution' * - .f (*) : rV(x, p, Ð).Denote s(x)

a nonlinear function, and the task is to calculate the integral:

/(x)s(x)dx.

A straightforward way is Monte Carlo sampling, which has been discussed in

Section 2.2.1.. The unscented transformation is another approach to achieve this. A

set of 2L * 1 sigma points are selected as follows

(3.s)

(3.6)

(3.7)

where I : I,.. . ,.L. Here 6E\ is the l-th column of the matrix square root of -E.

Assume thatUVUT is the singular value decomposition of the covariance matrix .Ð

and [/ : {flt,...,Ut} and.V: diag{Àr, \2,"',À¿}. Then $,8 \ canbecalcu-

lated as (t/lÐ, : 1/T¿U¿. Unlike stochastic Monte Carlo sampling, the unscented

transformation deterministically selects sample points that completely capture the

true mean and covariance of the Gaussian distribution /(x). With the sigma points

we can approximate the integral (3.4) as

/(x)s(x)dx t s(1(t)¡ (3.8)

{î{t)¡121, is the deterministic sample set. Scaling parameters can provide an extra

degree of freedom to control the scaling of the sigma points further towards the mean.

(3.4)

xo: lf,

xt: tt + ('/LÐ)t

xt+L: tr - (\E)L

,2Lr\-
2LL

¿=0
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Refer to [Julier & Uhlmann,2002,Julier & Uhlmann,2004,van der Merwe et a1.,2000,

Wan & van der Merwe, 2001] for information on how to select the sigma points and

calculate the weights. We use scaled unscented transformation in this work,

Consider the nonlinear tracking problem modelled by the state-space equations

(3.1) and (3.2), we select 2.L * 1 scaled sigma points {{2r, ûf;f,r-r,ûS),r-r}?!u at time

frame ú - 1, where A[?,r-r and ô$)r-, are the weights associated with each sigma

point. The sigma points are then propagated through the nonlinear dynamic system

of Equation (3.1) (¿ - 0, . , . ,2L),

îÍll_, : g1*i?,, o¡. (3.e)

Next, we compute the scaled mean and covariance oi *j¿f-,

2L

Í,t-, : Dôf1,,-,1ÍlJ_,, (s.10)
l=0
2L

Þ,t,_, : ¡,.a$],_,t*jíl_, - ",1,_,).(1ÍlJ_1 - &¡,_r). (3.11)
t:0

Note that we approximate x¿¡¿-1 and P¿¡¿-1 with the sample mean and covariance

of the sigma points set. With the measurement model Equation (3.2), we can simi-

larly approximateã¿p-1 and the covariance by calculating the sample mean and co-

variance otalfl-r: h(îÍ'l-r, o),1 : 0,...,2L. In order to implement the UKF, the

cross-covariance needs to be calculated in the same way. Finally through time update

and measurement update we can estimate x¿¡¿ and P¿¡¿ with the Kalman filter [Wan &

van der Merwe,2001l. With Equation (3.10) and the likelihood model the predicted

likelihood ¡çz¡xl?) can easily be calculated.. Moreover, this method has the advan-

tage of being able to compute the proposal q(xÍ")lxÍiÌ,21,¿) [van der Merwe et nl.,

2000,Rui & Chen,2001l,

3.2.3. Unscented Auxiliary Particle Filter

As discuessed above, in APÐ the predictive likelihood is difficult to calculate. Poor

approximation of the predictive likelihood could result in poor performance. Based

on the UKF technique presented above, we use the unscented transformation and

UKF to compute both the predicted likelihood lþrlxÍ9r) and the importance pro-

posal q(xj')l*Í?t,ut*). The second step is performed in the way as the UPF does.
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See [van der Merwe et n1,,2000] for more details. This combination yields an en-

hanced importance sampling strategy-the unscented auxiliary particle filter.

For claritv r.^-¡e sumt!ì.alise th-e trn-scentecl. auxiliar'!¡ oarticle filter algorithm in Fig-
JI

ure 3.1. Note that a Markov transition kernel with the posterior distribution, such

as a Metroplis or Gibbs kernel, can be applied to each particle to rejuvenate the tra-

jectory of the particles. This additional step can be used to deal with complex high-

dimensional models [van der Mern¡e et al.,2000,Andrieu ¿l aL,20038)'

1.. Initialisation:
Set ú : 1. Sample N particles {"Í1)t, *Ílr}I:rfrom the prior.

2. Auxiliary re-sampling:

Re-sample to obtain ,ly' replacement particlet {"Í1)r, #}#:r, according to the

auxiliary weights nÍn) : *.9, .¡1u¡"Íi)r), *itr't normalisation D[r nÍ") : r.
The predicted likelihood is obtained by unscented transformation.

3. Unscented importance sampling:

1. Update particles *j'). Erti-"te the mean and covariance of the state vector,

ii") and ÞÍi'j-"with the unscented Kalman filter.

2. Sample lú particles {*Í"),,rr,,Í')}#:, from the proposal distribution

s(*Í") lt41ì, zt,t) :,,t/(x¿ ; Íi'), ÞÍË'-, l,

where tr/(.; ., .) is the Gaussian distribution.
3. Compute the particle weights as

(¿) p(z¡xl")¡p(xÍ")t*j:ìl
--p@,1*19,¡q1xj") ¡xj1\, zr,r )'

4. Set t : t * 1, go to tþre Auxiliary re-sampling step to Process the next frame'

Figure 3.1: The unscented auxiliary particle filtering algorithm.

3.3. Vtsuar TRRcrnc wITH THE UNSCENTED Auxlt-IRRY PAR-

TICLE FITTEN

In this section, we describe a visual contour tracking system based on the proposed

unscented auxiliary particle filter technique.
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3.3.L. State Space and Dynamics Model

Instead of using B-spline representations to model relatively complex shapes lLiet al.,

2003A,Blake & Isard, 1998),wemodel the shape representations with an ellipse using

5 parameters

* : {(O,, Oa), (R,, R ù, 0},

which are the centre, axis lengths and orientation angle, respectively, as depicted in
Figure 3.2.

As most of the motions are full of uncertainties, it is quite difficult to model these

motions with an autoregression (AR) model (or, more complex, a mixture of AR mod-

els), except for some cyclic motions such as human walking [Agarwal & Triggs, 20041.

Even worse,.in many scenarios, the camera itself is moving randomly, so we have to

consider a combination of the camera's complex movement (pan/tilt/zoom) and the

tracked object's motion, and it is unrealistic to learn the dynamic model. Thus it could

be problematic to use a predefined first- or second-order AR model to capture the mo-

tion of a long video sequence. Consequently to use a motion prior as the sampling

proposal could fail to generate particles in the area where the likelihood is significant.

Howevet, it is not the intention here to explore an elegant motion model. Rather, we

assume a constant velocity model for the ellipse centre's motion and a Gaussian ran-

dom walk for the scale change and the orientation angle's motion, because compared

with the global motion of the object, these changes are slower and more difficult to
capture.

3.3.2. Observation Model and Likelihood Model

The ellipse is centred at (Or,O) and K measurement lines g(k), (k - 1, . . . , K) arc

constructed passing through the intersection point 1Cf),C[k)¡, Qt, : I,...,K) and

the ellipse centre (See Figure 3,2). Given the current state x, the ellipse in the image

coordinate is determined. The measurement line p(e) is also determined. By jointly

solving the ellipse equation and the measurement line equation, the intersection point

Qf) ,C[r)) can easilybe obtained. The observation Equation (3.2) is written as

zt : h(xt,v¿) : (Cf) ,c[k)¡ + vt, (k : 7, . . .

as stated in Equation (3.2), and v¿ is the measurement noise

follows a Gaussian distribution.

K), (3.72)

Here we assume it
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"{,
O*,Ou)',.---

,,,R,
c[r), ))

Figure 3.2: The state space and the observation model.

Calculating the likelihood is based on this ellipse. As in [Li et aL,2003L,Blake &

lsañ.,\998f, a simple LD search for large intensity changes (or a Canny edge detector)

isappliedalongeachmeasurementlineg(k)whichhasafixedlength'L¡a'Dueto
the cluttered background, multiple hypothesis points z@) : {rf) , . . . ,,Y,)} t *uy

be detected. Among them, at most one point is the true observation belonging to

the tracked shape. Under the assumption that (1) the true edge point is normally

distributed with zero mean and variance o2, (2) the clutter is a Poisson process with

density À, and (3) the density of the clutter features is uniform on the measutement

line, the likelihood of the observation at measurement line k is

p@l*)t*,)xr+!, S"*ot-f4fl, (3.13),2t l^ú,/qr- rfioho\ I 2", ),

where h.o is the prior probability that no true contour edge is detected ana lrjk)l is

the distance of the detected feature point i from the contour [Isard & Blake, 1998é',Li

et a\.,2003A1. n¿ is the number of detected feature points.

Assuming that the feature outputs on a distinct normal line are statistically inde-

pendent, the overall likelihood for K lines which are roughly even around the ellipse

is

p(ztlxt): fl r{rÍ*)l*,). (3.14)

k--r

1In the 2D image coordin ate, zlk) is (6r!k), Cjk)¡. for clarity we omit the time index f .
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Note that the innovation calculation in [Rui & Chen, 20011, which is needed by the

measurement update, involves estimation of the mixing weight associated with each

detected point; we avoid this estimation by assuming that the clutter is uniformly
distributed along the measurement line and that the detected edges have the same

intensities.

3.3.3. Evaluation

We evaluate the unscented auxiliary particle filter tracking system on two video se-

quences2. The resolution of both of the image sequences is 128 x 96 and they are

sampled at 10 frames per second, both in typical office environments.

In these experiments, all the parameters concerned with the particle filter and the

measurement process are the same: N : 500 particles, the length of measurement

hne Lu : 8 pixels, ø : 4 pixels and K : 25 measurement rays. We start the particle

filter by hand. That means the initial states of the particles are manually tuned and

the parameters about the dynamical AR model are obtained by analysing the first few

frames.

We observe and in our experiments and as pointed out in [Nait-Charif & McKenna,

20041 that the auxiliary particle filter could merely trivially improve the tracking per-

formances over the conventional particle filter, when tracking poorly modelled mo-

tion. Therefore in this section we only present the comparison between the results

obtained by conventional particle filter and those by the unscented auxiliary particle

filter.

Figure 3.3 shows the tracking results on the face tracking with a cluttered back-

ground. We see that at frame 18 the conventional particle filter is easily distracted by

the cluttered background when the head moves in a direction different from what the

dynamical model predicts. For the unscented auxiliary particle filter technique, the

current observation is taken into account, so it can get a relatively accurate predicted

likelihood which is utilised to generate a better proposal distribution. Consequently

the particles are placed effectively in those useful areas with significant posterior.

Then the unscented auxiliary particle filter can track the image sequence successfully.

Figure 3.4 shows the results on a challenging image sequence. The human face is

moving back and forth quite quickly. The tracker is easily confused by the clutters

2The test image sequences are courtesy of Dr. Bi¡chfield,
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4
g

Figure 3.3: Tracking results with the conventional particle filter (top) and the un-

scénted auxiliary particle frlter (bottom). From left to right, the frame numbers are

3, 18, 31, 40, and 50. From frame 18 on, the motion of the tracked object moves to-

wards the inverse direction of the pre-assumed motion direction which makes the

conventional particle filter lose the target. In contrast, the unscented auxiliary parti-
cle filter can track the whole image sequence successfully.

Figure 3.4: Tracking results with the conventional particle hlter (top) and the un-

scented auxiliary particle hlter (bottom). From left to right, the frame numbers are

4,7,!5,20, 30. At frame #7,the conventional particle filter tracker is trapped in a false

region when the subject's face changes its motion direction suddenly. The conven-

tional particle filter tracker fails for most the remaining frames and never be recov-

ered.

when the prior fails to predict the object's motion. The conventional particle filter

tracker fails and never recovers from frame 7 onward. Howevet, with the better pro-

posal distributions, the unscented auxiliary particle filter tracker can track the whole

sequence successfully.

\
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3.4. RsN¿enrs

We have introduced an enhanced importance sampling technique, termed unscented

auxiliary particle filter, for particle filtering in the framework of visual tracking. The

unscented auxiliary particle filter uses the unscented transformation to efficiently pre-
dict one-step ahead likelihood and produces more reasonable proposal distributions.
We further apply this strategy to two visual tracking sequences. Experiments on these

real-world video sequences show that the unscented auxiliary particle filter is com-

putationally efficient and outperforms the conventional particle filter and the auxil-
iary particle filter. As pointed out in Section 3.2.3 this method can also incorporate

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) steps to explore the posterior space, yielding an

improved hybrid Monte Carlo filtering [Choo & Fleet, 2001]. It will be interesting

to apply this combination to a high-dimensional problem such as articulated human

tracking in which the conventional particle filter is usually deficient fDeutscher et aL,

2000,Choo & Fleet, 2001,Deutscher et a1.,2001).



CHAPTER 4

AUGMENTED PARTICLE FILTERING

The particle filter algorithm has been extensively used in visual tracking due to its

flexibility. However the conventional particle filter uses system transition as the pro-

posal distribution, frequently resulting in poor priors for the filtering step. The main

reason is that it is difficult, if not impossible, to accurately model the the target's mo-

tion. Such a proposal distribution does not take into account the current observations.

It is not a trivial task to devise a satisfactory proposal distribution for the particle fil-
ter. In the previous chapter, we developed the unscented auxiliary particle filter to

tackle this problem. We advance a general augmented particle filtering framework

for designing an optimal proposal distribution. The essential idea is to augment a

second filter's estimate into the proposal distribution design. We show that several

existing improved particle filters can be rationalised within this general framework.

Based on this framework we further propose variant algorithms for robust and ef-

ficient visual tracking. Experiments indicate that the augmented particle filters are

more efficient and robust than the conventional particle filter.

46
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4.1,. INrnooucrloN

Robust visual tracking is one of the core challenges in computer vision with many

potential applications. Unfortunately development of a robust and efficient tracking

framework remains elusive.

The particle filter has been extensively studied and used for visual tracking due

to its flexibility. Compared with the Kalman filter, it relaxes the linearity and Gaus-

sianity requirements,

From the Bayesian filtering equation, it can be seen clearly that two main compo-

nents are involved in particle filter based tracking algorithms. One component is the

likelihood formulation , i,e, tlne object representation and matching. All approaches

can be classified into bottom-up [Isard & Blake, 1998Ai, top-down lPérez et ø1.,2002]

or a combination of both [Wu & Huang, 2001A,Shen et a1.,2003]. A bottom-up like-

lihood formulation does not rely on any pre-defined model, while a top-down like-

lihood function is typically defined by the distance between a candidate and a pre-

defined template. Therefore a bottom-up formulation is more robust to the changes

caused by the target. This issue has important effects on the tracker's robustness.

The other component is the importance sampling proposal distribution, which deter-

mines the particle filter's efficiency. A typical disadvantage of Monte Carlo sampling

based methods is that they are often computationally demanding. For real-time ap-

plications such as visual tracking, it is critically important to improve the sampling

efficiency so that fewer particles are needed to represent the filtering distribution,

thereby reducing the computational burden. For the conventional particle filter, the

system transition is used as the proposal distribution for simplicity. However it is

not the optimal proposal sampling distribution. It has been shown that the optimal

importance sampling proposal should utilise the most recent observations [Doucet

et a\.,20001. \,l/hile the simple system transition proposal does not take into account

the current observations, a more promising proposal distribution should be devised

for better sampling efficiency. It is not a trivial task to devise a satisfactory proposal

distribution for the particle filter. We will see that both of these issues can be accom-

modated in our mote general augmented particle filtering framework.

Much effort has been expended to improve the performance of the particle filter,

Seve¡al strategies have been advanced to relocate the particles to compensate for a

poorly modelled system transition prior. Many works fall into this category lCham
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& Rehg, 1999,Charrg & Ansari, 2003, Shan et al., 2004,Bray et ø1., 20041; all use hill-
climbing (gradient ascent) algorithms to move the particles towards the dominant

modes in the likelihood or posterior domain. Thus fewer particles are required to

represent the distribution well. We refer to these algorithms as mode-climbing ap-

proaches, in contrast to a novel mode-hopping approach presented here.

In order to take advantage of the most recent observations, the Kalman filter has

been integrated into the particle filter, resulting in the so-called Kalman particle filter.

Its variants include the extended Kalman particle filter and the unscented particle fil-

ter. In a Kalman particle filter, the Kalman filter generates Gaussian distributions for

each particle from which one performs the sampling. It has been introduced into the

visual tracking field and promising performances are observed [Rui & Chen, 2001,Li

et aL,2003A1. Nevertheless the price of this improvement is much extra computa-

tion. The Kalman particle filter requires running Iy' Kalman filters in parallel for each

frame, where l/ is the number of particles. Another scheme is the auxiliary particle

filter, which generates particles from an importance proposal obtained by estimated

posterior lPitt & Shephard, 1999]. However it is difficult to approximate accurately

the one-step ahead likelihood which plays an important role in the algorithm. In

Chapter 3, an unscented transformation is adopted to calculate the predicted likeli-

hood, and substantial improvement is observed.

A related work is the Co-inference approach in [Wu & Huang,2001A]. Here the

multiple cue integration is formulated as a graphical model, which is then factorised

to achieve feasible inference. The core idea is straightforward: particles for one cue

are sampled from other cue's filtering distributions, This process is iterated until

convergence. In this way, different cues support each other and enhance the perfor-

mance. One problem in [Wu & Huang, 20014] is that each cue is supposed to be

reliable. In fact sampling from an unreliable cue's filtering distribution offers no ben-

efit and might even be detrimental to the performance. This problem is still open thus

far. In the following section we explain the role of the Co-inference strategy in our

framework and discuss it in more detail.

The annealed particle filter (annealed importance sampling) [Neal, 20O1,Deutscher

et aI., 20001is another useful way of improving the sampling efficiency. The sample

particles are generated using a series of annealed versions of the weighting func-

tions. The narrow modes of the likelihood distribution are introduced gradually into

the sampling process, It has been demonstrated its successful local adaptation to the
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target distribution in high-dimensional articulated tracking [Deutscher et a1.,2000].

In this chapter we propose a general augmented particle filtering framework for
l^-:--:..- ^- ^-r:-^l --^-^^^t l:ô+-;L.rti^ñ Tlra acoonlial irloa ic ln arrmonf a qe¡-
utrÐrËru1ó 4rt uPlurlar PrvPvÞqr urorrrvu!!vrr

ond filter's estimate into the proposal distribution design. Several existing improved

particle filters can be unified into our general framework. Based on this framework

we propose further novel variant algorithms for robust and efficient visual tracking.

4.2, THn AUCMENTED PARTICTS FITTSNING FRAMEWORK

Denoting the state vector as x and observations as z, the tracking problem is a Bayesian

filtering inference problem:

p(*lzt't) x p(z¡lx¡)p(xtlzt,t-t), (4.1)

where the prior is the previous posterior propagated across the temporal axis, and is

given by Equation (2,2). Please refer back to Chapter 2 for details.

The filtering process can be represented by graphical models in Figure al(top). By

propagating the prior p(xt-lzt,t-1) through the system dynamics model p(x¿lx¿-r),

we obtain the ouþut x¿l¿-r. In Kalman filters, this step is named time prediction. The

predicted state is then corrected by the likelihood p(z¿lx¿). This is the measurement

update slep.

The filtering can be realised by Kalman filters when the linearity and Gaussianity

conditions are satisfied. Otherwise we have to approximate the integral in Equa-

tion (2.2) with numerical sampling techniques. A typical sampling technique is im-

portance sampling. At each frame ú, the posterior is approximated by a set of discrete

particles {*1"),-Í")}X:L, where DI:r-Í"): t holds. If we sample the particles from

proposal density s(.), i.e. *Í") - qlxr¡xii)r, zt,t)(n: 1 . . ' N), as described in Chap-

ter 2, each particle's weight is calculated according to Equation (2.6).

The deficiency of the standard importance sampling is well known. Doucet et nL

show that the optimal importance sampling proposal is e(x¿l>4i)r, z¡) fDouce| et nI.,

2000]. Therefore the most recent observations should be utilised.

Motivated by the success of improved particle filters such as Kalman particle fil-

ters [Rui & Chen, 2O01,Li et a1.,2003A] and Co-inference [Wu & Huang, 2001,4],

we propose a general augmented particle filtering framework in which a two-stage
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x¿-t

zt-L

Update

t-

*lr,

Figure 4.1: Diagrams of the particle filter (top) and the augmented particle filtet (bot-

tom. The measurement is omitted for clarity) The Prediction slep is also known as time
prediction while Update means measurement update.

sampling approach is adopted. We illustrate the framework with two filters being

augmented. Apparently it is straightforward to extended this framework to the case

of more than two filters. The key idea is that we augment a particle filter (or a Kalman

filter) to learn a sampling distribution automatically at the first stage. At the second

stage, the estimate produced by the first-stage filtering is fed to the second particle

filter for constructing an optimal proposal. This process can be iterated to yield better

results.l

Figure  .I(bottom) depicts this strategy. There are two filters running iteratively.

The first filter, which could be a Kalman filter2 or a particle filter, is used to obtain

a rough estimate of the state vector depending on the state estimate of the last step

x¿-1 and the current observation z¿. Specifically, according to the type of the first-

stage filter adopted, we study the algorithm in the following two cases.

Case 1: The Jírst-stage fitter is a Knlman fiIter. Afþr each particl" *j:l propagates

through the system dynamics equation, the sample mean i¿¡¿-1 and covaria.ce Fr¡r-1

are readily available. Then, in the filtering step for the Kalman particle filter algo-

rithm [Li et al., 2003A, van der Merwe et aI., 2000f, a measurement update with a

Kalman filter is applied to each particle. Thus .ð/ Kalman filters need to run. Clearly it
lThe second particle can also be a Kalman filter. úr visual tracking applications, the system is always

nonlinear and non-Gaussian, particle filters give better results. We only consider the case that the second
filter is a particle filter in this work.

2A plain Kalman filter, extended Kalman filter or unscented Kalman filter etc.
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is computationally expensive, although such an approach might better maintain mul-

tiple modes. For the Maximum A Posteilor (MAP) estimation, the purpose is to find

the maximum in the posterior space. Consequently we only use the sample mean

i¿¡¿-1 and associated covariance ñ¿¡¿-1 to perform the Kalman update. This way we

maintain only the main mode but significantly reduce the computational demand.

The Kalman measurement update Process writes:

Ít:Ítþ-r-lK¡(z¿ - Hirlr-r) Ø2)

Þr:Þrþ-._ - K¿HÞ¿¡¿-r (a'3)

where H is the measurement matrix (for the extended Kalman filter, H is a linearised

]acobi measurement matrix) and the Kalman gain K¿ is K¿ : ñr,r-rHT 1ttÞr,r-rHT +

Rr)-t. Here R¿ is the covariance matrix of the observation noise at time ú. Then we

obtain the filtered estimate i¿ and its covariance ñ¿ which are more accurate than

their predicted version Í¿¡¿-1 and Þrlr-r. For the unscented Kalman filter, Equations

(4.2) and (4.3) are slightly different. See [van der Merwe et aI',20001for details.

At the second step, we need to take full advantage of the sufficient Gaussian statis-

tics produced at the first step. We construct a Gaussian proposal tr/(*r;i¿, Þ¿) from

which we sample N particles {') fot the second particle filter. The second particle

filter yields the second-stage posterior estimate x¿ with a weighting calculation, as

does the standard particle filter. Note that since the one-to-one mapping relationship

between a particle at time ú - 1, given b y *Í!r,and its corresponding offspring xi') at

time ú has been broken, the weighting equation (2.6) needs to be modified'

We have now drawn N samples {*Í"),-Í")}L1 from the proposal,A/(x¿;*r,Þù,

and from Equation (4.L), each particle's weight is

-Ín) :p("rl*Í")).p,("Í")L:ro-r) . e,4)
,M1*j");i,, Þ,)

We already have a set of discrete particles {*Íiì , # i#:r to represent the posterior

at time t - 7 afler rc-sømpling, therefore Equation (2.2) can be rewritten as

p(*Ín)lrr,r-r):*$ot*Í")t*jiìl (4.s)
m=l

Combining Equations (4.4) and (4.5), we obtain the weight calculation equation,

-Ín) :1 e(r'l*Í"))Ð{:1eqÍ")1"Í3ì), n:r...N. (4.6)- N ¡/(r4");1,,Ê,)

t
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Note that this two-step iteration does not necessarily run once. Multiple loops

might be implemented if necessary. The essential point is that these two filters carry

out the estimation in a cooperative way: each one utilises the output of the other one

at the previous step (or at the previous iteration).

Compared with the Kalman particle filter, we only use a single Kalman filter to

construct a Gaussian proposal distribution. This idea is similar but not identical to the

Kalman particle filter algorithm. Assuming that the computational bottleneck is the

likelihood calculation and ignoring the Kalman filter's matrix operation, our strategy

reduces the Kalman particle filter's computational complexity from O(2N) to O(N *
1). \Atrhen using this framework for tracking, it differs from the ICoNo¡NsertoN

tracker [Isard & Blake, 19988]. ICoNopNseuoN uses a colour tracker as an auxiliary

tracker to roughly estimate the tracked object's state. The estimated state is then used

to generate a proposal for the main tracker. The limitation is thatitis ad /¡oc. Moreover

it is difficult to estimate the covariance uncertainty.

Case 2: Thefirst-stagefilter is apørticleJilter. In theory, the particle filter is more

general than the Kalman filter. Its shortcoming is that it is more computationally

demanding than the Kalman filter. When the first-stage filter is also a particle filter,

this algorithm is quite similar to the Co-inference algorithm [Wu & Huang, 20014]

when the two different cues are used. Instead of deducing this algorithm with a

structured variational approximation on a factorised graphical model, we intuitively

invent this algorithm based on Figure 4.1.(bottom).

The particler {"Í1ì, #lf:, at time t - ! are input to the first-stage particle filter,

and after a standard particle filtering, we obtain the weighted particle set {11"), øÍ")}I:,
which is a rough representation of the posterior. More specifically, for the first loop (if

multiple loops are adopted as in [Wu & Huang,2001A]), we use the system dynam-

ics transition as the proposal and obtain the discrete representation of the posterior

with the Equations (2.2) and (2.6). Then the second-stage particle filter samples from

this discrete density, After finishing the first loop, each filter samples the other one's

estimated posterior. In contrast with the Kalman filter which estimates the posterior

up to second-order statistics, one can easily calculate higher order statistics from the

discrete particles.

Borrowing an idea from the Gaussian particle filter [Kotecha & Djurió, 2003], and

also making the sampling process consistent with the Kalman first-stage filteç we fit
the discrete particles with a single Gaussian distribution//(*r;ir, Þrlr-r) from which
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L lnitialisation:
Set ú : 1. Sample N particles {"Í1)r, *Ílr}I:rfrom the prior p(x6).

2. Re-sampüng:

Re-sample to obtain Iü replacement particlet {*Í'), #}#:r, according to the

weights tuj").

3. First-stage filtering:
Given {*Í1ì, -Í!r}I:, (or the ouÇut particles of the previous loop) and the

current measurement z¿, tpdate the particles either with a Kalman filter using
Equations (4.2) and (4.3) or with a particle filter using Equations (2.2) and (2.6).

Compute the mean i¿ and covariance P¿.

4. Second-stage Jiltering:
1. Sample N particles {*j"),rr;Í")}#:1 from the proposat q(*rl"Íiì, zttt) :
tr/(*r;ir, ñr).
2. Calculate the weight for each particle according to Equation (4.6)' Then nor-
malise the weights.

5. (Optional) If necessary, go to the Re-sampling step to perform another iteration.
Note that this time the input is the output particles of the second-stage particles

filtering, instead of 1xj1)r, -Í?rl[:t.
6. Set t : t * 1, go to the Re-sampling step to process the next frame.

Figure 4,2:Tl:.e augmented particle filtering algorithm.

N particles are sampled for the next iteration. The Gaussian is calculated before re-

sampling so as to suppress the bias produced in re-sampling.

To summarise we present the complete augmented particle filter algorithm in Fig-

ure 4.2.

Compared wlth mode-climbing approaches (e.9. [Cham & Rehg, L999, Chang &

Ansari, 2003,Shan et al.,2004,Bray et a1.,20041) in which a gradient-ascent optimi-

sation method is usually applied to move the particles towards the modes (peaks) in

the likelfüood space, our filtering-based optimisation method can be regarded as a

mode-hopping process. Due to the nature of the gradient-ascent based algorithms, the

optimisation process is slow and one has to preset the move step. The augmented par-

ticles filter finds a Gaussian proposal distribution quickly through one step filtering
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Figure 4.3: The gradient-ascentbased mode-climbing optimisation needs many steps
to drive the particles to the modes (top), while the filtering based mode-hopping
method finds a Gaussian distribution nearby the main mode through single one step
filtertng (top).

which is usually close to the main mode.3 Another requirement of the gradient-ascent

optimisation is that the likelihood surface must be smooth, i.e. differcntiable. If Hes-

sian information is utilised, it is further required that the likelihood function's second

derivatives exist everywhere. In visual tracking, many similarity measurement crite-

ria fail to satisfy the smoothness conditions. This means one has to carefully devise

the likelihood function. The augmented particle filter relaxes these restrictions. The

difference between these two methods is depicted in Figure 4.3.

In the two-stage filtering process, the observations 21,¿ can arise from different

cues. This way multiple cues are integrated together seamlessly and different cues

support each other during the inference. As we have stated, when the two filters

are both particle filters, the framework presented in this chapter is identical to the

Co-inference algorithm in [Wu & Huang, 20014]. However, to adopt a Kalman fil-

ter in the first-stage filtering can save significant computational resources. To our

knowledge this is the first proposal to use an efficient hybrid Kalman/particle fil-
3For high-dimensional applications, the manifold of the likelihood dist¡ibution is extremely com-

plex. Both gradient-ascent optimisation and our augmented particle filter algorithm still might fail if
the number of particles is not sufficiently large. The problem of how to tackle the curse of climensionality
when sampling in a high-dimensional space remains unsolved.
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tering framework to integrate multiple cues in the visual tracking. Although one

can also integrate multiple cues in the Kalman particle filter algorithm, the algorithm

presented here is more computationally efficient.

One problem for a multiple cue integration strategy based on Co-inference is that

only when both of the cues are reliable is this cooperative sampling strategy helpful.

Otherwise, for example, when one cue is completely invalid, sampling from its poste-

rior will mis-guide the particles into the wrong area of the posterior and damage the

inference. A naïve approach has been adopted in lShen et a1.,20037 to alleviate this

problem. Still more elegant approaches are required. We will not discuss the multiple

cue integration issue in more detail in this chapter.

4.3. EvaruArtoN

We examine the performance of the augmented particle filter in two experiments.

One is a Kalman/particle filtering approach on a 1D tracking simulation with syn-

thetic data. The other one is a particle/particle filtering approach on a real video

tracking application. Note that in this experiment only a single cue is used.

4.3.1. lD simulation

For this simulation, we choose a nonlinear and bimodal model: rt : 0.5rt-t *
25 *-2J** Scos(1.2(ú - 1)) + u¿ and 

" 
:'Å *'u¿, where u¿ is the system noise fol-

lowing a Gaussian N(u¿;0,0.02) and u¿ is the measurement noise, also a Gaussian

N(u¿;0,t2). Data are generated with ro : 0.1, t : 7 .. . 100.

In this simulation, we implement an augmented particle filter which uses an un-

scented Kalman filter as the first-stage filter to construct the proposal distribution.

The parameters for scaled unscented transformation are a : I,þ : O, and n : 2.

These parameters are optimal for LD applications lvan der Merr,r'e et a1.,2000]. 1.00

independent simulations are performed to compare the two algorithms. Only L0 par-

ticles are used for this simple 1D simulation. In Figure a.a(top) we plot the 100 true

states and the estimates obtained with the augmented particle filter and the conven-

tional particle filter respectively. The Mean Square Error (MSE) between truth and

the estimates are shown in Figure 4.A(bottom) for the L00 simulations. The MSE and

the variance of our algorithm is 6.095 and 1.049 respectively which are better than the

\
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Figure 4.4: Plot of the true state and estimates generated by the conventional particle
filter and the augmented particle filter algorithm (top). Performance comparison of
the conventional particle filter and the augmented particle filter. Mean Square Error
is plotted for 100 random realisations. For most of the simulations, the augmented
particle filter (solid line) outperforms the conventional particle filter (dashed line)
(bottom).

generic particle filter (MSE mean7.798 and variance 1.039).
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Figure 4.5: Basketball tracking. The frame numbers are 72,36,48,72 respectively out
of a total of 78 frames. Our tracker tracks the whole sequences accurately, The black
line indicates the basketball's moving trajectory.

4.3.2. Visual Tracking

We have implemented the probabilistic colour based trackers as in [Pérez et aL,20021.

This time, for the augmented particle filter framework, the first-stage filter is a particle

filter as well. For both trackers, the state is represented by a 4D vector, l,¿. the location

and scale of the tracked object. The calculation of the likelihood function is based on

the colour histogram similarity measurement between the target and the candidate.

úr order to eliminate the affects of changing illumination, we calculate the histogram

in the HSV colour space and only the values of HS are adopted. For 8-bit depth RGB

input pictures, the dimension of the HS colour histogram is 16 x 16. Refer to [Pérez

et aI.,2002,Shenet a1.,20031 for the implementation details.

For this video, the motion of the basketball is hard to model. 50 particles are used

for the first-stage particle filter and 150 particles for the second-stage main particle

filter. With 50 particles, the first-stage filter estimates the location of the basketball

and provides a promising proposal distribution. Note that although only one itera-

tion is adopted in the augmentation, encouraging improvements are observed over

the generic particle filter.

4.4. Rnu¡.nrs

We have presented a more general augmented particle filter framework for visual

tracking which can flexibly integrate different filters and perform inference in a co-

operative way. It also enables easy implementation of a multiple cue tracker similar

to the Co-inference algorithm [Wu & Huang,2001A]. Experiments on synthetic data

and real video sequences demostrate its efficiency. Note that the weight calculation
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in this framework involves a computationally expensive O(N') prior computation.

Future work will modify the framework to avoid this calculation, making it more ef-

ficient using the importance sampling technique in [Bray et a1.,20041. Future work

will also test multiple cue tracking with more real videos in our framework.



CHAPTER 5

ROBUST TRACKING BY PROBABILISTIC MULTIPLE CUE

INTEGRATION

In Chapters 3 and 4 we proposed two strategies to improve the sampling efficiency

of the particle filter. In this chapter and the next, we focus on robust likelihood mod-

elling.

The integration of cues such as colour, edge strength and motion has proved to

be a promising approach to robust visual tracking in situations where no single cue

is suitable. In this chapter, an algorithm is presented which integrates multiple cues

in a probabilistic manner. Specifically the likelihood of each cue is calculated and

weighted before Bayes rule is applied to obtain the resultant posterior. This posterior

is generally not well represented analytically, and is therefore represented as a set of

weighted particles, which is updated at each frame by a particle filter. This chapte¡

demonstrates how the combination of multiple cue integration and particle filtering

results in a robust tracking method. We also demonstrate how each cue's weight can

be adapted on-line during the tracking procedure.

59
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5.1. INrnooucrroN

Developing a visual tracking algorithm that is robust to a wide variety of conditions

is still an open problem. Part of this problem is the choice of what to track. Col-

our trackers, for example, are distracted from their target by other objects of similar

colour, while edge-based trackers can be misled by clutter in the background. The

combination of multiple cues can achieve more reliable tracking than any one cue

in isolation. Birchfield (1998), for example, uses intensity gradient and a colour his-

togram of the target for robust head tracking. This algorithm improves tracking ro-

bustness and accuracy by utilising the property of cue complementarity. The primary

limitation of such an integration strategy is that each cue has the same fixed level of

confidence associated with it. This means that each cue is assumed to possess the

same reliability in each frame of video.

Democratic integration, proposed by Triesch and von der Malsburg (200L), fuses

multiple cues in an adaptive manner so that the contribution of each cue depends

on its estimated reliability in the current environment. Consequently such an algo-

rithm is robust with respect to a dynamically changing background. This approach

is based on voting techniques in which each cue generates an independent decision

concerning the tracking before these decisions are integrated using a weighted sum.

Recently Spengler and Schiele (2003) have extended this method to multiple hypothe-

ses tracking by integrating it with the CoNoSNSATIoN [Isard & Blake, 1998A] algo-

rithm. Their scheme, however, is non-adaptive. Due to the conflict arising from the

single-hypothesis property of democratic integration and the multiple hypotheses

generated by CoNnnNsATIoN, the saliency maps recovered from each independent

cue are combined together with a fixed weighted sum. An apparent drawback of

this method is that the methodology employed for fusing the different cues is ad hoc,

depending upon manual tuning of the weights.

In the field of image segmentation, which shares many techniques with track-

ing, some methods based on Bayes'rule and the Expectation Maximisation (EM) al-

gorithm have been introduced to probabilistically combine cues based on their es-

timated likelihood (e.g. [Khan & Shah, 2001,Hayman & Eklundh, 2002]). For proba-

bilistic tracking with multiple cues, most previous work focuses on incorporating reli-

ability measures with dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs); usually Gaussian mixture

models are used to represent the probability density distributions [Zhu & Fujimura,
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2003,McKenna et a1.,1998]. The advantage of such an approach is that the model can

be updated tractably with the EM algorithm. Toyama and Horvitz (2000) also use

a DBN, modelling the probabilistic dependence of multiple cues to weight the cues

based on their inferred accuracies. In [Wu & Huang, 20014], the authors ProPose a

novel leaming method based on a factorial graphical model where different shape

and colour distributions are adapted on-line in a co-inference way.

The method presented here uses a feedback loop to perform the integration of

cues in a manner similar to that used by democratic integration. Within this loop,

discordant cues are suppressed quickly while cues that have proved to be reliable in

the recent past are given more weight. In our experiments, two statistical features are

used, namely, colour density distribution and edge information.

Colour information is an appealing feature for deformable object tracking due to

its robustness to spatial rotation, non-rigidity and partial occlusion lComaniciu et al.,

2QQ3,Nummiaro et a1,,2003,P&ez et aL,20021. The mean shift tracker in [Comaniciu

et a1.,20031is essentially a nonparametric density gradient estimator in colour his-

togram density space. Unlike this deterministic search, [Nummiaro et a1.,2003,Pérez

et a1.,20021propose a probabilistic method using a colour-based particle filter based

on mean shift density estimation. The colour cue used by our algorithm is based on

this model.

Despite the robustness of the colour cue, it does not contain any information about

the spatial adjacency of pixels in the object. To complement the colour cue, edge de-

tection is adopted to describe shape informatiory which has proved to be an effective

feature in visual contour tracking [Blake & Isard, 1998,Isard & Blake, 19984]. In this

chapter, these two features are integrated to demonstrate the validity of the proposed

algorithm. In most applications, environmental changes do not affect both these vi-

sual cues simultaneously. Thus dynamically adjusting their influence improves the

system's performance. Details on implementing these cues are shown in Section 5.3.

Tracking a deformable object in a high dimensional state space requires tractable

methods for inferring the posterior probability distributions. Particle filters, together

with their variants [van der Merwe et al.,2000,Rui & Chen, 20011, have been exten-

sively studied and successfully applied to visual tracking. The tracking engine in our

tracking framework is a modified particle filter.

The outline of the chapter is as follows. In Section 5.2we review visual tracking as
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probability propagation in more detail. Section 5.3 describes specific cues used in our

work. The probabilistic integration scheme of multiple cues is presented in Section

5.4. We also present a method to incorporate reliability measurement and discuss

how to continuously update each cue's weight in our probabilistic cue integration in

Section 5.4. Section 5.5 presents a method for target model updating. Experiments

on real video sequences ate demonstrated in Section 5.6. Finally some discussion is

reported and the concluding remarks are drawn in Section 5.7.

5.2. PRnucrE FIrt¡RtNG FoR Vtsuar TnacrtNc

In this section, we briefly present the probability propagation model for tracking, and

its dynamical model component. The observation model, which concerns multiple

cue integration, is demonstrated in the following section.

The key feature of the particle filter is that the posterior is approximately rep-

resented by a set of particles, each particle including a state vector x and an asso-

ciated weight ,rr: {(xj'), -Í")),, : 1, ..., N}. The weights are normalised such that

D*-Í') : 1. Suppose we could sample the particles from an auxiliary density, i.e.,

*Í") - s("rlt4iì,21,¿). Then the new particle is re-weighted using Equation (2.6). The

general particle filter algorithm is displayed in Figure 2.2. Refer back to Section 2.2.1

for more details.

5.2.1. State Space and the Dynamical Model

We want to track a patch of interest in the image plane. The patch is an upright ellipse

or rectangle in shape and is parameterised by

x: {*,A,ùril, s", sg, s", s3,} (5.1)

where n and y denote the centroid of the ellipse or rectangle , n and 9 the velocities of

the centroid, s" and s, the length of the half axes or sides and s" and ,i, the velocities

of s" and s, (see [Nummiaro et a1.,2003,Pérez et a1.,2002]). We use a first order auto-

regression (AR) equation to model the dynamics. This has the form

x¿ : Ax¿-1 * Bv¿ (5.2)

where v¿ is a multivariate normal distribution and the matrix A defines the deter-

ministic component, and matrix B capfures the stochastic component. It is straight-
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forward to extend this model to second order if it is required to capture more complex

dynamical motions.

5.3. INpTvIpUAL CUE

\A[hile the particle filter is a powerful tool for robust tracking, its success depends

largely on the choice of appropriate features to track. In this chapter, we use colour

and shape information. Our choice of features is based on their feasibility for robust

visual tracking and their adaptability to our probabilistic framework. In contrast

to the implementation methods in lTriesch & von der Malsburg,200L, Spengler &

Schiele, 20031, we use these cues in a probabilistic way so that they can be integrated

into the particle filtering framework more naturally.

5.3.L. Colour Cue

We follow the model presented in [Nummiaro et a1.,2003,Pérez et a1.,20021to encode

the colour information. In RGB space, colour histograms are calculated with rn bins.

In our experiments, 8 x 8 x 8 bins are sufficient to represent the colour distribution for

pixels with 8-bit colour depth in each channel. After obtaining the colour histogram

with the mean shift algorithm, we calculate the colour distribution density d(*) :
1¿{") (x)}": r...m àt location x (for details, refer to [Comaniciu et nL,2003]).

At frame ú, the colour model @r(x) whose corresponding state is xl will be com-

pared to the target colour model óo(*o) which is manually selected or generated by

an automatic detection algorithm.

The similarity is measured by the Bhattacharyya distance,

fn

plótÎ),óo(*o)l : D ¿j")1xs¡¿f;)(xo), (5.3)

Note that both of these distributions are required to be normalised first. In the track-

ing procedure, the estimate will be updated continuously.

(5.4)

lFor clariry we denote the pixel location {",a}by the corresponding state vector x: {a,a,.'.}
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As in [Nummiarc et a1.,2003,Pérez et aL,2002f, the likelihood function with re-

spect to the similarity distances is modelled as a Gaussian distribution

p"ot*,(zcotou,,tlx¿) x exp (-nDlQr(*r), óo(*o)l'), (5.5)

where rc is a constant determined by the Gaussian variance.

5.3.2. Shape Cue

To complement the colour cue, which contains no information about shape, a shape

contour is included in our object model. Instead of using B-splines to model a de-

tailed contour, a parametric ellipse or rectangle is used as the shape model. In our

experiment, we use an ellipse to model the contour of the human face. Therefore

calculating the likelihood of the shape cue is based on an ellipse.

The likelihood of the ellipse is computed at a pointp on the ellipse as follows [Blake

& Isard, 1998,Isard & Blake, 1998A,Li et aL,200341. A measurement line is con-

structed passing through the point p and the centre of the ellipse. n sample points are

generated at fixed intervals along this line, centred about p. A Canny edge detector

is then applied at each sample point.

Under the assumption that the true edge point is normally distributed with zero

mean and variance o2, and the clutter is a Poisson process with density À, the likeli-

hood of the observation at a sample point is

n"n"e.(z!ì"p",¿lx¿) c< t* à"^Ë*o l-"#1, (s.6)

where ho is the prior probability that no true contour edge is detected and z¡ is the

distance of the detected feature point from the ellipse. See [Blake & Isard, 1998,Mac-

Cormick, 2000] for details. If it is assumed that the likelihoods on each measutement

line are statistically independent, then the overall likelfüood for rn lines evenly spaced

around the ellipse is

P 
"hope(z "¡or.,¿ lx¿ ) : I n "n"r.1"!)op",tlxt)

n1,

¿--t

(5.7)
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5.4. INrpcnerroN or Murrrpru Cuns rNTo Penrrcrs Frrrnn-

ING

Under the assumption that the observation from each cue is statistically independent,

the entire likelihood given the state x¿ is written

p(ztlxt) : P.orour(z.oLour,tlx¿) 'P"hop.(z"hon",tlx¿). (5.8)

To adapt to the reliability of each cue, the likelihood function is slightly adjusted [Khan

& Shah,2001l:

p(ztlxt)xþ"oLour(z"otour,tlx¿)lo1'la"hop"(z"hon",tlx¿)loz, (5'9)

where 0 ( o1, a2 1 7 are defined as the reliability factors for colour and shape

cues. The weights need not sum to unity as for democratic integration. If a cue is

completely unreliable then the weight a¡ for that cue should be set to zero so that

lpþtl*r)l'r : I (lc : 7,2 in our case) which implies that the measurement for that cue

has no effect. Conversely if a cue is totally reliable then o¿ : 1. In this chapter, we

take only colour and shape cues into consideration; however, it is straightforward to

include extra cues into this framework.

The multi-cue likelfüood Equation (5.9) can be substituted into both Equation (2.6)

and the re-weighting step, to obtain a particle filter that includes information from

multiple cues. The weighting parameters can be fixed and determined by some prior

knowledge [Spengler & Schiele, 2003]. Howevet it is beneficial to introduce an on-

line adaptation scheme to weight the cues with a probabilistic technique. The follow-

ing section shows how to introduce an adaptation scheme within the particle filtering

framework.

5.4.1. Adaptation of Cue Weights

The democratic integration [Triesch & von der Malsbury, 2001] method includes a

re-weighting scheme in which each cue is associated with a score based on the error

between the individual cue's saliency and the average saliency.

We extend this idea to the particle filtering framework. A score 1k,t at frame ú (k :
1,2 in our case) is computed for each cue, which measures how well it agrees with the

result. The detailed procedure to compute the score 7k,¿ is as follows. Suppose that
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the image observation changes slowly such that we can predict'y¡,¿ from the previous

,y¡,¿-1 and ak,-t. We compute the difference between the tracking result obtained by

that cue alone and the result obtained by fusing the likelihood from all cues. The

measurement of the difference can be an ¿2-norm distance between the centroids of

the tracked regions. Note that in this procedure, no additional heavy computation

is required to calculate the tracking result for each cue because the bottle-neck is the

calculation of the likelihood for each cue, which only needs to be computed once at

each frame.

Denoting the l2-norm distance by E*,, for each cue at frame ú, the scores can be

computed as
tanh(-aE¡" t*b)+1 (s.10)11",t :

2

where a,b are pre-defined constants and tanh(.) is the hyperbolic tangent function.

In our experiments , a :0. pixel-l and ò : 3.

The weights are then adapted according to a leaking integrator,

€an,t:1tc,t-otk,t, (5.11)

where { is a parameter which determines the changing rate of the weights [Triesch &

von der Malsburg, 2001,Ha)¡man & Eklundh,2002].

In contrast with our criterion for determining the reliability of tracking, Shearer

et al. (2001) measured the success of tracking based on the consistency of object ve-

locity, which can also be used in our framework,

5.5. Tancnr Moosr UpoattNc

In our work, both bottom-up and top-down methodologies are used. Because the pro-

posed colour cue tracking is a top-down template matching approach and the target

we are interested in is time-varying, it is necessary to update the template during the

tracking procedure. After we track one frame successfully, we can use the tracked

region of this frame to update the target model. For parametric models, e'9. GMMs,

some work has been done on updating the model parameters on-line [McKenna el ø1.,

1998]. For nonparametric models, as proposed in [Nummiaro et aL, 20031, we put

more weight on recent tracking results than on older tracking results by ustng a for-
getting parameter. The question then arises of how to decide whether we should

\
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believe the current tracking result is reliable and use this result to update the target

model? The average likelihood before normalisation over all particles, p-, could be a

good criterion. The higher the average likelihood p-, the more reliable is the current

result. Therefore we compare the average likelihood with a pre-defined threshold

and update the model only when p'is larger than the threshold. A similar approach

is used for model updates in [Nummiaro et a1.,2003f.

The target model can be initialised with a detector algorithm (e.g., for face track-

ing, a face detector can be used). Alternatively we can specify an image patch as the

target model in the first frame by hand.

5.6. EvlrulrroN

This section evaluates the performance of the proposed integration and adaptation

algorithm. The performance of both single cue and multiple cues are compared. Our

experiments show that the tracking algorithm with multiple cues performs much

more robustly than those with a single cue. The tracking results are presented in

Figure 5.1.

In the experiments, the resolution of the image sequences is 128 x 96 and the

frame rate is 10 þs. The human head is modelled as an upright ellipse as discussed

in Section 5.2.1. For the colour cue, 8 x 8 x 8 bins are used to represent the colour

histogram in the RGB space. For the shape cue, for each ellipse, 25 equally spaced

rays are used and o : 6 pixels. Each line has 2o * 1 observation locations. For

particle filters in all the cases, the number of particles is l/ : 1.00.

The sequence is set in an office environment with a cluttered background which

contains many clutter edges to distract the contour tracker. The colour of the door

is very similar to skin colour, which can confuse the colour tracker. Additionally,

the tracked subject turns her head around which creates sudden colour changes of

the visible side of her head. At many frames the face is totally invisible, which can

make a colour based tracking algorithm lose the target completely. In the experiment,

use of a single cue fails to track the subject well. Our algorithm succeeds because it
monitors the saliency of each cue and updates its influence on the result accordingly.

Figure 5.2 depicts the evolution of the colour and shape cues. We can see that

at certain frames, the proposed integration scheme successfully suppresses the cue
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*1
t

Figure 5.1: Tracking results with colour cue alone (top), shape cue alone (middle) and
multiple cue integration (bottom). From left to right, the corresponding frames are

Frame 17,87,116,283 and 390 out of total 500 frames. At Frame 87 , the colour based

particle filter is trapped in a false region when the subject's face turns around, dras-

tically changing the target model, The colour tracker fails for most of the remaining
frames, The colour based mean shift tracker [Comaniciu et a1.,2003] fails at the same

position. The single shape cue based particle filter is distracted severely by the clut-
ter at Frame 17,!16,283 and 390, as the window blind beside the head contains many
edges, The multiple cue particle filter, however, tracks the face accurately through
the whole sequence.

which is unreliable for tracking.

5.7 . Rnuanrs

This chapter presented a probabilistic multi-cue integration framework for robust vi-

sual object tracking. In contrast to democratic integration, each cue's likelihood and

weight is calculated, and then Bayes'rule is applied to obtain the resulting posterior.

The algorithm is well suited to incorporation into a particle filter in the procedure

of particle weighting. Also presented was a criterion to measure the reliability asso-

ciated with each cue such that each cue's weight can be adapted on-line during the

tracking procedure. Experimental data show such an adaptation scheme is effective.

Future work will include explore new criteria to measure the reliability of each

cue and extend this framework to multiple object tracking. As the number of cues

increases, further work will also be required to minimise the number of funing pa-
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At frame 390, the shape cue is quite unreliable (see Figure 5.1) while the colour cue
works well, in this figure a minimum appears for the shape cue curve, which shows
it is suppressed.

rameters required.



CHAPTER 6

EFFICIENT KERNEL DISCRIMINANT SUBSPACE

LEARNING FOR VISUAL TRACKING

In this chapter we introduce another likelihood modelling technique for robust vi-

sual tracking-a computationally efficient nonlinear kernel learning strategy to find

a discriminative model which distinguishes the tracked object from the background.

PCA and LDA have been applied to this problem with some success. These tech-

niques are limited, however, by the fact that they are capable only of identifying lin-

ear subspaces within the data. Kernel based methods, in contrast, are able to extract

nonlinear subspaces, and thus represent more complex characteristics of the tracked

object and background, This is a particular advantage when tracking deformable ob-

jects and where appearance changes due to unstable illumination and pose occur. An

efficient approximation to kemel discriminant analysis using QR decomposition pro-

posed by Xiong et ø1. (2004) makes possible real-time updating of the optimal nonlin-

ear subspace. We present a tracking method based on this result and show promising

experimental results on real videos undergoing large pose and illumination changes.

70
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6.1,. INrnooucrloN

One of the major problems affecting the performance of visual tracking systems has

been the lack of suitable appearance models. For particle filtering based tracking

algorithms, the equivalent problem is to find sufficiently robust likelihood models.

Due to the nature of visual tracking, there will inevitably arise occlusions, vari-

ations in illumination, and the targets' pose, etc. These dynamic components make

adaptive observation models imperative. While the use of linear subspace models

such as PCA and LDA algorithms can improve the tracker's reliability [Black & Jep-

son, 1998, Lim et al., 2004,Lin et al., 2004f , we argue that nonlinear kernel methods

such as Kernel Discriminant Analysis (KDA) are mote suitable for separating the tar-

get from the background. The additional flexibility of KDA comes at a computational

cost. The application of the method of Xiong et al. (2004) reduces the computational

burden of estimating a nonlinear subspace to the extent that the extra discriminatory

power is well justified for tracking.

We present here a probabilistic Monte Carlo sampling based tracking algorithm.

Instead of using colour (e.g.,lPérez et aL, 20021) or contour features (e.9., [Isard &

Blake, 19984]) to represent the target for tracking, we adaptively learn a subspace

to represent the tracked object (as in [Black & ]epson, L998,Lim et aI',2004,Linet al.,

20041). Knowing the states x1.¿-1 of the tracked object from time 1 to ú - 1 and under

the Markovian assumption, we sample the states from the prior p(x¿lx¿-1). After

computing the likelihood p(z¿lx¡)\ for each sample, we find a MAP estimate for the

current state x¿.

It canbe difficult to maintain reliable tracking performance over longer sequences

with fixed target and background models because it is not possible to reflect the

changes in appearance that inevitably occur. Many solutions to this problem have

been proposed. Wu et al. (20034) have suggested switching observation models

when tracking object contours. The main limitation of their approach is that the

switching process is determined a priori using a finite state machine. For colour fea-

ture based tracking, a method is proposed in [Coltins & Liu, 20031 for evaluating

multiple colour features during tracking, and for selecting the set of most discrimina-

tive features to improve tracking performance. Jepson et aI. (2001) ProPose an elabo-

rate mixture appearance model with an online EM updating algorithm in which the

1x and z are states and observations respectively.
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changes in image observations can be robustly adapted.

Object tracking with subspace models has been well studied [Black & Jepsory

1998l. Recently this topic has received renewed attention. In [Lim et a1.,2004] an

incremental PCA based tracker is presented. The method learns eigenspace repre-

sentations online to reflect appearance changes of the observations. Instead of using

PCA (as in [Lim et ø1.,2004]), probabilistic LDA models are proposed to separate the

target from the background. Compared with PCA models, LDA is a discriminative

method and it utilises the background appearance as negative training data, thereby

boosting the tracking performance.

However the abovementioned subspace methods are all linear and based on second-

order statistics of the image set. Kernel subspace methods provide a more powerful

image model that takes higher-order statistics into account. Better results obtained by

kernel subspace methods have been reported over conventional subspace methods in

various vision applications (e.g.,lLu et aL,2003,Liet al.,2003B,Feng & Shi, 20041). One

of the most relevant work to ours is in [Feng & Shi, 2004] where the authors explore

the application of KDA to frontal face detection and promising experimental results

are reported.

Replacing LDA with KDA for visual tracking requires that the added computa-

tional burden not be so large as to prevent good real-time performance. The compu-

tational complexity of the conventional KDA is O(¿2d+13) where I is the training data

síze, d is the dimension of the data, and c is the number of classes [Baudat & Anouar,

20001. This makes conventional KDA infeasible for real-time applications with large

training data. Recently Xiong et al. have developed a novel KDA algorithm based on

QR decomposition [Xiong et a1.,2004f, which is much more efficient while maintain-

ing classification accuracy. Its complexity is only O(ldc). By contrast, the complexity

of PCA is O(l2d). We adopt this efficient KDA to update the learned subspace every

few frames while tracking.

The method we propose in this chapter bears some similarity to the work of [Lin
et al., 20041. Howevet we use efficient Kernel Discriminant Analysis which has

proven better than conventional LDA as visual representations in recognition and

detection. Schematically, our tracking algorithm is quite simple. The key to the al-

gorithm is to learn subspace representations with efficient KDA. At time ú, given a

set of positive and negative þackground) examples, a discriminative analysis is per-

formed to obtain subspace representations for the target object. The positive exam-
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ples might be the successful tracking results for ú : l. ..t - 1 or some previously

collected training data. From the viewpoint classification, the estimated subspace

maximises the margin between the target object class and the background class. Of

course we might also be able to cast this learning as a probabilistic process, similar

to [Lin ef al.,2004,Tipping & Bishop, 1999]. The details are presented in the following

section.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 6.2we present

the details of the tracking algorithm, and focus on how to update the nonlinear sub-

space. In Section 6.3 we explore the robustness of the algorithm through real video

tracking under large pose and lighting variations. In the last section, we draw con-

cluding remarks and indicate future research direction.

6.2. PnOgASTLISTIC TNACTING ALGORITHM VIA KERNEL DIS-

CRIMINANT LEARNING

In this section, we describe the specific components of our tracking framework. We

first introduce the probabilistic tracking model. Then, for the sake of completeness,

we briefly review the KDA algorithm. The subspace update strategy is also discussed.

The entire tracking algorithm is a simplified variant of the well-developed Bayesian

filtering tracking algorithm [Isard & Blake,1998A]. At each time frame ú, we have the

observations z¿, together with the previous states X1:ú-1, the task is to infer the la-

tent state x¿. Usually it is difficult to accurately estimate the system dynamics model

p(x¿lxr,¿-r), Therefore in this work a Gaussian random walk is adopted, i.e',

p(x¿lxr,¿-r) : .Â/(x¿;xr-r, Ð¿) (6.1)

where N(.; t",.Ð) denotes a Gaussian distribution with mean p and covariance Ð.

This distribution is actually the prior for the inference at time t. According to Bayes'

rule, p (x¡lz¿, xr,¿ - r ) x p (z ¿lx¿) p (x¿ 
I 
x r'¿ - r ) .

Following the Monte Carlo sampling philosophy, we draw I{ particles *l') 6 :
1 . . .N) from the Gaussian prior. Each particle represents the possible position, pos-

ture and size of the target. We then evaluate each particle's likelihooa p@rlxl")).

Instead of gaining a Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) estimate of the poste-

rior as in the particle filters, we compute a maximum a posterior (MAP) estimate
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xf : arg mâ,X*(n) p("1"Í')). After the state xf is determined, the corresponding obser-

vation zf will be regarded as a positive example of the target. Those particles with

large likelihood but away from xf will also be stored as a negative example. This

training data selection strategy is identical to [Lin et a1.,2004]. Differences arise in the

subspace learning and updating strategies,

6.2.L. Kernel Discriminant Learning

PCA and LDA are limited by their nature to linear projections of the data while KDA

is a nonlinear discriminating tool using kernel-based techniques. PCA and LDA can

be seen as assuming the noise in the data exhibits a Gaussian distribution, which is

very restrictive. Let ¡ a pdxt denote the training data matrix which contains / col-

umn vectors a,, € ,nd. The size of the i-th class is denoted as l¿. We can relax the

Gaussian assumption by an appropriate nonlinear mapping from the original space

to the feature space þ : Rd -- IRD , 
^-- 

d(A) such that the mapped data follows

a Gaussian in the high-dimensional feature space.2 By employing the kemel strat-

egy, we can avoid the the explicit knowledge of the nonlinear mapping. Specifically,

in order to calculate the inner product directly in the input space, a Mercer kernel

k(a¿, ar') : $(a¿)r þ(a¡) is introduced, In this work, a Gaussian RBF kernel given by

(up to an irrelevant multiplicative constant)

/_ lla¿ - a,ll2 \k(a¿,a¡): 
""P l-Ë )

is used, where ø is the bandwidth parameter and ll.ll denotes tr2 norm.

As in the linear case, the KDA is written as an optimisation problem [Baudat &

Anouar,2000l

(Pd)*:*s,T.T"(ffi) $'2)

The difference is that the between-scatter and within-scatter matrices Sf, Sf, are cal-

culated in the feature space. The projection Pd abo lies in the feature space. Eventu-

ally we arrive at an equivalent eigen-decomposition problem. See lBaudat & Anouar,

20001 for an explanation of how the kernel trick may be applied to reformat the op-

timisation. There are two main drawbacks of the algorithm in [Baudat & Anouar,

20001. Namely, it is unstable for sample training data applications and the computa-

tional load is large.

2Typically D >> d, and D could be infinite.
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1. Compute the centroid matrix Cd in the feature space, which contains the geo-

metric centres of each class.

2. Construct the kernel matrix K, where yü : k(a¡a)' Then (Cd)r(Cd) :
MTKM. The i-th column of M is defined as (0,. ..,0, Lq,..., 1,0,' ",0)T.

3. Calculate QR decomposition of (Cd)r(Cd) to obtain Qd, Ró.

4. Construct
sd: (ed)r(sf)(ed),

rd: (ed)r(sfxad).

S¿ is the total scatter matrix in the feature space. Note that both Bó Td need to
be calculated by the kernel trick. Refer to [Xiong et a1.,2004] for details.

5. Calculate c eigenvectors À¿ (i - 1... c) of (Td -l 6l)-tgd where I is an identity
matrix and ô is a positive constant. c is number of classes.

6. Define rló : [Àr,... , À"] according to the order of decreasing corresponding
eigenvalues. The final transformation matrix is Pd : Cd(R,d)-r^d. Then given
an input vector z in the original space, the projection is calculated with the
kernel trick,

(pô), ö("): (^d)r((Rd¡-t¡rMrK,, (6.3)

where K e tr|¿ and Kf : lc(a¿,2).

Figure 6.1: The basic procedure of the QR decomposition based kernel discriminant
analysis [Xiong et a1.,2004].

The method presented here employs an improved QR decomposition based KDA

which is developed in [Xiong et a1.,2004). The algorithm is divided into two stages.

The first stage maximises the separationbetween different classes in the feature space

via QR decomposition. In the second stage, the within-class distance is then be min-

imised. The core of the algorithm is given in Figure 6.1.

Observing that the centroid of each class in the input space maps very close to

the centroid in the feature space, the complexity of the KDA algorithm is reduced

to O(Ldc) [Xiong et a1,,2004]. See [Xiong et a1.,2004] for technical details and the

computational complexity analysis.
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6.2.2. Appearance Update

In order to capture the change in appearance of foreground and background, both

the training images' projections and the subspace representation need to be updated

after a reasonable tracking duration. Suppose that at frame ú, the tracker replaces the

old training data with the positive and negative examples collected in the past ú - 1

frames. Thus at most2t training data need to be stored by the tracker. Then the KDA

learning process is re-run to learn a new subspace.

The template update process requires the determination of the subspace which

best encapsulates the {.¡ positive training examples {.1, . . . ,"¿} from the previous

tracking results. A simple treatment is to select the image from the training set ac-

cording to the following criterion in the feature space:

/t* \
a** :arg-rnin, Itllt"tl'd(.I)-ied¡r41alltt,), 6.4)

,ctr,.+t 
\/:l /

This criterion ensures the minimal total projection error between a** and the positive

training examples. \,l/hile Equation (6.a) is computationally expensive/ we can use an

approximation in the input space. Towards this goal we seek a+* which is closest to

the geometric centroid of the positive training examples. We know that the centroid

of each class in the input space maps close to the centroid in the feature space [Xiong

et ø1.,20041. The a+* which satisfies the criterion (6.a) is also closest to the centroid in

the feature space. Therefore a** is an approximation of the optimal a+*.

This update process can be run at every F frames. The values for F and L affect

the efficiency and robustness of the tracking algorithm. Theoretically the smaller the

value of f', the better the tracking performance, although at the cost of being more

computationally demanding. It is a trade off between efficiency and robustness, The

selection of an optimal / is not straightforward, The value of / should not be so large

as to cause the use of too many observations from past frames. Too many examples

irrelevant to the current observation will increase the probability of contaminating

the current appearance model with outliers.

6.2.3. Tracking Algorithm

We represent the location of a tracked objectby a state vector x : (*,y,s,,sy,0),

which determines a rectangular window in image sPace. The variables ø and gt de-
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L lnitialisation:
Initialise the tracker. For face tracking, a face detector might be applied. Col-
lect / training data and learn a kernel subspace with KDA a priori. Select a
template appearance ar* and calculate its kernel projection (P0) I d(a+*) using
Equation (6,3). Set ú : 1.

2. Sampling:

Sample N particles *ln),n - 1...N from the prior p(x¿lx¿-r), p(x¿lx¿-1) is a
Gaussian expressed in Equation (6.1).

3. Stnte inference:
Estimate the state xf using Equations (6.5) and (6.6).

4. Subspace and appearance update:

For the interval of F frames, collect positive observations {"1, . . . ,"}} as well
as negative observations {af , . . . ,aF}. Replace the 2F most "old" training data
in the total (. training examples. Run Kernel Discriminant Analysis to update
the subspace. Re-select the template apPearance image.

5. Set t : t i-1. Go to the Sampling step to process the ext frame.

Figure 6.2: The kernel discriminant analysis based tracking algorithm.

note the centroid of the rectangle, s', s, the width and length, and 0 the orientation

angle. The image content of each window determined by a sample particle *i'), i,
down-sampled to an image of fixed size in order to perform the subspace learning

with the image observation. The kernel projection ]eÓ¡r 6@1")) is obtained using

Equation (6.3). The -L2 distance in the projected feature space is

d,Í") :111y0¡r 612[")¡ - 1eø¡r¿("+*)ll. (6.s)

The likelihood probability is modelled as a Gaussian process as in [Pérez et a1.,2002],

i.e., p(zlxl")) o( exp (- n . taÍ")¡'), where p is a positive constant. It is easy to verify

that

xf : arsmax p(rl*Í")): u.cTildÍ"). (6.6)
xi xi

A disadvantage of this proposed algorithm is that the dimension of the discrim-

inant space constructed by the KDA is limited to 21or two-category classification.

Thus the discrimination power is somewhat diminished. A higher dimensional dis-

criminant space is obtained by a naïve remedy. We simply introduce multiple non-

2For clarity we still use the symbol z¿ to represent the re-sampled image observation.
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Figure 6.3: Tracking a human face undergoing large pose variations. The frame num-
bers are 3, 30,40, 50,61, 200 respectively.

target classes. A more elegant modification to the KDA algorithm for solving this

problem in the application of face detection has been proposed in [Kurita & Taguchi,

20021.

To summarise, the KDA based tracking algorithm is depicted in Figure 6.2.

6.3. Evaruartoru

We report a single experiment on real video sequences to test the proposed tracker's

capability on accurately tracking the object position and updating the appearance

model. Other tests conducted gave similar results.

Several frames from a real video sequence taken in an office environment are

shown in Figure 6.33. The resolution of the video is 320 x 240 and it is sampled at

30 frames per second. We use 500 particles in the experiment. The covariance ma-

trix of the Gaussian distribution for the prior transition is determined empirically.

Two free parameters involved in the KDA algorithm are ø for RBF kernel and d for

regularisation. We choose o : 230 and ô : 0.10.

Our tracking algorithm successfully tracks the human face undergoing large pose

3This video is courtesy of David Ross.
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variations. The object location in the first frame is manually initialised and the KDA

learning is based on several frames at the beginning of tracking and then it is updated.

The subspace was updated every 10 frames. The variation of the tracked object is well

captured by the updated KDA subspace leaming, while the fixed subspace tracker

can drift easily during the tracking.

6.4. RnruRnrs

We have presented a tracking algorithm based on kernel discriminant subspace learn-

ing. The core of the method is an efficient QR decomposition based KDA algorithm

which is suitable for real-time tracking applications. This efficient KDA allows the

flexibility of nonlinear subspace leaming without the prohibitive computational bur-

den usually associated with such methods. Preliminary tests show that the algorithm

performs well but more extensive testing is necessary. Also machine learning tech-

niques, such as support vector machine and AdaBoost, might be used to learn a ro-

bust appearance model for better tracking performance.



CHAPTER 7

2D ARTICULATED TRACKING VIA DYNAMIC BAYESIAN

NETWORKS

Video-based human-computer interaction has been extensively researched because it
provides an attractive alternative to conventional cumbersome input devices. A criti-

cally important step to this end is to reliably track the humanbody. In this chapter, we

present a novel method for tracking the motion of an articulated structure in video

sequences for human-computation interaction. The analysis of articulated motion is

challenging because of the potentially large number of degrees of freedom (DOFs)

of an articulated body. For particle filter based algorithms, the number of samples

required with high dimensional problems can be computationally prohibitive. To al-

leviate this problem, we represent the articulated object as an undirected graphical

model (or Markov random field, MRF) in which soft constraints between adjacent

subparts are captured by conditional probability distributions. The graphical model

is extended across time frames to implement a tracker. The tracking algorithm can

be interpreted as a belief inference procedure on a dynamic Bayesian network. The

discretisation of the state vectors makes it possible to utilise the efficient belief prop-

agation (BP) and mean field (MF) algorithms to reason in this nefwork. Experiments

on real video sequences demonstrate that the proposed method is computationally

efficient and performs well in tracking the human body.

80
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7.L. INTROoUCTION

The use of computer vision techniques to implement devices for human-computer

interaction as an altemative to conventional cumbersome input devices such as key-

boards, mice, joysticks, has received much attention over a long period [Pavlovic

et al,,\997,Wu & Huang, 2002,Wu. & Huang, 200LB,Iannizzotto et a1.,2}}\,Daunys &

Ramanauskas,2004]. In many cases, to use parts of human bodies, e'9., hands as an

input device, is sufficient and immersive for human-computer interaction. The first

step to construct such an input device is to reliably track human body parts. Glove-

based or magnetic-sensor based devices have been adopted to capture the human

body's motion. Unfortunately such devices are quite expensive and cumbersome. In

contrast, a vision system's advantages are that it is usually quite cheap, noninvasive

and easy to setup.

This chapter concentrates on tracking the motion of an articulated structure in

video sequences for human-computation interaction. Articulated tracking is an im-

portant computer vision task for a variety of other applications, including automatic

cartoon generation and human activity analysis for video surveillance, efc. However

it is not a trivial problem to robustly track an articulated object due to the following

difficulties. The computational complexity of tracking an articulated target increases

exponentially with the number of degrees of freedom of the target, and is further

complicated by image ambiguities and self-occlusion. Exponential complexity is a

severe problem when tracking highly articulated structures such as the human body,

which is typically modelled with over 20 DOFs.

Many approaches have been studied to circumvent this problem. For particle fil-

ter based tracking algorithms [Isard & Blake, 1998A], various strategies have been

proposed to improve the particle filters' sampling efficiency so that fewer particles

are needed to represent the filtering distribution, thereby reducing the computational

cost. Such techniques include the annealed particle filter [Deutscher ¿f a1.,2000],hy-

brid Monte Carlo filter [Choo & Fleet, 200L], kernel particle filter [Chang & Ansari,

20031 and multiple hypothesis tracking [Cham & Rehg, L999]. The core ideas behind

these algorithms are similar: use a stochastic (Markov chain Monte Carlo in [Choo &

Fleet,2001l), or deterministic (hill climbing in lDeutscher et al.,2000,Chang & Ansari,

2003,Cham & Rehg, 19991) optimisation method to drive the particles to the domi-

nant modes in the likelihood or posterior distribution space. Thus fewer particles are
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needed to represent the distribution well.

In a similar vein, the unscented particle filter [Rui & Chen, 2001] constructs a more

accurate sampling distribution from which to draw particles, thereby improving the

performance of the standard particle filter.

Alternatively, several strategies have been devised specifically for articulated track-

ing. One is to reduce the configuration dimensionality by using specialised knowl-

edge of the target's articulation and motion patterns (e,9. [Rohr, 1997]). Another ap-

proach is to combine body part detection with tracking. If one part of the articu-

lated model can be detected and localised at the first stage, it can be used to reduce

the configuration space and update subsets of the state parameters lLee et a1.,20021.

However, such approaches are usually ad hoc.

Graphical probabilistic models such as Markov random field and Bayesian net-

works have been researched extensively because they provide powerful tools for

dealing with uncertainties and complexity. For articulated tracking, another approach

is to model the articulated body by the joint probability density function of the posi-

tion, velocity, or any other states of a collection of subparts. The probabilistic condi-

tional dependence structure of subparts is encoded by an undirected graphical model

such as an MRF. Based on a particle filtering (or sequential Monte Carlo) technique,

the graphical model can be extended across time frames to implement a tracker [Si-

galet a1.,2003,Wu et a1.,200381. The tracking algorithm canbe interpreted as abelief

inference procedure on a dynamic Bayesiannetwork (DBN), Two popular algorithms

for probabilistic inference on such a graphical model are belief propagation and mean

field methods.

BP and MF are both approximations that reduce the complexity of inference.

Compared with conventional particle filtering, the advantage of these approaches

is that they convert the exponential complexity of the conventional particle filter to

linear complexity in the number of subparts. However both BP and MF operate on

a discrete state space, whereas the state vector of a tracked body is real-valued. The

discretisation of the state vectors makes it possible to utilise the efficient BP and MF

approximation algorithms to reason in such a graph.

The main contribution of this work is to cast the 2D articulated tracking prob-

lem into a discrete dynamic Bayesian network framework in which the efficient BP

and MF methods of inference can be adopted to implement visual tracking based
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on Bayesian filtering. Experiments on real video sequences demonstrate that the pro-

posed method is computationally efficient and that each of the two inference methods

performs well in tracking the configuration of the human body.

Articulated visual tracking has been extensively researched in recent years. Lr this

section, we briefly cover some work which is closely related to ours. Wu et al. (20038)

describe articulated motion as a collection of the individual motions of subparts, and

use an undirected graph to model the constraints between subparts. A mean field

Monte Carlo algorithm is proposed to perform inference on the real-valued graphi-

cal model. The same basic idea for modelling an articulated body is used in [Sigal

et ø1., 2003f, this time focusing on 3D human body structure recovery rather than

2D tracking. However, instead of using MFMC, a real-valued nonparametric belief

propagation algorithm (NBP [Sudderth ef a1.,2003\ or PAtr¡pAS [Isard, 2003]) is used

in [Sigal et a1.,2003]. In [Sigal et a1.,2004] the authors extend their previous work to

3D looselimbed people tracking following the same principle. Similarly, Sudderth

et al. (2004) model hand kinematics with a graphical model and use NBP to track

hand motion.

Because the state spaces of the graphical models in both of the above works are

continuous, real-valued inference is applied. An alternative solution is to discretise

the state space. This is viable for2D tracking, due to the relatively low dimensionality

of the configuration space of each individual part [Ramanan & Forsyth, 2003,Cough-

lan & Ferreira,2002f . The advantages of using a discrete graphical model are that it
is more computationally efficient, and no approximation assumptions are needed.

Exact inference in densely connected graphs is computationally intractable. Hence

approximate inference methods such as belief propagation [Freeman et a1.,2000) and

variational methods (of which mean field is the simplest and the most efficient ver-

sion [Weiss, 2001]) are used to obtain a local maximum of the posterior instead of the

global one.

In other computer vision areas such as image and video processing, MRF and

Bayesian networks have been well understood. In [Lim et a1.,2002] MRF models in

a bidirectional Bayesian framework are proposed for accurate motion and occlusion

fields estimation. Wang et al. construct a belief network which combines both the

spatial and temporal information in the video segmentation process. In this sense/

their approach shares some similarities with ours [Wang et a1.,2003].
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Figure 7.L: Dynamic Bayesian network for Bayesian tracking. Circles represent state

nodes (Empty), each of which is associated with an observation node (Grey). The

dash line describes the propagation of the state variables in the temporal domain.
This is essentially a hidden Markov process. Note that only 3 frames are shown:
frame t - l,t,ú * 1 from left to right.

The outline of the remaining content is as follows. In Section 7.2, thebasic Bayesian

tracking framework and the particle filter are reviewed. In Section 7.3we describe the

dynamic Markov network for articulated motion. Section 7.4 introduces the inference

algorithms, i.e., t}re BP and MF methods. Experiments on real video sequences are

presented in Section 7.5. Finally, concluding remarks are presented in Section 7.6.

7.2. BavnsreN FIrtpRtNG AND THE PARTICLE FtrtsR

The visual tracking problem is usually formulated in a probabilistic framework as

Bayesian filtering: given the Markovian dynamic model p(x¿lx¿-r) and the observa-

tion model p(ztlxù at time ú, the task is to infer the latent state vectors x¿ based on

the observation sequencls 21¡. The inference is achieved by Equation (2.2) and (2.3).

This probabilistic formulation can be represented by a graphical model (a simple

Markov chain) in Figure 7.1.

7,3. MopBruNG ARTICULATED BoPtrs

A high level view of articulated tracking with a dynamic Bayesian network is de-

picted in Figure 7.2. Tlne articulated body is modelled by an undirected graphical

model of l[ nodes with pairwise potentials, in which each graph node corresponds

to a rigid subpart. We denote each individual subpart's state vector as x¿ (i € [1, ¡f]).

The entire state space is X : {*r, . . . , xN}, and the corresponding observation space

is Z : {ut,. . ., z¡¿}. Note that, in this work, we discretise the continuous space into
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Frame f Frame t+1

Figure 7.2; Dynamic Bayesian network for tracking articulated motion. Empty circles
represent state nodes, each of which is associated with an observation node. obser-

vation nodes are not shown in this figure. The dash line describes the propagation of
states in the temporal domain.

discrete values, hence x¿ € D (i e [1,Iú]) where D is a finite, discrete set. The task is

to infer the posterior p(x¿,¿¡1lz¿,1:t+r) at every time frame ú * 1 Siven p(x¿,¡lz¿¡,¡) and

dynamical models p(x¿,¿+r lx¿,¿) , (i e lt,l/]), under the Markovian assumption.

Generally, for a single frame, the inference problem is stated by a pairwise MRF

[Freeman et a1.,2000],

p(xlz): l rþ4g¿,x¡¡
¿,Jeò

1

zt ll dn(*,) (7.1)

where rÞ4(x¿,x¡)arethepotentialfunctionsbetweentwoneighbouringnodes i, j e 3

(S is the neighbourhood set), and ó¿(x¿) : p(x¿,2¿) : p(x¿)p(z,ilx¿) are the local poten-

tial functions. Zt inEquation (7.1) is a normalisation constant. If the local prior p(x¿)

is unknown or intractable, a simple hypothesis is to assume a uniform distribution

density in which case the joint probability d¿(x¿) degenerates to the local likelihood.

From the definition, we see that each local potential d¿(x¿) captures the local in-

teraction between the latent state x¿ and the observation z¿, while the correlation

potential ,Þt¡(x¿,x¡) capfures the soft constraints between two connected parts. The

correlation potentials thi(x¿,x¡) can be modelled with a simple Gaussian distribu-

tion [Wu et a1.,20038], a Gaussian with outliers [Isard, 2003] or a Gaussian mixture

with outliers [Sigal et a1.,2003], depending on the complexity of the application.

In this work, we follow [Wu ef aL,20038] and use a Gaussian to model the poten-
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tials, such that

tÞ4(x¿,x¡) x,Â/(x¡; tt4,Ð4), V.2)

where F4 and E¿i are the mean and covariance of the Gaussian process respectively.

They canbe estimated by the training data.

Given the local and correlation potentials, message passing algorithms þoth the

BP and MF method can be classified in this category) can be used to iteratively com-

pute the belief at each state node. This is described in the following section.

7.4. Ix¡nnsrucE ALGoRITHMS

7.4.L. Inference with Belief Propagation and Mean Field Apptoximation

The concept of a message explains intuitively the inference procedure of BP. The mes-

sage m¡¿(x¿) is sent from the node j to i (i --+ i). The belief propagation algorithm

iterates [Yedidia et a1.,2000] as follows:

m¡i(x¿) *- o t (x¡,x¿)þ¡(x¡) JI mxi,:x¡) (7.3)

xj /r€s(j)\i

where SU)\i represents all the neighbouring nodes of x¡ except x¿. The belief (the

marginal probability) at the node x¿ is

b¿(x¿) <- aó¿(x¿) fl m¡,i|*ò. (7'4)

i€s(i)

Note that o is a normalisation constant so that ö¿(x¿) satisfies the normalisation con-

straint !* ö¿(x¿) : 1.

The MF approximation is obtained by minimising the Kullback-Leibler (KL) di-

vergence between a fully factorised distribution S@) : fl¿ ö¿(*¿) and the distribution

p(XlZ) (for more details refer to [Jaakkola, 1997]).It involves a similar update strat-

egyi

(7.5)

€.S(i) x¡

where a normalises the beliefs.

The pattern of message passing in these two update procedures is different. In

BP, every node x¿ sends a different message m¿¡ to its neighbours. This message

å¿(x¿) <- aþ¿(x¿)exp D t b¡eìbgþ¿j(xi,xj)(,
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itself is a collection of messages received from all tlire other neighbours in the previous

iteration. In MÐ every node xi sends a single message ó¿ to its neighbours based

on the messages it received hom all of its neighbours in the previous iteration. The

relationship between these two methods has been explored in [Weiss, 2001].

7.4.2. Tracking with Neighbourhood Constraints

Section 7.4.1 describes the BP and MF algorithms at one time frame. In this section,

we use these two algorithms to incorporate constraints between neighbouring nodes

(or neighbourhood constraints) tnto a tracking algorithm. The tracking problem is for-

mulated as Bayesian filtering in Equation (2.1). We rewrite it to coincide with the

articulated tracking:

pØtlzn) q p(ZtlYt) [ p@#,-r)p(Xt-tlZt,t-t)dYt¡.
.t

There are three components involved in this filtering procedure: the previous poste-

rior p(X¿-lZ1:¿-l), the system dynamics n(XtlÏr-t¡, and the likelihood p(Z¿lX¿).We

add another component, the neighbourhood constraints, into the filtering.

Due to the nonlinear non-Gaussian nature of most real tracking applications, we

track using a particle filter. However, if the dimensionality of the state .t is large,

a prohibitive number of particles are needed to effectively sample the space of ,t.
Our model partitions the state into rigid parts and reduces the complexity from be-

ing exponential with respect to the dimensionality of X to being linear in the number

of parts. However rather than just using multiple independent Kalman/particle fil-

ters to track each part, our model takes constraints between neighbouring parts into

consideration.

We assume that the likelihood of each subpart is independent, hence

p(zlx):flno@ol*o). (7.6)

At time frame ú, the belief for the l-th part is writtenl (in BP and MF, the belief b¿,t(x¡,t)

is an approximation of the posteúor p(x¿,¿121,¿)),

b¿,t(x¿,t) x ó¿,t(x¿,t) [ p;x,',rl*o,r-r)b¿,¿-r(x¿,¿- r)d.x¿,r--, x M¿,¡(x¿,¿), (7.7)
.l

lWu et al. (20038) use a sirnilar equation, the only difference being that they describe the neighbour-
hood constraints in the continuous space.
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o
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ãîøposterior propagation

along the time axis

Figure 7.3: Neighbourhood constraints are combined into the conventional Bayesian
filter.

where M¿,t(x¿¡) is defined as the neighbourhood constraints at node I at time frame f.

As its name implies, the neighbourhood constraints denote the soft constraints con-

tributed by a node's neighbours. Comparing Equation (7.7) to Equations (7.3),(7.4)

and (7,5), we write the neighbourhood constraints as2 :

BP algorithm

M¿(x¿): I m¡l(x,) (7.8)

i€s(i)

where rn¡r is calculated by Equation (7.3);

MF algorithm

(,

Ëoo
C)

'r1

M¿(x¿) - exp t Döi(x¡)log út¡(*,x¡) (7.e)

€S(i) xj

The new tracking schema is shown in Figure 7.3, and is a graphical representation of

Equation (7.7). Compared with standard Bayesian filtering, some additional neigh-

bouring constraints are introduced into the model, According to Figure 7.3, it is quite

straightforward to deduce Equation (7.7). The posterior density is propagated along

the temporal axis by convolution with the dynamical model. Therefore, at time ú,

node i receives the previous posterior b¿,t-t(x¿,t-t) which is then updated by the lo-

cal likelihoo d ó¿,t(x¿,r) as well as the neighbourhood constraints M¿,t(x¿,t).

The whole framework can be regarded as a constrained system of Bayesian filter,

in which multiple Bayesian filters are linked by some soft constraints. From another

2For clarity, the subscript ú, indicating the time frame, is omitted in Equations (7.8) and (7.9).
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viewpoint, as pointed out in the previous sections, this model is also an extension

of the undirected graphical model-it extends the undirected graphical model along

the temporal axis.

A contradiction arises concerning the state space. In previous sections, the calcu-

lation of the neighbourhood constraints was based on the discrete BP or MF meth-

ods, while the tracking is usually processed in a continuous space. One solution is to

calculate the neighbourhood constraints in a contirruous space using NBP [Sudderth

etal.,2003|,PAMPAS [Isard,2003]orMFMC [Wuef a1.,20038]. BothNBPandPalr¡pes

model distributions as Gaussian mixtures. An MCMC sampler is then used to sam-

ple from the product of Gaussian mixture distributions, which is computationally

intensive, MFMC avoids sampling directly from the product of Gaussian mixtures

because only single-dimensional integrals are involved. It is completely nonpara-

metric and generates samples by importànce sampling. However it is not a trivial

task to design importance sampling functions without confident domain knowledge.

Alternatively tracking can be formulated in a discrete state space so that dynamic

programming (DP) techniques such as a hidden Markov model (HMM) [Rabiner &

Juang, 1986, Ephraim & Merhav, 2002) can be used. Although DP is efficient, the

quantisation error introduced by the discretisation is potentially large.

As a novelty, we combine discrete and continuous inference in the same frame-

work. In order to minimise the quantisation erroç the posterior is propagated along

the temporal axis in a continuous state space via particle filtering3 while the neigh-

bourhood constraints which propagate among neighbouring nodes are calculated in

,a discrete space with BP or MF. Such an approach is a compromise between quan-

tisation error and computational efficiency. It is based on the following two facts.

Firstly, from Figure 7.3 we know that there are four components which affect the

tracking, namely, the previous posterior, the dynamic model, the local likelihood and

the neighbourhood constraints. The calculation of just the neighbourhood constraints

in a discrete space introduces less quantisation error compared with discretising the

whole algorithm. Secondly, the computation of the neighbourhood constraints in the

continuous space is much more complex than discrete inference.

An overview of the entire tracking algorithm, using the MF and BP methods, is

given in Figure 7.4. The procedures for updatin1 M¿(x¿) in MF and BP are slightly

3Kalman filters can also be adopted. For example, the Unscented Kalman filter can be used to pro-
pose a dìfferent approach. But in this work, we use particle filters.
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1. Størt tracking:
Set ú : 1. For i-th subpart (i: t,.. . ,.ly'), sample from the prior to generate N¡ samples

{*ji)-', .Íi)-,}Iz,'
2. Re-sømplingt

Re-sample to obtain .lls replacement particles {*j])-r, #}f:r according to the weights

.Íi)-r.
3. Importance sømpling:

(A) For n : L,. . . ,No, sample 1*lil, rj;)Ìf:, - /(x¿,¿lxjl)-1,2t.¡,t) where /(.) is the
importance function.
(B) In the discretised space, find ijl) which is closest to *il). Set xil) : Îin) .

(C) Message Passing Process:
L Belief Propagation:

(a) Set rc:0. Initialise all messages m'¡'e,t(xi,ù,(i,i € ll,Iül) with a uniform distri-
bution.

(b) Update all messages. Iterate until convergence:
n: rc+.t,
*; n,, {*ll) ) - d D*¡,, (rÞ u i {*[?, x ¡,t) ó ¡,t (x ¡,t)fl r e s (¡ ) \¿ ^;;,] 

(x i,ò) .

(c) Calculate the neighbourhood constraints:

u u,, ("lir\ : fl¡ es(¿) *, o,rç*l]) ).

IL Mean Field:
(a) Set rc : 0. Initialise all messages bi,r(¿¿¡) : ó¡,t(x¡,t), i € [1, N].
(b) Update all messages. Iterate until convergence:

n: n!_l,
a;,1*i;)) ,- eün,r1xl\))"*p (Dr."rol D*r, bill(*¡ ,¿)logú¿¡(xl\),*r,r)) .

(c) Calculate the neighbourhood constraints:

u n,, GÍi) ) : "xp (D¡.s 1, ¡ D*r,, bf ,t(xi,t) log rþ û el]), * ¡,ù) .

(D) Re-weight:

.Í3):

Normalise the weights. We obtain the posterior distribution represented by weighted

particles 1*jil,trlj]))f:,.
4. Set ú : t I L, go to the Re-sampling step to Process the next frame.

Figure 7.4: The Sequential Belief Propagation algorithm (SBP) and the Sequential
Mean Field algorithm (SMF)-in practice either algorithm can be used for articulated
tracking. The symbols n,i,t,rc indicate the particle label, subpart label, time frame
and message passing iteration, respectively.
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different, although the essentials are similar. The difference is that for BP the update

rules for the neighbourhood constraints do not depend explicitly on the estimation

of the belief (posterior), whereas the MF updates for the neighbourhood constraints

depend on the beliel which means the estimates of the belief must be re-estimated

iteratively.

In step 2 of the importance sampling procedure, it can save some computation to

replace xjl) witn ijl) bu"unsu the message passing step is processed in the discrete

space. Here 'closest' means the minimum weighted Euclidean distance. We give the

third parameter (angle) more weight because, empirically, the orientation of a part is

more important than its position. Other distance metrics may also be applicable.

We use a different methodology to [Wu et a1.,20038] to introduce neighbourhood

constraints into particle filtering. The neighbourhood constraints in the sequential

message passing algorithm are formulated as an additional factor in the importance

sampling step. By contrast, in [Wu et a1.,20038] the MFMC algorithm has two steps.

The first step is particle sampling, after which the particles are transferred to the

message passing process which iterates to convergence.

7 .5. Evlruerroru

In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed framework is tested on several real

videos. In our experiments, we focus on 2D tracking. We use a "cardboard" model

in which the body is represented by planar patches [Ju et a1.,1996]. Each patch is an

isosceles trapezoid which is determined by the length of its sides 11,12,ls, the position

of its centre (*0, Ao) and its orientation d. In our experiments, we fix the length of each

side. Thus each part has three degrees of freedom.

For simplicity, we use a first order auto-regression (AR) equation to model the

system dynamics. This has the form x¿¡ : Cx¿,¡-r * Du¿ where u¿ is a multivariate

normal distribution, the matrix C defines the deterministic component and D the

stochastic component.

Another important factor in tracking is the likelihood p(z¿,¿lxd,¿). In this chapter,

we use only a colour feature due to its modest computational cost, although edge

detection is a promising and frequently used cue in visual contour tracking [Isard &

Blake, 199841. Motion information is another useful cue in tracking; we will improve
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Figure 7.5: The first 6 iteration results obtained by the SMF algorithm on the Finger

image sequence. The first image is the initial state of the each part. The second image
is the state obtained by the independent particle filters. (1.e. merely considering the

likelihood correction when using the dynamic prior as the proposal distribution for
importance sampling.) The final6 images are the results of the first 6 MF iterations,
demonstrating rapid convergence. We obtain quite similar results with SBP algorithm
because the graph structure is a simple chain without loops'

the performance of this tracker by including multiple cues as in [Shen et ø1.,2003].

We follow the nonparametric model presented in [Pérez et nl., 20021to implement

the colour tracker. Colour histograms are calculated in the RGB space by a modified

mean shift algorithm as in [Pérez et ø1.,2002]. In our experiments, we find that 8 x

8 x 8 bins are sufficient to represent the colour distribution for pixels with 8-bit colour

depth in each channel. The target colour model for each subpart is initialised by hand

and it is not updated during the tracking. The resolution of all the images is320 x240.

Some intermediate iteration results on a 3-part finger image sequence are shown

in Figure 7.5. Before iteration, the initial state (1.e. the mean state of the propagated

previous posterior by applying the dynamic model) of the tracked finger is far from

the correct position. After the likelihood correction process, the state (see the second

image Figure 7.5) is still not satisfactory and the orientation angle of each part is

not corrected. This is because the fingers' skin colour distribution is almost uniform

and no edge information is utilised in this experiment. As expected, the proposed

algorithm leads to the right positions by applying the soft constraints between each

linked articulated part.

In this 3-part tracking experiment, the proposed algorithm converges very quickly.

From the second iteration on, only slight amelioration is observed. The distance be-
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tween each joint centre becomes smaller and more nafural after more iterations. The

reason is that the graph structure corresponding to the 3-part finger is quite simple.

our experiments, again due to the simple graph strucfure. The differencebetween the

BP and MF is merely the degree of the approximation used [Yuille,2002l. In BR the

target distribution is representedby a Bethe approximation while in MF, it is approx-

imated by a lower order factorisable distribution. For simple graphs such as chains

or trees, these two approximations will be comparable (for a chain, BP is exact which

yields the correct marginals, whereas MF might provide incorrect marginals). It is
expected that SBP will surpass SMF when tracking those articulated objects whose

corresponding structures are complex (e.9, loopy graphs). In human body track-

ing, the limbs' self-occlusion could be modelled by adding additional connections

between those occluded limbs in the Bayesian network. In such cases, the inference

is performed in loopy graphs in which SBP is supposed to outperform SMF.

The second test video is a 1O-part body motion sequence whose corresponding

graph is a tree. We compared the results with SMF (the results with SBP are similar)

and multiple independent particle filters. Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7 depict results.

Due to the complex motion of the full body, the multiple independent particle filters

lose the tracked subparts easily after several frames, while the proposed algorithm

can track them successfully.

Figure 7.6: Humanbody tracking results with SMF.

In the algorithm implementation, for the sake of the efficiency/ we abandon those
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Figure 7.7: Humanbody tracking results with multiple independent particle filters.

states whose belief is lower than a predefined threshold. Thus far fewer states need

to be taken into consideration in each iteration. In fact, only those states around the

state estimated by the conventional particle filter are considered. Experiments show

such an approach is feasible. We will discuss how to speed up the algorithm in the

last section.

7.6. Rnvenrs

Computer vision provides promising ways to conduct human-computer interaction

through understanding gestures of the finger, hand or human body, etc., from visual

data. A critically important intermediary step to this end is to reliably track the hu-

man body. However, due to the high-dimensional structure of the human body, the

analysis of articulated motion is quite challenging. This work has mainly focused on

how to tackle this difficulty.

We have proposed a Bayesian network model to track an articulated body in

whichboth spatial and temporal constraints are taken into consideration. Belief prop-

agation and mean field method are adopted for inference in the Bayesian network.

Good experimental results on real videos indicate the effectiveness of this framework.

This work focuses on effective 2D tracking which is appropriate for applications

such as video surveillance. A future direction is to extend it to 3D articulated struc-
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ture recovery and tracking. When modelling 3D structures, the dimensionality in-

creases and can be difficult to discretise. In this case, teal-valued belief propagation

methods [Wu eú aL,2}}3B,Sudderth et aL,2003,Isard,2003]should be used.

For real-time applications, it is crucial to decrease the computational burden.

In [Coughlan & Ferreira , 20021, a pruning procedure and a novel "focused message

updating" strategy is proposed to speed up the BP algorithm. By combining these

two strategies, the updating speed increases considerably. These techniques can also

be applied in our tracking framework to make the algorithm more efficient. An alter-

native to Bl the Concave-Convex Procedure (CCCP), has been shown to outperform

BP in convergence speed and stability [Yuille, 2002]. These new algorithms need to

be explored in the context of articulated tracking in the future.

Another possible way to improve the performance is to integrate domain knowl-

edge into this general tracking framework. For example, to track a walking human

body, due to its relatively simple cycle motion patterns, we can learn each articu-

lated part's motion from training data [Elgammal et a1.,20038] rather than preset the

parameters of the motion model as in this work. A body part detector can also be

augmented to initialise the tracking and recover from temporary tracking failures as

in [Ramanan & Forsyth,2003].



CHAPTER 8

ACCELERATED MEAN SHIFT ANALYSIS

Mean shift is a nonparametric density analysis tool, widely used particularly in data

clustering, image and video segmentation and many other domains. Its popularity

stems from its simplicity and desirable convergence properties. Moreover, the mean

shift does not impose any assumption on the distribution of the data structure. De-

spite these advantages, mean shift converges slowly in many cases, Úaspired by the

successful accelerated variants of bound optimisation algorithms such as Expectation

Maximisation, we propose an accelerated version of the mean shift algorithm. The

appealing property is that, compared with the standard mean shift algorithm, the

number of iterations to convergence is significantly decreased. Additionally for the

Gaussian kernel, no extra computation is introduced at each iteration. We empirically

show on various data sets that the extended algorithm can provide a considerable

speedup.

8.1. INrnopucrloN

Mean shift is a popular nonparametric density analysis tool introduced in [Fukunaga

& Hostetler, 1975,Cheng,l991,Comaniciu & Meer, 20021.In essence/ it is an iterative

local mode detection algorithm in the density distribution space. The mean shift pro-

96
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ceduÍe adopts kemels to compute the weighted average of the observations within a

compact smoothing window. This computation is repeated until convergence is at-

tained at a local densitv mode. In this way the density modes can be elegantly located

without explicitly estimating the density.

Cheng [Cheng, L995] notices that mean shift is fundamentally a gradient ascent

algorithm with an adaptive step size. Recently Fashing et aL show the connection

between mean shift and the Newton-Raphson optimisation algorithm [Fashing &

Tomasi, 20051. They also reveal that the mean shift procedure is actually a quadratic

bound optimisationboth for stationary and evolving sample sets [Fashing & Tomasi,

2005]. In other words, unlike Newton-Raphson's method, each iteration of mean shift

monotonically increases the cost function-the density. For this reason convergence

is guaranteed. This is always a desirable property of optimisation methods.

Mean shift has been used for a wide variety of applications such as robust estima-

tion, clustering, image segmentation and visual tracking [Georgescu et a1.,2003,Co-

maniciu & Meer, 2002,Comaniciu et a1.,20031. Despite its successful application, few

attempts have been made to speed up the convergence. In [Georgesst et n1.,2003],

an approximation technique,termed locality sensitive hashing, is used to reduce the

computational complexity of finding the nearest neighbours of a point involved in the

mean shift iterations. Although a dramatic decrease in the execution time is achieved

for high-dimensional clustering, this technique is not that attractive for relatively

low-dimensional applications such as image segmentation and visual tracking. The

acceleration is not obtained by reducing the iteration steps. In the context of med-

ical image processing, a fast 3D mean shift method is proposed lDomlnguez et aL,

20031. Instead of seeking the density modes in the 3D feature space, mean shift is

performed on the 2D sliced data in order to save computational resources. Moreover,

if the difference of the pixels in neighbouring slices is less than a threshold, the pre-

viously calculated results are reused such that acceleration is obtained at the price of

accuracy loss. This treatment is rather ad hoc and might be problematic for other ap-

plications. The proposed accelerated mean shift in this chapter reduces the iterations

needed for convergence and provides an additional speedup to the abovementioned

enhanced techniques.

On the other hand, much effort has been expended to improve the efficiency of

bound optimisation algorithms such as EM (e.9., lXu,1996,Ortiz &. Kaelbling, 1999,

Salakhutdinov & Roweis,2003l). A theoretical analysis of the convergence properties
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for a class of bound optimisation algorithms has been given in [Salakhutdinov &

Roweis, 20031, and is used as the basis for a novel adaptive over-relaxed scheme. Our

work is inspired by this approach.

Based on the findings in [Fashing & Tomasi, 2005] which bridge the gap between

mean shift and general bound optimisation algorithms, we advance an accelerøted

mean shift algorithm which is simple to implement yet significantly more efficient

than the standard mean shift.

8.2. ACCUINRATED M¡AN SHIrr

The basic concepts of the mean shift algorithm can be referred back to Section 2.3.2.

In this chapter we use the terminology and notation similar to [Comaniciu & Meer,

20021, to introduce the accelerated mean shift algorithm.

8.2.1. Adaptive Over-Relaxed Mean Shift

The following two theorems form the basis of our modified mean shift algorithm.

Theorem 8.2.L lCheng,19957z Mean shift with kernel G(') Jinds the modes of the density

estimate with kernel K ('), i.e. i 6 ('), where K (') is the shadow of the kernel G(').

With the analysis in Section 2.3.2,Theorem 8.2.1' is evident.

Theorem 8.2.2 lFashing & Tomasi, 20051: Mean shift with kernel K(.) is a quadratic

bound optimisøtion oaer a density estimate with ø continuous shadow of KO'

These two theorems show that mean shift is actually a bound maximisation. One

step of the mean shift procedure of Equation (2.12) finds the exact maximum of the

lower bound of the objective function i rc (*n) . From Equation (2.9) we have

û/r(*)
mc(xJ q -=---ï,

/c(x)

which means mean shift is a gradient ascent algorithm with adaptive step size. Hence

its convergence rate is better than conventional fixed-step gradient algorithms. As we

will see, however, from the viewpoint of bound optimisation, the learning rate canbe

over-relaxed to make its convergence faster.
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It is well known that, in order to guarantee increasing the cost function at each it-

eration, bound optimisation methods must usually build conservative bounds, lead-

ing to slow convergence [Xu, 1996, Salakhutdinov & Roweis, 20031. A lot of work

has been carried out to speed up bound optimisation methods, especially for the EM

algorithm due to its popularity [Ortiz & Kaelbling ,19991. Recently in [Salakhutdinov

& Roweis, 20031 it is shown that by over-relaxing the step size, acceleration can be

achieved. Denote the bound function as p(x, x¿), then the over-relaxed bound opti-

misation iteration writes:

x¿+t:x¿ + þ [u.g-r*p(*,*') -*'] . (s.1)

Apparently when the learning rate B : 1, over-relaxed optimisation reduces to the

standard bound optimisation algorithm, It is easily seen that when B > 1 acceleration

is realised. Nevertheless by simply setting a fixed value to B, no convergence is se-

cured and it seems quite difficult, if not impossible, to obtain the optimal value for B.

Xu proves that in the case of the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) parameter estima-

tion with EM, convergence can be guaranteed using this method when we are close to

a local maximum and 0 < B < 2 lXu, 1996]. This conclusion is generalised to the case

of general bound optimisation methods in [Salakhutdinov & Roweis, 2003]. Based

on this important proposition, a simple adaptive over-relaxed bound optimisation is

readily available: the learning rate B can be adjusted by evaluating the cost function,

If one observes for some B > 1 that the cost function becomes worse, B has been set

too large and needs to be reduced. Simply setting P : I immediately, convergence

can stillbe achieved. By regarding mean shift as a special case of bound optimisation,

these theoretical conclusions also apply to mean shift.

Straightforwardly the accelerated mean shift algorithm is obtained in the way

shown in Figure 8.1. One can easily check that the following relation holds (up to a

translation and a scale factor):

io(*n*t) : p(x¿+l ,*¿+r) I p(*t+r,x¿) > p(xt,*e) : irc(*e). (8.2)

Note that in the above analysis we do not take the mean shift with a weight func-

tion into consideration, but the accelerated algorithm also applies for the weighted

case, because the two theorems concerned are derived from the weighted mean shift

[Cheng, ].995, Fashing & Tomasi, 20051. The only overhead is the evaluation of the

cost function. However, we will see that for the (truncated) Gaussian kemel, its spe-

cial structure means that computing the mean shift iteration with Equation (2.L2) also
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1. lnitialisation:
Set the iteration tndex (. = 1. Set the learning rate B : 1. Set a step parameter
o)1.

2. Iterate until conaergence condition is met:

(a) CalculateÍ¿+r with Equation(2.12). Calculate the mean shift m6(x¿+1) :
Í¿+I - xt.

(b) *¿+1 : xt * þ . 
^c(*t+r).

(c) if /6(xr+t) > .fr(*'),
accePt x¿*l and þ : a' þ;
else
reject x¿+1, x¿+l - 1l*1, and þ : L

(d) Set l, : (. + 1. Start a new iteration.

Figure 8.L: The accelerated mean shift algorithm.

results in evaluation of the cost function l¡<(x). Because the shadow of the Gaussian

kernel is itself, we have ix(") : ic(").

A question naturally arises, what if a kemel other than Gaussian, e.g. Epanech-

nikov kernel, is adopted? The observation that we can reliably judge the behaviour

of ¡¡¡(x) through the estimate lç1*¡ Ir only satisfied when these two kernel functions

generate density estimates of the same degree of smoothness. For different kernels,

as long as the bandwidths are adjusted accordingly, all the kernels are asymptotically

equivalent under the approximate mean integrated square error (AMISE) criterion.

Therefore the kernel type is not of importance in mean shift analysis but the band-

width plays a critical role. For a non-Gaussian kernel, the shadow is different from

itself (/¡ç(x) # ic6)). The smoothness of two kernel density estimates with the

same bandwidth but different kernels might be quite different. As a consequence,

usually we cannot reuse the density fç(x) calculated in Equation (2.12) and an extra

evaluation of the cost function ¡¡¡(x) needs to be made.

In fact, if the bandwidths of two different kernels he,hB satisfy the following

formula
h¡ õ0,¿,

6 - 6o,B'

where ô6 is a kernel's canonical bandwidth, then the density estimates based on these

two kernels have the same degree of smoothness [Härdle et a1.,2004). Utilising this
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knowledge, in practice, if the canonical bandwidths associated with a kernel and its

shadow kernel are comparable, we still can reuse /6(x). Although no details on this

topic are presented in this chapter, we have validated this conclusion with numerical

experiments. However, one should be aware that the measurement of comparable is

application dependent.

8.3. EvRluerroN

We compare the performance of the proposed accelerated mean shift algorithm with

the standard mean shift algorithm on both synthetic data and real application data

sets. For simplicity, we implement the methods in Matlab. Instead of comparing the

running times, we compare the number of iterations because the two algorithms have

the same computational burden at each iteration. Note that rejected iterations are also

counted for the accelerated mean shift algorithm.

8.3.1. Numerical Experiments

The test data sets we use in the experiment are described as follows:

(i) Data set #1 (1D synthetic data). A total of 1000 data points are drawn with equal

probability from four normals: 
^f(3, 

1), 

^f(1, 
1), 

^/(0, 
1) ar.d N(-2,r).

(ii) Data set #2 (1D galaxy velocity data), which is also used in [Fashing & Tomasi,

20051.

(iii) Data set #3 (2D synthetic data). Here, a total of 1050 bivariate data points are

drawn with equal probability from three normals:

"([;J] ll;1 ,ïl) '([å] [lj 3t])

and

"([ï] ,l!;T;ïl)
(iv) Data set #4 (2D vowel data). This data set contains 640 time series of 12D LPC

cepstrum coefficients taken from nine male speakers [Hettich & Bay, L999]. We use

the first two sub-dimension vectors for tests.
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In all the tests, we usel a : !.25 and the convergence tolerance

, - ix(*¿+_t) - ix(*t): 
o.oo1,

lx6()
Unless otherwise specified, the Gaussian kernel is adopted. The resulting mode lo-

cations found by the two algorithms are so close that the difference is negligible. We

run the comparison with three arbitrarily selected start points on each data set. The

experiment results are reported in Table 8.1. The proposed algorithm is significantly

more efficient than the standard mean shift. The evaluation results are promising: a

speedup by a factor of about 2 - 5 can be achieved in these evaluations.

The accelerated mean shift's performance with fewer convergence iterations has

proven corrunensurate with its standard counterpart. In theory when the start point

is extremely close to the local maximum, the rejection in the proposed accelerated

mean shift procedure might happen frequently, resulting in a resource waste. In prac-

tice these cases are very rare. Moreover one can devise smarter step-size adjustment

strategies to survive in this extreme case.

In Figure 8.2 we have depicted the paths of the two methods and the contours of

the density function as well as the learning curves for different runs and data sets.

The standard mean shift algorithm takes many steps to reach the fixed point while

the accelerated mean shift algorithm has a much better overall performance.

data set initial
rnean

_0.8

data set #1 1.5

3,6

t2
8

10

mean

data set #2 -1005
3200

-5,20
data set #3 (-10, 16)

10

I, -7'4

13

16

11

t2
11

13

29

t7
12

51

77

33

49

15

31

34
29

35

data set #4 (1.5,0.4)
(0,3,0.

Table 8.L: Comparison of number of iterations for convergence. The initial location
for each run is shown in the second column.

119

65
36

llt is possible to adapt the value of a for better performance.
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8.3.2. Mean Shift Based Visual Tracking

Next, we compare an implementation of the mean shift tracker proposed in [Comani-

ci:uet a\,,2003] with the standard mean shift and an accelerated mean shift tracker. We

track the football player #59 in the sequence which is also used in [Comaniciu ef al.,

2003]. For the accelerated mean shift tracker, a : 1.25. The convergence tolerance is

the Euclidean displacementbetween two iterationr r : ll*'*t - *¿ll : 0.2 pixels. The

colour histogram is computed in the RGB feature space and it consists of 16 x 16 x 16

bins.

As mentioned previously, the conventional wisdom is that the shape of the ker-

nel makes little difference to the quality of the density estimation. However, for the

proposed accelerated mean shift algorithm, Gaussian kernel is preferred. In order

to reduce the computational costs, the truncated Gaussian kernel is chosen as it has

compact support.

Note that due to numerical accuracy loss caused by the use of the first order Taylor

approximation of the Bhattacharyya similarity measure, the convergence proof of the

mean shift procedure does not hold. An additional line search is performed to make

sure the density in the feature space increases [Comaniciu ¿f ø1.,20031. We count one

step of line search as one overhead iteration because of their equivalent computation

complexity.2

We present the tracking comparison in Figures 8.3 and 8.4. In Figure 8.3, 5 frames

of the video sequence are shown. The differences of the tracking outcomes exhibited

in these 5 frames are the largest occurring in the whole sequence. Figure 8.4 shows

the convergence number of iterations per frame. It can be seen that:

o on most of the frames, accelerated mean shift uses less iterations to achieve con-

vergence, especially on the cases where the conventional mean shift converges

slowly;

o however, on some frames (e,9. frame #77, #33, #34), the accelerated mean shift

needs more iterations than the standard mean shift tracker. By comparing Fig-

ure 8.3 and 8.4, and observing e.g. frame #33, it can be seen that more iterations

in accelerated mean shift make it converge to a different location from the one

obtained with the standard mean shift. For this particular video sequence, it is
2As a trade off between the accuracy and the computational burden, we always adopt one step of

linear search in this experiment. Therefore the density does not always lncrease.
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difficult to gauge which result is better, Again, this appears to be due to the use

of the Taylor approximation;

o in theory, the accelerated mean shift algorithm always ouþerforms its conven-

tional counterpart if there is no numerical approximation breaking the conver-

gence proof. For this football video (82 frames) tracking experiment, a 27%

overall computational cost is saved with the accelerated tracker'

8.4. Rnvlnrs

In this work we have proposed an accelerated mean shift algorithm. Compared with

the standard mean shift algorithm, the number of convergence iterations are almost

always significantly decreased. We show its improved convergence on various syn-

thetic data sets and a visual tracking test. This algorithm can also be useful for mean

shift clustering and the like. It provides an additional speedup to existing techniques

such as locality sensitive hashing in [Georgescu et a1.,2003].

Note that the parameter a, which controls the step adjustment, is application de-

pendent. More elegant strategies to adapt o might result in better performance. This

is a topic for future research.
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a

Figure 8.3: The tracking outcome of the accelerated mean shift (úop) and the standard
mean shift procedure (bottom). From left to right the corresponding frame indexes are

#11, #33, #43,#64, #73 out of total 82 frames.

0 60 70 8010 20 30 40 50
Frame index

10 20 30 40 50
Frame index

60 70 80

Figure 8.4: The number of iterations per frame for the football sequence of the accel-

erated mean shift iteration (top: marked with squares) and the standard mean shift
procedure (top: marked with circles). The bottom figure shows the value of the num-
ber of iterations for standard mean shift per frame minus the number for accelerated

mean shift.
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CHAPTER 9

GLOBAL KERNEL DENSITY MODE SEEKING

We address the problem of seeking the global mode of a density function using the

mean shift algorithm. Mean shift,like other gradient ascent optimisation methods, is

susceptible to local maxima, and hence can fail to find the desired global maximum.

In this work, we propose a multi-bandwidth mean shift procedure that alleviates this

problem, which we term nnnealed meøn shift, as it shares similarities with the annealed

importance sampling procedure. The bandwidth of the algorithm plays the same role

as the temperature in annealing. We observe that the over-smoothed density function

with a sufficiently large bandwidth is uni-modal. Using a continuation principle, the

influence of the global peak in the density function is introduced gradually. In this

way the global maximum is more reliably located.

Generally, the cost of this annealinglike procedure is that more iterations are re-

quired, Since it is imperative that the computation complexity is minimal in real-time

applications such as visual tracking, the accelerated version of the mean shift algo-

rithm proposed in the previous chapter can be adopted'

The proposed algorithm is applied to the problems of visual tracking and object

localisation. We empirically show on various data sets that the proposed algorithm

can reliably find the true object location when the starting position of mean shift is

lar away from the global maximum, in contrast with the conventional mean shift

707
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algorithm that will usually become trapped in a spurious local maximum.

9.1. INrnooucrroN

Kernel-based density estimation techniques for computer vision have recently at-

tracted a great deal of attention. One example is the mean shift technique which has

been applied to image segmentation and visual tracking [Georgescu et a1.,2003,Co-

maniciu et aL,2003,Collins,2003,Elgammalet al.,2003A,Hager et al.,2004,Yanget al.,

20054], and other problems. Mean shift is a versatile nonparametric density analy-

sis tool introduced in [Fukunaga & Hostetlel l971,Cheng,l991,Comaniciu & Meer,

20021. In essence, it is an iterative mode detection algorithm in the density distribu-

tion space. The mean shift algorithm uses kernels to compute the weighted average

of the observations within a smoothing window. This computation is repeated until

convergence is attained at a local density mode. This way the density modes can be

elegantly located without explicitly estimating the density.

Since mean shift based object tracking was first introduced by Comaniciu et al.

(2003), it has proven to be a promising alternative to popular particle filtering based

trackers. Incremental research has been reported in the literature. In [Collins, 2003]

the selection of kernel scale via linear search is discussed. Elgammal et aI. reformulate

the tracking framework as a Beneral form of joint feature-spatial distributions [El-

gammal et al.,2003A,Yanget a1,,2005A1. Compared with the approach of lComaniciu

et a1.,20031, the advantage is that spatial structure information of the tracked region

is incorporated into the measure.

In [Hager et aI., 2004] multiple spatially distributed kernels are adopted to ac-

curately capfure changes in the target's orientation and scale. Another approach is

developed in [Zivkovic & Krose, 2004] for the same purpose. FurthermoreFan et al.

present a theoretical analysis of similarity measure and arrive at a criterion, leading to

kernel design strategies with prevention of singularity in kernel visual tracking [Fan

et a1.,2005]. All of these trackers adopt mean shift or similar optimisation strategies

to achieve tracking. Despite successful applications, mean shift trackers require that

the displacement of the tracked target in consecutive frames is small. If this is not

the case, they are likely to become trapped in spurious local maxima of the multi-

modal density distribution spacel. This happens because mean shift is a purely locøl

I In conkast, particle filtering based trackers (e.g. lPêrez et al., 20021) perform better in this sihration.
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optimisation method.

Fundamentally, mean shift has an inherent drawback: it can only be used to find

local modes. Being trapped in a local maximum/minimum is a common problem for

traditional nonlinear optimisation algorithms. Simulated annealing is a well-known

strategy which aims to achieve global optimisation. It starts by initially sampling

with a reduced sensitivity to the underlying modes (on a flattened cost function

surface) and then progressively increasing the sensitivity to drive samples towards

peaked cost regions [van Laarhoven & Aarts, L987]. Recently the idea of anneal-

ing has been merged into importance sampling, yielding annealed importance sam-

pling [Neal, 200L] and it has been introduced to 3D articulated tracking lDeutscher &

Reid,2005l.

Motivated by the success of both simulated annealing and annealing importance

sampling, we propose a novel multi-bandwidth mean shift procedure, termed aí-

nealed meøn shift (ANNuarnoMS). It shares similarities with the annealed impor-

tance sampling procedure in the sense that it also gradually smoothes the cost func-

tion surface and gently introduces the influence of the global peak. We observe

that the over-smoothed density function with a sufficiently large bandwidth2 h.¡4 is

uni-modal. Then, with a continuation principle, we slowly decrease the bandwidth

h:hm)h¡w-t>'..>
function with mean shift, starting from the convergence position of the previous run.

This multi-bandwidth mean shift iteration process is similar to the multi-layered an-

nealing procedure of annealed importance sampling. The main differences are: (L) In

AruNeerpoMs, it is the degree of smoothness of the cost function that is annealed,

while in annealed importance sampling, it is the degree of flatness of the cost func-

tion; (2) Most importantly, in ANNnaLEDMS, the number and positions of the modes

evolve slowly while in the annealed importance sampling, the temperature does not

change the number of modes or their positions.

In theory, as long as the change of the bandwidth is sufficiently slow, the global

maximum can usually be found successfully.3 We provide technical details later.

As applications of the proposed globally mode-seeking mean shift, an ANNSaL-

EDMS based object localiser and a visual tracker are developed. Substantially more

However weak dynamical modelling also presents challenges to particle filters.
2By a sufficiently large bandwidth, we mean a bandwidth which is much larger than the optimal

bandwidth with the minimum asymPtotic mean integrated square error (AMISE).
3For continuous variables, the assertion of success is probabilistic
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Figure 9.1: Multi-bandwidth density estimate on LD galaxy velocity data. Qeft)
Curves from outside to inside indicate t}:re annealing process with successively de-
creasing bandwidths. In this case, the optimal bandwidth is h¡ : 450. The evolution
of the modes is clearly shown: with a multi-bandwidth mean shift mode detection,
it is possible to find the global maximum without being distracted by local modes.
(right) Convergence positions at each bandwidth are marked with circles in the last
curve. Note that the unit of the vertical axis is arbitrary,

promising results have been achieved over the conventional mean shift based algo-

rithms. In summary, our key contributions comprise:

1. Development of a novel annealed mean shift algorithm which can reliably find

the global mode of a density distribution. This is introduced in Section 9.2.

2. Application of ANN¡arEoMS to the problem of visual tracking using kernel-

weighted colour histogram features. Given a target model, the tracker is able to

initialise automatically. It also has the capability to tecover from tracking fail-

ures caused by occlusions, drastic illumination changes, etc., tn that the tracker

itself can also be a localiser. In contrast, conventional mean shift trackers lack

these desirable properties, These developments, including experimental re-

sults, are presented in Sections 9.3.1and9.3.2.

9.2. ANNSETED MEAN SHIrr

Leth*(m: M, M - 1, . . . ,0) be a monotonically decreasing sequence of bandwidths

such that ñ,6 is the optimal bandwidth for the considered data set and usually h¡¡ Þ



1. Determine the set of values lor h*,(m : M ' , '0) (a.k.a. the annealing schedule)'

2. Randomly select an initial starting location for the first annealing run and get

the convergence locationof i¡r,y('), which is Î(M), usingmenn shift.

3. for each rn : M - 7, M - 2,.'.,0, run mean shift to get the convergence posi-
tion î(-) with the initial position ¡(m+1), i.e., the convergence position from the

previous bandwidth. 1(o) it then the final gtobal mode.

Figure 9.2: The ANt'.lneLeoMS algorithm.

å.0.a A series of kernel density functions inr,x(.), Înr-r,x('), ' ' ' , ino,x(') are applied

to the sample data, where the subscripts of /¿,6(') denote the bandwidth and kernel

type respectively.

Figure g.L illustrates a 1D examples, where M : 6. With a large bandwidth, the

function inr,xO is uni-modal, merely representing the overall trend of the density

function. Thus the starting point of the first annealing run does not affect the mode

detection.

The ANNn.ILEDMS algorithm is given in Figure 9.2.
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9.2.1. Remarks

L. The annealing schedule is a trade off between efficiency and efficacy: slow an-

nealing is more likely to find a global maximum, but could alsobe prohibitively

expensive.

2. ANNEALEDMS works well because the number of modes of a kernel estima-

tor with a Gaussian kernel is monotonically non-increasing. ANNenTBpMS

utilises this property. A precondition of the success of the ANNUaTSoMS'hi-

erarchical search is the monotonicity of number of modes with respect to band-

widths. Note that if a non-Gaussian kemel is adopted, e.g. Epanechnikov ker-

nel, the monotonicity property does not aPPly because compactly supported

kernels may not have this property. However, as pointed out in fF{all et al.,

aThere is a tremendous amount of literature on how to select the optimal bandwidth in order to
produce a minimum AMISE estimate (see, e.g., [Comaniciu, 2003A,fones et al.' 19961.) In this work, we

assume l¿o can be obtained by existing techniques'
sThe 1D galaxy velocity data set is also used in [Fashing & Tomasi,2005].
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20041, the lack of monotonicity happens only for relatively small bandwidths.

The notion of a critical bandwidth6 for the popular kernels such as the Epanech-

nikov kernel is still well defined. Moreover, "just as in the Gaussian case, the

critical bandwidth is of the same size as the bandwidth (/¿o) that minimises

mean square error of the density estimator" [Hall el øL,2004]. This conclu-

sion serves as one of the theoretical bases of our ANNEALEDMS: we are not

interested in the bandwidth under À,¡. Rather, we take advantage of the prop-

erty of ouersmoothn¿ss at bandwidths abooe h6, Therefore, for the applications

we are interested in, e.g., visual localisation and tracking, the problem of non-

monotonicity does not arise. We have also empirically proven this important

proposition.

3. Unless otherwise specified, in our examples the (truncated) Gaussian kernel

is used as it leads to fast computation. There are two reasons: (L) Gaussian

kernel is preferred for our fast mean shift (See Chapter 8); (2) Fast Gauss trans-

form [Yang et a\.,2003] can also be adopted to reduce the computational burden.

When the Gaussian kernel is adopted, the mechanism is related with the well-

developed scale-space theory [Chaudhuri & Marron, 2000, Lindeberg, 7994].

The over-smoothed kernel density is essentially a Gaussian smoothed version

of the true density, obtained via convolution with an extra Gaussian kernel, The

key idea of linear Gaussian scale space is blurring the original function /(x)
with a Gaussian kernel,A/ of bandwidth h.:

tn,N.*): (r/x/)(*) : ffi l"*o(-#) /(x-x*)dx*

ln,¡,r(lr.) becomes smooth and represents coarser property of /(x) when the

bandwidth increases.

We note that, in the statistics literature, Chaudhuri and Marron [Chaudhuri &

Marron, 20001 have proposed an algorithm SiZer Io explore the significant modes in

an estimated curve across multiple scales. SiZer employs a similar principle. The pro-

posed ANtr¡¡arenMS also has connection with the well known graduated noncon-

vexity (GNC) algorithm [Blake & Zisserman,7987l. GNC provides a better solution

by finding a set of minima along a sequence of smoothed energy functions, start-

ing from a convex energy and progressing towards the original energy function. In

6The smallest bandwidth above which the number of modes is monotone.
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Figure 9.3: Multi-bandwidth density estimate on 2D artificial Gaussian mixture data,

A four-step annealing schedule is employed to find the global mode. The modes

found by mean shift across bandwidths are marked with circles. See the sequence

GMM2D.øal which demonstrates a slower evolution across bandwidths.

computer vision, a similar strategy, termed variable-bandwidth density-based fusion

(VBDF), has also been adopted to find the most significant mode of a density func-

tion in the context of information fusion for multiple motion estimation [Comaniciu,

20038]. However, there are no theoretical details given in [Comaniciu, 20038]' ANN-

EALEDMS developed here is mainly inspired by simulated annealing and annealed

importance sampling. A connection has been shown between ANNeeLSpMS and

these annealing techniques. Furthermore/ we use it in a novel way to solve some

problems in robust visual localisation and tracking.

9.2.2. Numerical Examples

LD exømple. Figure 9.1 shows a simPle 1D example on the galaxy data [Fashing &
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Tomasi, 20051. Bccausc of thc density estimator's uni-modal property at a large band-

width (h¡a),tl:re startpositionath¡a hasnoeffectonthefinalconvergence. Figure9.1

shows that the global maximum is successfully located with a rough seven-step an-

nealing schedule. For this particular case, actually only two steps are needed to locate

the global mode.

2D example. For this example, the data are drawn from a Gaussian mixture 0.1 '

ff ([-t,0]r,0.18I) + 0.2 . ff ([t,2]., r) + 0.7 . 

^/ 
([t, -2]., r).7 A four-step ANrrrEe-

reoMS with bandwidths {2,1.02,0.66,0.45} is used to locate the global mode, Fig-

ure 9.3 depicts the annealing process. Again due to the uni-modal property, no matter

from which initial position AtsNE¡,rEoMS starts, the global mode is always obtained

eventually. A video sequence (GMM2D.øal) is also generated to show the mode evo-

lution process more elaborately.

For these two examples, we do not assume any prior information about the distri-

bution structure of the data. The only information needed is the approximate range

of the data, which is usually available.

Generally, the price of global convergence of ANNn¡rsoMS is that more itera-

tions are required. This is the case particularly when the start point is far away from

the convergence position. It is imperative that the computational complexity is mini-

mal in real-time applications such as visual tracking. We have introduced an adaptive

over-relaxed accelerated mean shift in Chapter 8,

9,3, ANN¡EIED MEAN SHmr BESnp VIsuEr LOcerTsATIoN

AND TNACTIruC

In this section we apply the two improvements on mean shift to visual localisation

and tracking. In all the localisation and tracking experiments we use RGB colour

histograms, consisting of 16 x 16 x 16 bins. The tracking framework presented in

[Comaniciu et a1.,2003] is adopted, but we use an annealing procedure for global

mode seeking.
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Figure 9.4: We locate a specified human face (lefl fop) beside two spurious faces, the

sTARBUcKS logo (right top), a CD (left bottom) and a book cover (tight bottom) under
cluttered backgrounds. The ANNB¡LEDMS is started at arbitrarily selected positions.

Dashed lines indicate the mean shift searching trajectories for each run. Dots indicate

the start and convergence positions of mean shift for eachbandwidth. See the accom-

panying videos locøliser{!,2,3,4}.øai for an intuitive demonstration on the annealing

convelgence Processes.

9.3.1. Visual Localisation

Up to date, mean shift has typically been used for tracking motions with small dis-

placements due to its lack of global mode seeking capability. Armed with ANNPAT-

EDMS, it is possible to locate a target no matter from which initiøI position the mean shift

Iocaliser starts, given the target template.

In our experiments, the ANNnALEDMS localiser starts at arbitrarily selected po-

sitions. All result in successful location of the target. For the first two experiments,

the target templates are extracted from the same image while for the last two, the

target templates are from different frames of the image sequences. Six runs for each

7I is an identity matrix.
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example are marked in Figure 9.4. Four objects are located successfully in different

environments. For the first example, the bandwidths are {60,40,20, 10}. We plot the

cost functions of this example in Figure 9.5 to explore how ANNsanoMS works in

this case. The influence of the most significant peak is introduced gradually, which

guides search towards the global mode. One can see that even at ht :20, there have

been plenty of local modes which can easily make the search stop prematurely. At
l¿o : 10, there are three major modes corresponding to the three faces in the figure.

Note that mean shift does not converge to the exact modes in Figure 9.5 due to the

Taylor approximation [Comaniciu et aI.,20031. However it converges to a position

close to the true mode. For localisation and tracking, this accuracy loss is negligible.

The other three examples begin at ha - 80 and a five-step annealing guaran-

tees a global mode in these cases. For the CD and book cover localisation, we take

the template models from other images with large geometry and slight illumination

differences. The success proves that the colour histogram is a robust feature. It is
straightforward to include other features, ê.9., intensity gradient, to make the localiser

more robust. Without the annealing procedure, most runs stop at a local maximum-
only when the initial positions are located in the small area close to the global mode,

can standard mean shift find the target. \Â/hen no prior knowledge is available about

the global maximum we are seeking, it is always beneficial to employ a relatively

broad bandwidth mean shift procedure, which can provide a coarse location of the

global mode. In the experiments, although we do not carefully design the annealing

schedule, global modes are achieved.

9.3.2. Visual Tracking

Many tracking algorithms fail to perform well in practice. They have several funda-

mental drawbacks: (1) They work well only when the displacements between con-

secutive frames are relatively small; (2) Usually they cannot self-start; (3) They are

not robust to occlusions and are unable to recover from momentary tracking failures.

Standard mean shift trackers are no exception. Our ANNEaLEDMS tracker alleviates

these weaknesses by incorporating an efficient bottom-up localisation functionality.

Face tracking example. The tracked target moves fast hence leading to large dis-

placements between consecutive frames. An annealing schedule {60,30, 18} is used

by AruNrerEDMS. The ANNn¡LEDMS tracker is automatically started by a locali-
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Figure 9.5: The cost functions (corresponding to the first example in Figure 9.4) at

different bandwidths: 60,40,20, and 10, are plotted as contours of 2D translations'

The true mode is marked with a square'

sation process, while the mean shift tracker is manually started. As in mean shift

tracking, Ar{NseuoMS also starts at the position of the previous frame. Unless oth-

ensise noted, in all the tracking experiments, the convergence tolerance is the l2-norm

distance between two iterations/ € : 0.2 pixels. Figure 9.6 summarises the tracking

results. The ANNEaLEDMS tracker is more robust and accurate than the standard

mean shift tracker: \iy'hen the displacement is large, the standard mean shift tracker

becomes easily stuck in spurious modes. This is a typical result.

Implementøtion issues. Mean shift might get stuck at false modes caused by discrete

colour values of pixels. Wang and Suter observe this phenomenon in grey image his-

togram clustering lWang & Suter, 2003]. Their analysis also applies to colour image

histograms. we avoid this problem by simply ceiling the mean shift step l*c(*)l
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Figure 9.6: The face tracking sequence with standard mean shift (top) and ANNEaT-
EDMS (bottom). Frames #5, #74, #22 and#25 are shown. The object is accurately de-
tected and tracked by ANNEaTEDMS despite large displacements. In contrast, mean
shift is more likely to trap into local modes and gives inaccurate results (#5, #14 and
#22) or even fails completely (#25). See the video/øcetracker.aai for details.

(Equation (2.11)). This modification increases the size of shift steps, hence leading

to a quicker convergence. The drawback is that it might lose accuracy. We use the

original step by Equation (2.11) at the last bandwidth h¡. Because we are only inter-

ested in the last convergence position, accuracy is retained. Both in localisation and

tracking, it has been observed that this simple treatment results in satisfactory con-

vergence without accuracy loss. We compare the number of convergence iterations

per frame for the face tracking video in Figure 9.7.8 Orr- can see that in this example,

their convergence speeds are similar. In many frames, ANNpel¡oMS is even faster.

The reason is that mean shift at the first few bandwidths (h¡¿...r) can move close to

the mode quickly. However, larger bandwidths of ANNr,\TEDMS mean that slightly

more computation might be needed to build histograms. We also have implemented

the proposed accelerated mean shift algorithm (Chapter 8) into tracking, and a con-

siderable speedup has been achieved [Shen & Brooks, 2005].

Bnsketball tracking example. This example shows the ANNEALEDMS tracker's abil-

ity to recover from temporal failures. The original sequence is down sampled by

a factor of 2 to make the target's displacements larger. The mean shift tracker fails

as early as at Frame #6. Therefore we only show the tracking results of ANrurn-
EDMS in Figure 9.8. ANNEALEDMS tracks across bandwidths {30, 15,8} and works

Eonly frames #7...22 ate compared because from #23 on, the mean shjft hacker fails. For ANNEAL-
roMS, we cou¡rt the sum of iterations at each bandwidth.
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Figure 9.7: Comparison of the number of iterations per frame: mean shift (marked

with circles) us, ANNearsoMS (marked with squares), for the face tracking se-

quence.

successfully. It is not always necessary to perform a global search in tracking. In

ANNTaLspMS the hierarchical bandwidths control the size of the searching area in

the cost function. For this video, the first bandwidth is not set very large because

a global search might not be desired. At #18, ANNs¡LsoMS loses the target due

to illumination changes. However, it recovers immediately at #19. It drifts slightly

because of the basket's occlusions at #20 and recovers at the next frame. Again we

observe ANlNsatsoMS tracking is efficient: only an average 8,1 iterations per frame

is needed.

Weetbix box trøcking example. We track a part of a weetbix box, which is recorded

by an extremely unstable camera. ANunereoMS shows its robustness over the mean

shift tracker again: the conventional mean shift loses the target very eatly because of

the drastic dynamic camera motion, while ANNEALEDMS can achieve significantly

better performances. The tracking results are shown in Figure 9'9.

9.4. R¡tr¿¿.Rrs

We have presented a new global mode seeking mean shift, termed ANwE¿'rspMS.

Improvements are achieved over the standard mean shift when the density has mul-
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Figure 9.8: The basketball tracking results with AN¡¡rerEoMS. Frames #18, #20 and
#29 are shown. Seebasketball.aoi lor details.

Figure 9.9: The weetbix box tracking results with ANI¡IaLEDMS. Frames #2,1I9 and
#77 are shown, See weetbixb ox.arsi fot details.

tiple peaked modes. We have also introduced the new ANNEALEDMS strategy into

localisation and tracking. Promising results have been obtained in both applications,

even with simple annealing schedules, which are not carefully designed.

An adaptive over-relaxed mean shift is also advanced to accelerate the conver-

gence speed. Compared with the standard mean shift algorithm, the number of con-

vergence iterations is almost always significantly decreased. Itprovides an additional

speedup to existing techniques such as locality sensitive hashing lGeorgescu et al.,

20031 and fast Gaussian transformation [Yang et aL,2005A1.

Future work will explore the effects of annealing schedule design on the locali-

sation and tracking performances. Other discriminative features will be adopted for

better localisation and tracking performances, rather than relying solely on simple

colour histograms.



CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

10.1. Sutr¡uenY

This thesis considered the problem of robust and efficient visual tracking of objects in

video. Robustness is extremely important for a practical tracking system. Although

much progress has been made, it remains a significant challenge, especially when

occlusions, clutter, moving cameras,/targets or noisy data are involved'

A popular tracking method is based on the stochastic approach with samples,

namely particle filters. In this context, the following innovations were presented:

1. The unscented auxiliary particle filtering and augmented particle filtering were

proposed to overcome drawbacks. The conventional particle filter uses system

transition as the proposal distribution, leading to poor sampling efficiency and

poor performance in visual tracking.

2. An algorithm was presented which integrates multiple cues in a probabilistic

manner. Also introduced was an efficient kernel subspace method to capture

the tracked appearance's information. In the particle filter, the second issue that

needs to be considered is the likelihood modelling. Most trackers use a single

cue. It was argued that the integration of cues such as colour, edge strength and

127
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motion is a promising approach to robust visual tracking in situations where no

single cue is sufficient;

3. A novel method for tracking the motion of an articulated structure was giver,.

This method can significantly improve the sampling efficiency. Consequently it
alleviates the curse of dimension problem in conventional sampling methods.

Recently, the mean shift tracker was advanced as an altemative to stochastic track-

ers. The second part of this thesis addressed the problem of seeking the global mode

of a density function using the mean shift algorithm. A multi-bandwidth mean shift

procedure was proposed. An accelerated version of the mean shift algorithm was also

given. The proposed framework was applied to the problems of visual tracking and

object localisation. It was empirically shown on vaÍious data sets that the proposed

algorithm can reliably find the true object location when the initial position of mean

shift is lar away from the global maximum. In these difficult cases the conventional

mean shift algorithm often gets trapped in a spurious local minimum.

1,0.2. Furunn RrsnencH DrREcrroNS

There are several directions which are interesting to explore starting from the work
in this thesis. The use of a particular feature can greatly affect tracking performance.

Generally, as pointed out in [Collins & Liu, 2003], the features that best discriminate

between the object and the background are also best for tracking purposes. However,

the same feature might not always be the most discriminative one throughout a long

video sequence. Collins and Liu (2003) use a simple strategy to select the discrimi-

native feature in the RGB colour space. This approach can be extended with using

developed in the field of machine learning such as feature selection based on mutual

information criteria [Kwak & Choi, 2002]. Instead of mere colour features, richer fea-

tures like texfure, wavelet filter responses, etc., might provide better object signatures.

These features can be the candidates for better tracking performance. Motivated by

the pioneering work in face detection [Viola & fones, 2004], feature selection can also

be performed by AdaBoost [Schapire,20l2,Schapfue, 1999] to obtain good tracking

performance.

Tracking and localisation algorithms find the most similar region to the target

in an image. One of the greatest difficulties in robust tracking is the construction
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of robust representation models that can accommodate illumination variations, de-

formable appearance changes, partial occlusions, ¿úc. Most of the kernel-based ap-

proaches use a single static template image to make a target representation based on

density models. A popular methodology is to exploit colour distributions in simple

regions (region-wise density models). Generally semi-parametric kernel density esti-

mation techniques are suggested. It is difficult to update this target model [Comani-

ciu et a1.,2003, Elgammal et øL,2003A,Shen et al., 2005L,Pétez et al', 2002,Vermaak

et a1.,2002], The target representation's fragility usually breaks these trackers over a

long image sequence.

Considerable effort has been expended to ease these difficulties. A key to find-

ing a remedy is to find the right representation. In order to accommodate appearance

changes, the representation model should be learned from as many training examples

as possible. Two methods, namely off-line and on-line learning, can be used for the

training procedure. On-line learning means constantly updating the representation

model during the course of tracking. In contrast, classification/detection is a pow-

erful bottom-up procedure: It is trained offline and works online. Due to the train-

ing being built on large amounts of training data, its performance is promising even

without online updating of the classifier/detector. It appears beneficial to combine

a bottom-up process into a top-down tracker. The means by which these two com-

ponents are combined is application dependent and plays a critically decisive role

in the robustness and efficiency of the tracker. Inspired by image classification tasks

with colour density features (e.g., [Chapelle et aL,1999]) and real-time detection [Vi-

ola & Jones , 2004f, we leam off-line a density representation model from multiple

training data. By considering tracking as a binary classification problem, a discrimi-

native classification rule is learned to distinguish between the tracked object and the

background patterns. In this way a robust object representation model is obtained.

This provides the basis for considering the design of enhanced kernel-based trackers

using robust kernel object representations. A by-product of the training is the classi-

fication function, with which the tracking problem is cast into a binary classification

problem. An object detector directly using the classification function is then available.

Combining a detector into the tracker makes the tracker more robust and provides the

capability of automatic initialisation and recovery from momentary tracking failures'

Although a lot of tracking algorithms have been proposed in the literature, the

problem of tracking multiple interacting objects in a complex scene is still far from
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being solved. Multiple cameïa based tracking methods struggle with complete oc-

clusion. Bayesian filtering based trackers are computationally expensive because the

number of state parameters is becoming large with multiple targets. Moreover, many

of those algorithms are designed to deal with short-duration partial occlusion, and

fail at severe occlusions and when a partial occlusion lasts for a long time. Proba-

bilistic approaches like particle filters are useful in dealing with the problem of back-

ground clutter as they can maintain multiple hypotheses. However, the likelihood

model obtained by an independent technique may not be acquired in heavy occlu-

sion. Several methods utilising motion information to perform robust tracking can

survive heavy occlusion. These methods require precise motion modelling and fail at

the non-linear motion of interacting objects. Extension of the work presented in this

thesis to multiple object tracking is another interesting research direction.

The approaches given in this thesis are based on inputs from a single camera.

However, they are compatible with inputs from multiple cameras. The observation

model can be extended to multiple viewpoints. Multiple cameras can provide com-

plementary information to each other and therefore the performance can be expected

to improve. One problem is the correspondence between multiple cameras. ln other

words, when the object is observed in multiple cameras, we need to establish the cor-

respondence and tell whether they are the same object or not. Motion information

should be used to help establish the correspondence.

Progress in object tracking has been rapid, exciting and substantial in recent years.

We can surely look forward to a continuation of this in the coming years.
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